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ABSTRACT

Roberta McClusky, a ~ohawk Indian/Caucasian woman native to the

Adirondack Mountains of New York State, faces isolation from family and place as

she waits in a city hospital for her mother to die of cancer. At twenty-five, she recalls

her fifteenth summer, the last summer she spent in the mountains of her birth. Her

parents had already moved to the city by then, in order for her father to find work.

When her maternal grandmother lay dying, Roberta and her mother, Summer, went

back to help with nursing at the home of Summer's brother in Pottersville.

With Summer and Roberta's Aunt Corrine focused on nursing, Roberta and her

cousin MJ were left to cope on their own. MJ took refuge in Catholic fanaticism, try

ing to bargain with God for her grandmother's life. Poised on the brink of sexual

maturity, distraught over her grandmother, Roberta found no help in religion and no

sympathy among the adults in her family. She became involved with Junior Bradley,

the town bad boy.

Grammy, the matriarch of the Mohawk side of the family, was the repository of

culture and morality. With her decline came a loosening of ties: Roberta's father drank

and used race-based cruelty to dominate her mother. When Corrine was not nursing,

she worked full-time at preventing scandal over a sister-in-Iaw's lesbian relationship

and the sexual recklessness that began as Roberta's way of handling pain and

ended with an illness suspiciously resembling a pregnancy.
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On the night Grammy died, Roberta overheard her aunt and uncle reading

Grammy's will aloud. When she reported this to her parents, she opened a breach

between Summer and the rest of the family. Struggling with guilt, Roberta jumped

off the roof of her grandmother's house, thinking to cause a miscarriage. Subsequent

examinations revealed that she was sterile all along. She returned to the city to limp

through school and an early marriage.

Summer dies without regaining consciousness. Roberta concludes that she

will return to her mountains to heal before launching herself in pursuit of a college

degree and, almost incidentally, a self.
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CHAPTER 1

I saw two flies walking on the window, not one fly and its reflection. Knowing

Aunt Corrine would have a fit about it, I raised the windowshade to let Grammy

feel the sunlight, in case it might be the last time she could ever feel it, in case she

died before we had another nice day. When my eyes stopped aching from the shock

of sudden light, I could see the flies - one inside the room, the other out in the

world. They fooled me. For one minute, they moved together so perfectly that I

couldn't tell what I was looking at. Without taking my eyes off them, I counted 

one, one thousand; two, one thousand - the way Uncle Mike counted in a whis

per before he squeezed off the trigger and emptied his rifle into a running deer.

The inside fly twitched and the outside fly flew off toward a big Adirondack

white pine standing at the end of Uncle Mike's driveway. Nothing was left but

the patch of sunlight the window made in the dark wall of Aunt Corrine and

Uncle Mike's back bedroom.

Corrine and Mike spent every night of Grammy's last summer on an old cast

iron bedstead in the attic, wishing Grammy would finish dying because the mat

tress gave them backaches. My mother and I came from our two-family house in

Utica to help. Summer was glad to do it; she hated Utica, but we had to live

where Daddy could work. I took all my final tests early - geometry and European

Cultural Studies, all the usual tenth grade foolishness - but it was just as well.
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We stayed in the Adirondacks from the middle of June 'till. the end of September,

and I went back with a note from Summer saying we had a death in the family.

We stayed with Corrine and Mike all week and at Grammy's farmhouse on

week-ends when my father came to visit. Daddy lived alone all that summer, dri

ving a beer truck for the Utica Club Brewery and keeping the yard up so we

wouldn't lose our upstairs tenant. Mr. Kwapizewski always said he could live

much better if he moved back to Poland. At least, he said that before April, when

a poor fool threw the wrong switch at the Russian nuclear power plant in Chernobyl.

After Chernobyl burned, Kwapizewski shut up about flying back to Lodz to spend

his golden years. Summer said for two cents, she'd pack his bags, but we needed

his rent to keep up the mortgage.

Watching the inside fly run in circles looking for its other half made feel like

crying. Daddy told me once that the old Mohawk Indians used to pour water up

a baby's nose when it cried. Somebody crying would give away the tribe's loca

tion to an enemy. I hate crying to this day; it feels as if your heart is going to

explode. Even now, when I see my mother's pain in the miserable way she shrinks

into her hospital bed, I would rather die than let my eyes fill up.

All the Mohawk in us came from Grammy's side of the family, from her

mother and from Grandpa, the man Grammy married. The rest is Irish. My father

used to say that a Mohawk Irishman was a whiskey tenor with a mean streak.

When I was little, I never paid much attention when he talked like that.
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"Quit your pullin' on my arm," I said, and MJ made her pouty face and

looked at the floor. MJ is the cousin who's supposed to look like me, but even

ten years back, I could see a lot of differences. "I'll go when I'm ready," I said.

"Towle's not about to have that baby today. I know things like that. Christ, Towie

didn't even send for your mother to come get Skipper. Towie won't have a baby

on her kitchen table with a two-year-old watching."

MJ blessed herself. I craned around to look out the bedroom door; Aunt Corrine,

for once, wasn't listening. She kept her ears open for blasphemy in the house.

"It hurts me when you take Jesus' name in vain." MJ was crying because I

swore. She might look something like me, but she always acted different 

sneaky, trying to get in good with God and with the grown-ups. "You said you

wouldn't swear any more, Roberta."

I shoved her. "Call me 'Bobby.' You know I won't answer to nothin' else."

"Your name's Roberta."

I got hold of her wrist and put an Indian burn on it, circling it with both my

hands, then twisting the skin in opposite directions. "Call me Bobby," I said.

She held her breath. "Roberta."

Twisting harder, I said "Bobby."

"I'll tell your mother. Summer! Roberta's hurting me!"

"I'll say you called my father a flatland sissy." I twisted again. "What's my

name?"
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"Roberta. Your name's Roberta. It says so on your birth certificate."

"What?"

"Ow, Bobby. Bobby. Let go!"

When I dropped her arm, she turned her back to me and sucked her wrist.

She liked being the underdog. I would have punched her lights out if it was her

Indian-burning me.

Aunt Corrine had left a pan of water on the nightstand with a clean wash

cloth soaking in it. MJ twisted the cloth and mopped Grammy's face. Under the

cloth, the skin looked thin to the point of tearing, stretched over the bones of

Grammy's little face. I had a photograph of us - of Grammy and me - a pic

ture twelve years old that summer. It showed me when I was three, standing on

a chair next to Grammy by the kitchen sink at the farmhouse. I was drying dishes

while Grammy washed. Grammy's hair was still black then. In the picture, she

has nothing to do with the old thing I have in my mind, lying doped up in her

married son's bedroom, all belly where the tumor swelled her up. The last sixty

days of her life, the tumor drew the substance out of her body to feed itself. That

is my last memory of the woman who was my second mother: Of a body more

cancer than woman, more decayed than alive.

The room was a black hotbox and it smelled. Corrine and my mother, Summer

McClusky, changed the bedsheets twice a day, and my Aunt Angel helped out

when they could find her. They cleaned Grammy's hair with a dry powder so she
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wouldn't catch cold and they washed her body with her nightgown on. Once, I

got religion and said I'd stay to hold the basin of wash water while they moved

around the bed. I had to shut my eyes to the patch of thin, gray hair Grammy had

between her legs, and the breasts that drooped flat against her ribs with blue veins

showing like a road map under the skin. I wanted Summer to send me out, but

she wouldn't, and I spent a minute hating her. After that, 1stayed clear of Grammy's

bedroom in the mornings.

MJ swabbed the old lady's neck. 1 remember one time MJ telling the priest

that she wanted to be a hairdresser and a saint.

1 whispered, "You think we could get out of here and run down to Towie's

trailer? We could just see how her labor's coming along since she called this

morning." MJ dropped the washcloth back into the basin and swiped her hands

across the thighs at her bluejeans. She never wore shorts because she hated her

legs. She told me that the day she got her period for the first time.

MJ thought getting her period would make her look like a fashion model.

When her looks didn't change right away, she felt cheated. 1 was jealous as hell;

MJ was only thirteen when she fell off the roof the first time. 1 was almost fif

teen when I fell off. It didn't seem fair: 1 was born first, on March 29 in 1971.

MJ wasn't born 'till May the fourth. 1 should have been the first to fall. "Fell off

the roof" is Pottersville talk for getting your period. Our mothers told us never

to say, "I got my period."
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"Say, 'I fell off the roof this morning,'" Summer told me. "Any woman will

know what you mean right away, and no man has to know."

1knew all about it, but they still had to haul me out of the woodlot uphill from

Grammy's barn the day 1 first fell off the roof. We were at Grammy's for Easter,

practicing silence for Good Friday afternoon. 1 always swore that nothing like a

period would ever happen to me, swore it even when other girls got to skip gym

and sit around looking important while the rest of the class sweated around the

track. 1 kept that in my head from the sixth grade on, after the school nurse took

all the girls into her office and handed out pamphlets called So, You're a Woman

Now. The boys told me later how they got to sit on the bleachers with Coach and

talk about sex and the way it saps an athlete's vital juices. 1 was jealous, thinking

Coach might have explained how not to be grossed out the first time you had sex.

At night, 1 used to wonder what it felt like to want somebody that way. 1 dreamed

up all kinds of boys, but none of them made me feel anything at all.

That Good Friday, 1 was just fourteen. With everybody off at Stations of the

Cross, 1 was on my honor not to enjoy myself; Daddy was supposed to see to it.

But Daddy fell asleep under the clothesline in the yard. 1 thought wading in the

pond across the road wouldn't be fun if 1 stuck close to the shore where the bot

tom is mucky and slimy from dead weed stems.

God always gets you back: 1 fell, of course, and soaked one knee with ale

smelling water and black mud. 1 hoofed it back to Grammy's to change my jeans,
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and there was the final comeuppance: Ruined underwear, blood, thighs sticky and

red as if handled by a painter with dirty hands, a tenderness between my hip

bones that made me feel as if my body was acting without my permission. It was

the first time I couldn't make the world do exactly what I wanted it to do.

"Mommy says we shouldn't bother Towie because it hurts to have a baby."

When MJ tried to brush Grammy's hair, the old lady's lips began to move. She

made little noises in her throat and thrashed her head back and forth on the pillow.

"Stop," I said to MJ. "You'll have her awake in a minute."

"They just gave her the pain shot. She can't really wake up, now. You were

out running around with Junior Bradley and Evie Beatnell the day Doctor

Montgomery showed how to give a pain shot. He showed Mommy with me watch

ing, then Mommy had to show Summer after Doctor left."

Summer's steps moved fast from the kitchen toward the parlor. I froze in

case she might be looking for me. I was always a little afraid of my mother. One

thing I hate about her sickness now is having to let go of my fear.

"Corrine?" she said. "Angel's drinking again. She's right off the wagon, not

that I believe she ever went on it in the first place."

I tiptoed close to the bedroom door. Out in the front room, Corrine was hav

ing a headache. She had herself laid out on the old sofa with her skirt pulled tight

across her knees like a Mummy's wrap and a wet washcloth covering her eyes.

And there stood Summer with an empty Seagram's bottle in one hand, looking
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like a baby's alphabet block in the loose pants and blouse she always wore, the

kind of pants the catalogue calls "slacks," and you know they're made for ladies

who look like bags of potatoes underneath their clothes.

"Angel never stops drinking," Aunt Corrine said. Corrine was all bones and

six feet tall. "She sits in the kitchen all night with the lights off, just sits and

swills whatever she can get her hands on. That's what she learned in the city,

working for Carl Company all those years, selling clothes to people with money.

It's a wonder she's got any liver left at all."

"Where's Angel now?" Summer asked. Corrine never opened her eyes to see

the bottle.

"Sleeping it off on the screen porch."

"Angel's drunk all the time." MJ came up behind and whispered close to my

ear. "She won't eat dinner with us. She walks down to the Black Bear and fills

up on beer and pretzels. Daddy said she wouldn't need to get loaded and make

eyes at the whole county road crew if she hadn't married a damn screaming fairy

like Uncle Gage. Mommy made him shut up in front of me. What's a fairy?"

"Christ if I know. A little shit with wings that lives on a lily pad. You think

you'll cry some more about me cussin'?"

"You'll go to Hell."

"That's where all the good people are." MJ stuck her nose in the air, trying

to look like a queen. "Elvis is down there. Daddy would like seein' him. And
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Keith Moon, and John Lennon, and Freddy Mercury. And George Washington.

Remember what Junie told us, that his teacher said old George died of syphilis,

not a cold like the history books tell? And Geronimo, and Crazy Horse, and

Hiawatha, and Susan B. Anthony. Hell is where they put the people that can't

keep their mouths shut. What about it? Can we make it to Towie's trailer with

out your mother catching on?"

"Mommy's not done having her headache," MJ said. "And your mother

doesn't care where you go. Mommy says you act like a wild animal and Summer

doesn't notice."

"You don't even know what a hickey is," I whispered. "You got holy water

where you ought to have blood."

She blessed herself and shoved out the door into the parlor. "Aunt Summer?"

she said. "I know where you can hide the liquor that Angel won't think to look.

There's a cabinet downstairs in the workshop... It locks."

They went to the kitchen, MJ the taller of the two, as tall as me, Summer

always the shortest person in the room. They used to call Summer "Shrimp" when

she was in school, she said, and she hated it. The boys would lift her up to make

themselves look like he-men. She would kick them and yell for Uncle Mike to

defend her. My father was six/one to her five/one. I was always embarrassed when

they danced together at the Eagles Hall down in Utica, her face coming up even

with his stomach. When I was little, I only thought they didn't match very well.
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The summer Grammy was dying, 1 used to picture Daddy wrapped around Summer

like wild grapevine in their bed.

Summer was still rinsing the grayout of her hair back in '86. She was thirty

two when 1 was born; I don't remember a time when she didn't dye her hair black

in the bathroom sink. Summer's hair was dull and inky. Beside her, MJ walked,

with her hair shiny black and wavy. Where the sunlight hit it, 1 thought I could

see blue lights.

"Your Aunt Angel probably had a hangover and tried to cure it with some

hair of the dog," Summer said. "I try to get your father to keep the liquor out of

sight, but he doesn't listen, and your mother can't think of everything."

Batting against window glass, the inside fly buzzed like fury. I wiped my

hands on my shorts and went back by Grammy's bed.

Cancer smells sweet, like sweat and old talcum powder. That's what I thought

then. Sometimes, I used to write a book in my head, just think the passages along

as I lived. It helped me stand myself. If you write a book and tell people that

cancer has a smell, it might be important someday, and then it wouldn't matter

that you came within four points of failing the algebra exam in June. Cancer

smells sweet; deep winter smells like baking bread; nighttime in the mountains

smells clean, like wind and sap and water.

Grammy opened her eyes. I don't know what she saw, but it wasn't me.

Something. She looked hard at the air. "Aah," she said - or breathed. It was
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more like loud breathing. "Aaah." Her eyes closed again. The fly hit the glass,

trying to get outside and find its other half.

And I didn't touch her. I had the belief that the person on the bed wasn't

anybody I knew. The word "amen" came back to me then. Since that afternoon,

I always wonder whether a fly can die of self-inflicted wounds if nothing eats

it first.
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CHAPTER 2

"Come on, come on, it's bad luck to split the tree." Pottersville is nothing

more than a line of old houses on either side of New York Route 9 where the

road splits the hollow between High Cliff and Landon Hill. If I could paint, I

would show the town green and gray and rainy: a mountain hollow holds onto

rain clouds the way kids hold dandelion fluff trapped in the palms 'of their hands.

Towie had two more false labors before Corrine got the call to look after

Skipper. She sent us for him on a day when the wind broke the hollow's hold on

the weather and let us have a look at the sun. Aunt Corrine's radio said the South

was having a heat wave and President Reagan sent a message to South Africa,

and the Northeast was "in the grip" of unseasonably high temperatures for the

last Thursday in June. That morning, Grammy was all spit and drool; it was a

relief to run away from the wet shadow filling up Corrine's house. In the old

days, the Mohawks would have had the False Face Society in to dance away

Grammy's cancer. Summer said it probably worked for people who believed;

Grammy must not have believed in chemotherapy. I didn't believe in Russian

radiation treatments.

Walking in the grass like a good mother's daughter, MJ went around the big

pine on the right. I walked to the left on the shoulder of the road, letting myself

soak up the heat. The sunlight bouncing off chips of mica embedded in the pave-
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ment stabbed at my eyes until I saw spots - little black spots, thousands of them,

like dark stars, not the light- ringed purple balls you get with a camera flash.

"Splitting the tree is all bullshit."

"It's real bad luck. It means you'll have a fight." MJ took off and ran. I

walked backwards so she would know it wasn't a race.

We met up in front of Shaeffer's house. Old Man Shaeffer was a barber until

he died, and all the men in Pottersville went to him for their haircuts. Women

went to Theresa Parrot's shop in the big house on the hill above Poverty Beach.

They called it a beach in Pottersville, but it was really only a half-moon of sand

dumped along the bank beside the old Schroon River swimming hole. The town

paid Genius Bump to lifeguard and teach the local kids to dogpaddle. It was sup

posed to be called "Peeble Beach," because the Peeble family donated the land

to the town to get a reduction in their school tax, but the beach was built years

ago, when the government had a Poverty Program to Rehabilitate Disadvantaged

Adirondack Youth. When the Job Corps people went in and laid the sand, they

chainsawed a big maple growing halfway up the bank. Daddy said that tree was

the whole reason for having the swimming hole in the first place: People jumped

off it and hung ropes from its top branches so they could swing out over the water.

When Daddy was a kid, girls never went near the place. Daddy and Uncle

Mike and the Jones boys from up Landon Hill used to go in the water stark naked

on their way home after school. I always wondered if my mother and her girl-
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friends hid in the bushes and spied on them, but if I had asked Summer, she would

have said "no," being my mother, so I didn't ask.

The Pottersville men were furious about losing their tree. They called the

new swimming hole "Poverty Beach." Margaret Peeble cried in church and said

she was sorry she donated the land in the first place. Aunt Corrine said the Peebles

were all too emotional for their own good.

So Old Man Shaeffer died and the men were stuck driving ten miles over to

Chestertown for a haircut. The women kept on at Mrs. Parrot's. Some of them

tried to talk Mrs. Parrot into doing men's hair in her shop, but Corrine and a few

others shut them up. They were glad to spend the extra gas money if it kept the

men out of the house for a while, driving to Chester on Saturday mornings every

couple of weeks or so.

Junior Bradley used to grab fives and tens when he went to Viola Shaeffer's

collecting for the newspaper. Once, he treated me to Pepsi and an Almond Joy

with some of that money when we stayed at Grammy's over Christmas vacation.

Most of the money, he put away. He was saving to build a stock car to race at

the Fonda and Lebanon Valley dirt tracks.

Old Viola died in the welfare home when I was seventeen. I was still living

in Utica then, saving money to get back to the mountains by going to college at

Adirondack Community, writing a far different book in my head, the story hav

ing changed from romance to protest on the day Grammy's house sold. I sat in
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a little room in Utica that looked into another little room in the house next door

and wrote bad poems when I should have been studying. Summer took to lis

tening to evangelists on the radio, but the preachers only made me mad.

"You know something?" I said to MJ. We hit the frost- heaved section of

sidewalk in front of the hardware store. "You're stepping all over the cracks in

the walk. Step on a crack, break your mother's back. How come you don't believe

in that when you do believe in splitting trees?"

The hardware store was really a house, the one where my Daddy grew up.

Esther Newbuck bought the place when my Grandma died and changed the

color from white to battleship gray. She sold lawnmowers out of the dining

room where we used to have our Thanksgivings. Daddy said his mother out

lived the money from the sale of the house by a good ten years, and he had a

good mind to go down and make Esther hand over a share of her profits to

make up the difference.

"Mommy says you'll be kicked out of Grammy's house for good when she

dies." MJ didn't step on any more cracks. She hopped off the end of the walk

and turned up the River Road. Towie Simpson had her trailer in Schroon River

Wilderness Park, right next to the water. Her husband worked county road crew,

and she followed his jobs all summer in the trailer. Really, she came from Glens

Falls. I'd have thought she'd want to stay in town, seeing she was nine months

along, but she said no, she'd miss her man too much.
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My watch said it was just gone noon, and there wasn't any traffic. MJ made

a face when I scuffed up dust from the road shoulder.

"Smell the sweetgrass," I said, to distract myself from wanting to punch her.

"Sweetgrass is the Indian blessing."

"Now you'll have to confess that you worshipped false gods. Ten Hail Marys

and a kick in the pants:'

We.struck pavement again in front of the Catholic Church: St. Pius X. X

marks the spot where water changes into wine and Wonder Bread becomes

Superman. I used to think things like that with the wafer on my tongue, and

Summer would slap me for laughing at myself on my knees before The Wounded

Lord. My father's mother gave the land for St. Pius's for a reduction in her school

tax, and Junior Bradley's uncle raised the money to put up the building.

Summer was Day Bradley's girlfriend before my father took her away.

Summer said Day Bradley thought he was in a State of Grace for taking

Junior in and raising him. Junior's father married a tourist and got a job fight

ing fires in New York City. He died in a collapsing building when the crowd

on the street got so ornery they wouldn't let his brother firemen go to his

rescue. Junie's mother said she couldn't handle a boy without a man in the

house. Junie went to live with his Uncle Day in the mountains and the

mother took up with the undertaker that buried what was left of Junie's father.

I asked Junie one time, "But isn't the undertaker a man in the house?"
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Junie slammed me into the side of the church and called me a bitch, so I

never asked again.

Day thinking he was in a State of Grace is how the priest got money for the

church out of him. According to Summer, it was the going rate for Day contin

uing to think he was one of The Lord's Anointed.

In my book, I made Day get down on his knees every night and pray to a

picture of my mother instead of to his backyard Blessed Virgin. He knew my

mother, after all, probably touched her, drove her down once to hear Country Joe

and the Fish protest the VietNam War with the Fish Cheer in the Utica War

Memorial. If you could believe Junie Bradley, the Fish Cheer went like this:

The band yelled, "Give me an F!" into their microphones, and the crowd

answered with an "F!"

"Give me aU!"

"U!"

"Give me a C!"

-cr-

"Give me a K!"

"K!"

"What does it spell?"

"Fuck!"

"Can't hear ya!"
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"Fuck! !"

"Louder!"

"FUCK!"

Junie probably lied about the Fish Cheer, because I can't see Summer lis

tening to anything like that. In my book, Day Bradley died for Summer all of his

life, letting his plaster Virgin smirk to nobody under an old half-bathtub out beside

his barn. Day ran the post office out of his front room for years, until the gov

ernment put up a new brick building across from St. Pius on the River Road and

forced him into retirement. They said he was too old to learn the computers they

installed. MJ said a government inspector caught him making change out of a

fishing tackle box and giving out rosaries to the customers.

We walked past the post office not speaking. Day Bradley retired when they

opened that shade-killer of a building. Every Easter, he went out and painted The

Bathtub Virgin. I thought it was guilt over contaminating Summer with the Fish

Cheer that made him do that.

By the time the road curved around close to the river, MJ was dragging and

refusing to look at me at all. I waited. Afternoon was heating up, and the Indian

paintbrush blossoms scattered through the grass made the breeze smell buttery.

The river water moved along in a fiat, brcwn sheet. Cicadas whined.

"Mommy told me," MJ said, "that you'll have to get out of Grammy's house

right after she dies. They'll have to sell the house, Mommy says. Summer and
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Angel and my father will have to sell the house and divide up the money because

the state won't let them divide Grammy's land. There isn't enough of it, and the

state wants to buy it all back to be part of the Adirondack Park."

"I hate you."

"No you don't." She caught up with me. Out in the middle of the river deeps,

where low-hanging chokecherry made shadows on the water, a fish jumped after

some insect or other.

"Yes, I do," 1 said. "I really hate you."

"Junie Bradley says you and me look just like twins."

I clicked my tongue and repeated: "Junie Bradley."

"You said you were going to get him this summer. Remember, Ro- ... Bobby,

that night we slept on the screen porch when your mother had to help all night

with Grammy's shots?"

"I always hated you."

"You didn't get him yet," she said.

"Even when we were nothin' but kids."

Before the little red trailer showed by the bankside, MJ cried again. Smearing

tears into her skin, she wet strands of her hair until they plastered into black lines

along her cheek. She sniffled and stomped and, even in her bluejeans, all her

bones poked against the air. We were thin that summer, with little swellings ris

ing under our shirts. Old Mr. Root tried to pinch our behinds as we passed his
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chair going in and out of the General Store whenever we walked overstreet. We

thought we understood the boys that just got out of high school, why they wanted

nothing else but to touch girls (even us) and to sing the words to certain country

songs: "Stand By Your Man," and "Lay Down, Sally."

As far as MJ and me looking like twins, it just goes to show that Junie Bradley

had terrible eyesight. Uncle Mike was always saying that Junie Bradley wouldn't

get his buck because he couldn't see his hand in front of his face. MJ, for instance,

cried out of blue eyes she inherited from her mother's side of the family. My eyes

are green, dark green, almost to black, with a line of darker color circling the

green. Grammy used to shake her head and say to Summer it was a shame my

eyes and skin made me so sallow when MJ looked as blue-white as new milk

and would likely get all the boyfriends. And MJ's hair would wave, where mine

was straight and heavy. Let the wind lift my hair, it would lie back down per

fectly in place. "Roberta had little brown ringlets when she was born," was

Summer's answer to Grammy. "I'm blessed if I know what happened."

But the old photographs made her out a liar. I was always dark and straight.

When I was a baby, they say I looked just like my grandfather, Summer's father.

Daddy used to say he'd have put a bow and arrow in my crib if I was a boy.

Lucky for me I was an only child; if my brother hadn't been stillborn in the old

Chevy between Rutger Street and St. Elizabeth's Hospital down in Utica, Daddy

would never have given me the time of day.
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Towie's belly was as wide as she was tall, and she moved around her trailer

with dim heaviness, as if she did not recognize the place and needed to learn it

with her feet. Her hair was short and tousled and wheat-colored. One hand rested

on her belly all the time. That day, she was covering Willie Nelson's mouth with

her hand. "I'm embarrassed," she said when she caught me looking. "The only

thing I had clean this morning was this old shirt of Wayne's."

MJ was running around picking up dirty stuff piled on the furniture.

"Ro... Bobby and me could go to the Washing Well for you, if you think you'd

still be here when we got back." "No worry," Towie said. "The pains are com

ing seven minutes apart. We've got hours yet. Hours and hours. But Wayne can

do the laundry. Never mind."

She slid onto a banquette seat behind the kitchen table with her back to the

stove. On the carpet, Skipper growled his trucks through cracker crumbs. He had

on a diaper and a baby-blue shirt reading "I'm a Little Dear" with a Bambi pic

ture under the words "Speculator, N.Y." Everything in the trailer was some shade

or other of blue: blue formica on the counters, swirled to look like marble, blue

wallpaper with little flat flowers dancing over blue ribbon stripes, blue carpeting,

blue curtains. Towie called it "decor," pronounced "dee-core." Aunt Corrine would

have made Towie say "day- core." Corrine said there was no excuse for anybody

in Pottersville not to know French with the number of Quebec-ers coming through

every summer and paying good money to camp. Summer said French was easy
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for Corrine because Corrine lived in Buffalo before she married Uncle Mike and

Buffalo is right across the river from Canada.

"Did you call the State Troopers to go and find Wayne?" MJ asked. She was

on the floor with the little boy, shoving trucks for him to catch and shove back

at her. "Want us to walk Skipper up to my house now?"

"Not yet." Towie looked hotter than the rest of us, and we were all hot, with

the trailer baking in the sun like a metal bait-can left too long on the riverbank.

Skipper's shirt was sticking to his chest, and MJ had little sweat beads all across

her upper lip. My hair was glued to my neck. Sitting across from Towie on a

vinyl seat, I felt sweat pooling under my thighs. I watched Towie's stomach; every

so often, it would move.

"MJ, switch off that television." Towie sucked air and looked at her watch.

Counting, she nodded her head and held her breath for half a minute. My breath

ing stopped too. Skipper quit his engine noises without anybody asking him to,

and MJ held onto the truck she was about to push. When Towie let go her breath,

I felt weak enough to be afraid I would moan or laugh out loud.

"If you went to the hospital," I said - or whispered, my mouth being dry

as sand from the heat, "they could give you something to stop the pain."

"You don't want to stop the pain," Towie said. "That's how you know every

thing's working the way it's supposed to." "In the hospital, they have doctors to

know when something's wrong." MJ stared at me while she talked. Skipper whined
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and tried to pry his truck loose from her hand. For once, she didn't notice him.

He yelled.

"I hope 1 won't have to ask for the painkiller this time. 1 asked with Skipper,

you know. Got so tired, there at the end, right before he was born. Thirty hours

1 labored with him, and 1 was tired ..."

"You could have asked earlier," 1 said. "You could have let them put you to

sleep until it was all over. That's what I think I'd do."

"That's not good for the baby," MJ said. "Any fool knows that." She handed

over the truck, but Skipper was mad by then. He hit out and slapped her hand.

"Skipper!" Towie said. He hit MJ again and crawled under the coffee table

in the living room part of the trailer.

MJ smirked. "I'm going to be a doctor," she said. "I got a medical dictionary

out from the bookmobile and read the whole thing, every word. When 1 was only

in first grade, I used to read encyclopedias for fun." She yanked on Skipper's legs

to pulI him clear of the coffee table, and he laughed. Lying back on the rug, she

pulIed the boy up until he straddled her stomach and jiggled him until he screamed.

"Doesn't it hurt?" I asked. Towie was counting again. She broke a sweat and

turned the kind of greenish-gray you see on the brittle lichens that cover rocks

in the shade.

She said, "Not really," but the way she bit her lip as soon as she got the

words out made me wonder.
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On the day I first knew I would never have a baby, the doctor pushed a whole

box of Kleenex across his desk at me. But I didn't cry; I knew it all along. It was

then, in Towie's trailer that I was seduced by the fear that made me sterile.

Sometimes I believe that, and sometimes I believe in God.

"Maybe, I could call the crew chief about getting word out to Wayne. Not

the Troopers. No reason to scare nobody. And the Troopers would have to look

all up and down Route 87. The crew boss knows where his men are any time

of day. My water broke before you came. Roberta, the phone?"

She caught her breath and dropped the phone before anybody answered. A

pain knocked her back on the seat. Massaging the big belly with both hands, she

blew air out with her mouth puckered into a kiss. "Take Skipper with you," she

said. "MJ, your mother..." Again, the breathless wait. Towie's cheeks flushed pink.

"Your mother better keep Skipper 'till Wayne gets back from the hospital. Pack

up some of Skippie's clothes and his teddy-bear jammies, and don't forget some

bibs. If this baby comes slow, Wayne might be all night with me."

She asked the operator for the State Trooper barracks in Warrensburg. MJ

kept the little boy in a bedroom down the hall. Outside, a breeze fluttered but

tercups sprinkled along the road where it curved around, following the back of

Landon Hill.

"You want some water?" I asked after the Troopers promised a car with lights

and siren to go out after Wayne.
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"No," Towie said. "Cold water on my stomach. I'd puke when the next pain

started. Worst thing you could do is to give me water."

MJ called my name from the door where she stood holding Skipper by the

hand. She had his things in a paper grocery bag from the A&P in Chester.

"I ever tell you why we call the kid 'Skipper'?" Towie asked. "See, Wayne's

a hunter. A "skipper" is a little deer, one that's too young to shoot. We named

him 'Wayne Junior' on his birth certificate, but we always call him 'Skipper'

because he's such a little dear." She caught her breath. Her hand, gripping the

table edge, turned dead white. I counted - one, one thousand; two, one thou

sand. I was on forty-five when she relaxed. " Anyways," she said, "I like that

better than calling them 'Big Wayne' and 'Little Wayne.' What do you think? If

Skipper asks for Mommy, tell him she's out lookin' in the cabbage patch for his

new baby brother. I'm sure it'll be a boy, the way it kicks and carries on inside."

So we walked back along the River Road. Skipper rode piggyback on me,

then on MJ. When he saw a baby toad in the grass, he got down and chased it.

Its jumping made him scream. We followed him, and MJ smiled at me, making

one of those superior faces that adults make over the heads of their children: "If

they only knew what we know now ..." I always hated it when Summer and Daddy

took that tone with me.

When I felt like turning a cartwheel, I did it with my eyes open just to see

if I could do it and not get sick. I saw the ground; I saw the sky; I saw the ground.
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MJ yelled out, "Watch the baby!" Skipper was fine, running alongside the water,

waving and jabbering. MJ picked him up. "Before he falls in and drowns," she

said. "He's our responsibility."

"By the time his mother gets back," I said, "You'll have him so sissified,

he'll be wearing a dress and playing with your old Barbies."

Somebody laughed at that: Junior Bradley. There he was, straddling a tree

limb across the water with his feet hanging down in the current, mostly hidden

behind a screen of leaves. Skipper whined to be set down, but MJ walked him

back to the road and headed for town without looking back. "You'll turn him into

queer bait!" I called. "You're queer bait yourself, you half-assed virgin."

"One virgin talkin' down another one," Junie said. "Want to do somethin'

about it, Bobby McClusky? I can cure virginitis. Done it before."

"Big talk," I said.

Then Junie sang for me:

"There was an old geezer
And he had a wooden leg;
He had no tobacco,
No tobacco could he beg..."

"What's the rest?" I asked.

"Can't remember. Something Uncle Day sings. Ask your father." I started to

walk away. "Come on in swimming," he said.

"Hell, Junie, you can't swim. You need to be up on Poverty Beach blowing

bubbles with the babies in Genius Bump's class."
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"I'm not wearing one damn thing, you know."

"Liar." I tried to see down the road; MJ and Skipper were just rounding the

post office curve and moving out of sight.

"I'm not. You watch. I don't care. I'd skinny-dip in front of the priest. In

front of the Pope, if I had to."

"My mother would kill you if she heard you talkin'." "Your mother would

be down here with binoculars checkin' me out."

"With a magnifying glass, you mean." I waited - for him to call me a bitch,

or a slut, or splash me, or swim across and chase me. There was nothing from

him; Junie could let you down like that.

"So," he said. "Old Towie drop her kid yet?"

The cicadas' humming increased until the sound felt like a buzz saw threat

ening my head. A fat bee pawed at himself on top of a daisy. I wanted to squish

him; the wanting made me strange in the stomach.

"Not yet," I said.

"Her husband's off somewhere, huh."

Junie always thought the worst of people. "Working," I said. "That's all. It's

what men do when they stop bein' pissy little punks."

"My ass. He's screwing Tara Whistle out back of the cemetery up on the

Glendale Road."
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"Towie's husband works road crew. You're crazy." Maybe Towie was deliv

ering her baby alone in the trailer while Junie was out telling lies about its father.

"T'whole road crew's up by Glendale today. They're fixin ' that big frost

heave that runs across the road by the church camp turn-off. Old Wayne's havin'

Tara for lunch."

"She's fourteen," I said.

"Uncle Day says the silly slut ought to do the town a favor and run away

with one of her horny road men."

"If you ask me," I said," it's her mother and father. Stone stupid, both of

them."

"Maybe," Junie said, " Miss Tara just likes sex. You ever think of that? I

mean, what the hell, the damn Russians radiated all the air in the world. You

might as well party before you start in to glowin' in the dark and die."

I couldn't hear MJ and Skipper any more. MJ was bound to be mad anyway;

I sat on the bank and stared at the water with my chin on my knees. Junie kept

on moving behind the leaves, and I tried not to see him. He wanted to see me

peeking; he wanted me to try to know if he was nude. "You know Mrs. Whistle's

false teeth story?" I yelled across the water.

"What?"

"Old Lady Whistle got false teeth without payin' for them. Whistles are on

the county, you know. Welfare pays for false teeth."
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"I know." Junie could sound like a priest when he tried. He could make his

voice hollow out to sound like snuffed candles and the incense-smelling dark you

notice after confession. "No shit, Sherlock."

"So she had a friend to visit a week or so ago, and she showed the friend

her new teeth, took them out and waved them in front of the poor woman's face,

most likely. The friend said she needed a set of teeth on account of not bein' able

to eat anything but scrambled eggs and applesauce. So Old Lady Whistle hands

the teeth over to the friend. She says, 'Here, you take them. I can get more off

the county any time.'"

"Who told you that one?"

"Aunt Angel. She got it straight from Old Man Whistle down in the Black

Bear."

Junie spit. "Old Man Whistle," he said, "is the father of Tara's sister's baby

you know, the oldest girl, the one that has one shoulder higher than the other."

"Shit," I said, "all them fourteen kids got one shoulder higher than the other

except for Tara. Old Man Whistle's got it too. Tara's the only one that looks like

anything in the whole Whistle family."

"Angel drinks like a fish."

I stood up. You could never let Junie get away with talking like that about

your family. He didn't respect anybody that wouldn't take up for their family.

"Come on," he said. "You know she does."
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"So?"

He sang again, and I couldn't make out the tune.

"Talk about my aunt," I warned. "I ought to kick your ass as far as the county

line."

"You goin'? Don't go. All right for you, queer bait. Big Bobby, always tryin'

to be a guy and can't."

"I can hit a hardball farther than you ever thought of doin'."

"You can't write your name in the snow."

"Try and have a baby some time." I took a step toward the road.

"Hey, Bobby, look," he said.

"I'm not Iookin '."

"Come on, Bobby. Look once and I'll let you go."

I whirled back and stomped to the bank edge. "You'll let me go? Who died

and left you king?"

Junie Bradley was naked. The leaves rustled. He dove off his branch, and

his body arced over the water, colored like a drained rainbow, strange to me in

its long-muscled smoothness. When he splashed through the river's surface, my

mind caught his image, and I still hold that image like a photograph.

In my mother's book, I would have left the riverbank the second Junie said

he wasn't wearing any clothes. I would have minced off, wearing innocence the

way a fashion model wears an expensive dress - something for show, made more
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to praise the name of its maker than to beautify the wearer. Summer was always

writing her own book; probably, she is still writing it now. If she ever named it,

the name would be something like How the Mctlluskys Are Better Than All Those

Inbred Ridgerunners Back in Pottersville.

Towie had a C-section after midnight in the Glens Falls Hospital. Wayne was

with her when they decided they had to cut. Towie got her anaesthesia after all.

Tara Whistle took off for a week with Dave Bills, the Episcopalian preacher's

son from Elizabethtown. When she came back home, she was pregnant. Nobody,

least of all Tara, had any idea who the father was. Summer threatened to send

me back to the city because Tara was a bad influence. Old Man Whistle bragged

all over the post office that Tara threw herself off the porch a hundred times until

the baby miscarried. When she thought I wasn't listening, Aunt Corrine whis

pered to Summer that Tara got a welfare abortion down in Glens Falls. My father

came home while we were sitting next to the phone, waiting to hear from Towie

whether Wayne minded much her having a girl.

"Damn bunch of Puerto Ricans just moved in behind us in the city," he told

Corrine. "Next thing, I'll be lookin' out my back door at a mess of garbage. You

don't know how good you got it up here in the hills. I'd move back in a minute

if there was any work."

I finally thought of the song Junie sang just before he dove off his branch:

"Mama, don't let your babies grow up tp be cowboys ..."
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The Famous Bobby came when I was little and scared because Daddy was

gone all week. Grammy told me the gypsies would steal me if I didn't behave,

and once, Summer made me stay twenty minutes in the root cellar for slamming

a screen door one too many times. The Famous Bobby did not have Summer and

Marty McClusky for parents; she was an orphan abandoned by mysterious but

very good people who might be back to get her one day if she never let anybody

see her real self.

In the beginning, the Famous Bobby was a cowgirl with a ranch full of horses

she broke to the saddle herself. She could bring dead animals back to life and

heal sick people like a radio preacher.

By the time she outgrew her cowgirl buckskins, she was beautiful, but men

left her alone unless they needed a wild horse ridden or a timberwolf tamed. They

knew she was supposed to be something wonderful, not like Summer, short and

chunky and mad all the time.

The Famous Bobby was not afraid to have babies; she only had better things

to do. She was thinking of being the first woman major league ballplayer, or a

woman test pilot, or the best rancher in Texas.

Sometimes, she hated girls who smiled too much.
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CHAPTER 3

Towie labored on a Thursday. That made me laugh. Thursday is supposed to

be the day for queers, and you couldn't wear green or the whole school would

laugh at you all day. That was in Utica, where Summer said kids grew up too

fast because of MTV and Godless Sex. The green-on- Thursday malarkey was

something to go along with, and it passed the time, but I always knew it was bull

shit, and it made me happy to know the world went on with its business no mat

ter what a bunch of kids said. Being born on a Thursday wouldn't change Towie's

baby one way or the other.

On Friday, I took Skipper down to Genius Bump's beginner class and watched

while he paddled in the river. The only girl in the class told Genius to shut up

and went off picking up rocks and trying to build a dam where the river narrowed

at the end of the swimming hole. She said she wanted the water over her head

or she wouldn't swim at all. Genius said it was just like a girl to want it all her

own way and he left her alone while he taught the boys.

In my mind, Junie Bradley's body flared over and over again above the water,

exposed in a flash like the exploding Roman candles Daddy usually carried down

from Canada for the Fourth of July. Sometimes, he would take his truck empty

over the bridge to Gananoque. They sell fireworks everyplace in Gananoque, even

in the drugstores. Just like Roman candles over the river, Junie rode the air and
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was extinguished by water - a safe dream, when fire dreams were never safe

for me.

I learned my fear of fire in the fifth grade. I had The Bear that year, Mrs.

Moorhead, an old widow with a grudge against the living. She scared me so much

that I once wet my pants instead of arguing with her when she said I couldn't

leave class to go to the bathroom. When I wasn't scared, I was tired and bored,

never having adjusted to city life. I always thought we would go back to the

mountains when we got enough money.

I took to reading novels, holding them inside my arithmetic book, escaping

from The Bear in my head. She accomplished her purpose; she forced me to stop

liking myself. It was wet that year; rain streamed the windows and the room went

dusky with dark clouds and old mahogany by lunchtime.

One novel I read ten or twenty times. Nobody else bothered with it. Whenever

the fear slacked off long enough for sleep to threaten, I pulled this book off the

bookshelf under the windows. I also read Around the World in Eighty Days that

year, but it only made a small impression. Indian Captive, the kidnap story, took

me over by degrees until school was all inside the covers of that book and even

The Bear couldn't scare the story out of my brain.

The book was about a beautiful blonde girl (with blue eyes) who lived with

her parents and her baby brother in a log cabin by the Mohawk River. They were

settlers, far away from England's army, and the Mohawk tribe despised them. The
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book made me feel that you could always count on a Mohawk to despise any

thing clean and Christian like white skin or cleared farmland. The little blonde

girl was just my age and very helpful, minding her brother, carrying water from

the river, and so on.

That part of the book always made me furious. Men got to do all the good

things. Even in the city, men got to bowl and bet on football while women

sat home and screamed at their kids. In the mountains, men could hunt and

fish and come home filthy, full of sweat and gun oil, or reeking of wet wool

and fish guts. They could stand in the driveway half the night, miss their sup

pers, and believe each other's lies about what got away. Once in a while, they

would shoot a deer. Then, they would get to hang the carcass from special

hooks on the front porch until the fluids drained completely. Strangers would

slow down going by the house, pointing and counting the number of points

on the rack.

Sometimes, a flatlander would get lost, and the men would get to form search

parties and comb the woods for the victim. After they found him, they would

drink too much beer and talk about how stupid city people are.

All women ever got to do was can venison until the house stank and pick

the little bones out of fish. Women weren't allowed near search parties. Once I

asked why. Uncle Mike made a face. "Let a woman loose in the woods?" he said.

"Then we'd have two people lost." Aunt Corrine and Summer laughed, and I
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wanted to scream at them. They were too much like the blonde settler girl, always

too damn helpful.

In Indian Captive, everything was fine for the little family until one day the

Mohawks swarmed out of the woods, liquored up by the unscrupulous French

always prowling the English frontier. The author of the book should have talked

to an Indian: Mohawks were always pro-English. The allies of the Frenchman

were the Iroquois.

The Indians killed the blonde's father in his cornfield. Her mother scooped

up the baby brother and barricaded herself inside the family's log cabin. Too far

from the house to expect her mother's help - or was her mother only saving the

boy because he mattered more - the blonde ducked down behind a haystack.

She watched the savages fire the house over her mother's head, heard the mother's

last screams, and those of the baby, before she herself was discovered by a war

rior with a painted face and carried off to live in a village standing where the

City of Schenectady is now.

The Mohawks debated burning their captive at the stake. An old squaw, fas

cinated by the girl's hair, begged the elders to let the child live in her teepee

(Mohawks never built teepees; they lived in bark longhouses, but that wasn't

important to the book's author). Having no children, the old squaw worked the

white girl hard. Sometimes, people would stop her and stroke her hair. When she

learned the Mohawk language, the girl realized they thought she had some of the
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sun in her hair, hidden, but still shining. She was saved by her blondness and, in

her slavery, became a queen. She stayed with the old woman until some English

soldiers found her and ransomed her back to her own. I would chew my own

hair- it even tasted black - and hate the blonde for being a stiff- upper-lip

English-goody-goody.

Afraid, I never thought that I would die by fire. But I had Mohawk in me,

and I was sure I was born with the ability to start one.

I could not be the blonde in the story. After fifth grade, I told lies in school

to buy time when I wanted to think for myself. Most of the time, I stared out

the window and made plans for the log cabin the Famous Bobby would build

out behind Aunt Corrine and Uncle Mike's house, deep in the woods, not too

far from Grammy's.

Grammy's farmhouse was already old when Summer was growing up. By

the time I knew it, the place was leaning toward the pond and there were corners

that would never give up their dirt. Sometimes, the place scared me, but not as

much as the city did.

You could climb out the window from my bedroom under the eaves, the

same room my mother shared with Aunt Angel until she got married, out onto

the kitchen roof. From there, you could pull yourself along on your backside to

the shed roof over the little stoop where Summer stood to hang the laundry on

the line.
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CHAPTER 4

The farmhouse had so many cracks and creaks. Used to be I wanted to live

in Aunt Corrine's house, at least until the Famous Bobby got her cabin built. Aunt

Corrine's place was nothing but a big, brown square hung out over a piece of low

creek bottom at the edge of Route 9. You could sit in the front room and watch

Quebec'ers driving by too fast six feet away from your chair, or you could sit out

back on the screen porch, suspended twenty feet off the ground, and look at the

woods beyond the creek. In summer, that porch was the best spot in Pottersville

for looking at lightning bugs. Against the black pines, they looked like fireworks.

All we had at the farmhouse when we visited Gram was the reddest tin roof

in town.

Grammy came down with cancer right after Christmas. When the doctor said

it was only a matter of time, they moved Grammy to Aunt Corrine's to die in a

place she knew. Grammy wanted to go home to the farmhouse, but it was drafty

and damp, and she knew she'd die sooner there. Most of the time that summer,

my mother and I stayed at Aunt Corrine's. Summer slept on the sofa, and I slept

in my cousin Roger's empty room.

Roger was MJ's brother. After he graduated from high school in June, he

went off to Forestry Camp with all the other freshmen starting to Paul Smith's

College in the fall. He had to spend six weeks in the Pack Forest out by
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Warrensburg, living in a cabin like an old-time logger and learning something

called Wilderness Management.

Before he left, Roger hooked up with Hiawatha Bell from Ticonderoga. Rog

took off with enough pot to make the whole Paul Smith's freshman class stoned

for half a year. I used to laugh and say the wilderness was being managed like

never before. That made MJ cry. She made a novena that her brother wouldn't

turn into a drug addict. I kept telling her that Jesus served wine at His table, so

maybe He wouldn't mind a little wacky weed in the Pack Forest.

Roger works in Washington now, trying to keep the peace between loggers

and environmentalists. He won't send his kids to public schools because they

might fall under the influence of drug dealers. Wilderness Management.

Summer and I went up home on Saturdays. My father was always home on

Saturday nights: His old Ford pickup sat down by the barn, his workboots stood

by the little kitchen coal stove that Grammy never used unless a winter storm

knocked the power out. Daddy wore flannel even in the summer, even on a July

Fourth night hot enough to make the inevitable thunderstorm a relief when it

finally broke at two or three in the morning. Before dark that night, I watched

some of the thunderheads come at the farmhouse from over the pond, looking

round and full enough to be pregnant bellies.

That was the summer I had pregnant bellies on the brain. The easy thing to

do was to blame Towie Simpson. MJ dragged me down the River Road almost
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every day. MJ used to tell everybody that she wanted to be a doctor, and she only

kept up with Towie's last month to find out whether to go in for being an obste

trician. Maybe, but I knew Aunt Corrine never talked to MJ or Roger about sex.

MJ was as curious as I was - God or no God. I spent most of our afternoons

with Towie worrying two ideas in my head: That Towie's baby was likely to come

into the world just when Grammy was going out of it; and that a pregnant woman

reminds everybody of the sex act.

At one time, Summer went around huge with me inside, making everybody

think about how she got that way. Once upon a time, Daddy must have smiled

at Summer more than he ignored her. I was always glad I was taller and thinner

than my mother, but if she had been lovelier, Daddy might have kept on smiling,

and I would have come from a family of ten or twelve kids.

I wondered if babies made men stop liking their wives. Wayne Simpson

screwed Tara Whistle in the cemetery every chance he got, if you could believe

what came out of Junie Bradley's mouth. Junie talked too much, but he always

told the truth; it's just that he knew everybody's business. He spied and pried

while he was delivering papers, and people trusted him and told him things they

should have kept to themselves. He had a face like the blonde in the fourth-grade

novel, pale and open under an altar-boy haircut, sandy hair with easy brown eyes.

People couldn't believe that Junie would tell their secrets, but he did, to me, and

he mocked their troubles and used them to make me laugh.
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So Wayne Simpson was ninety percent certain to be screwing Tara Whistle,

cemetery and all. I had a suspicion that babies made women selfish and ugly, and

that's why the babies' fathers screwed stupid fourteen-year-olds, but I couldn't

prove it, so I hung around Towie, trying to find out. I didn't think I wanted any

children. At least, I didn't think so then.

On Saturday nights that summer, I would crawl onto the roof outside my

bedroom window. The tin held warmth long after the sun went down. I liked the

heat underneath my bare legs and the loneliness of being sure that nobody knew

I was out there. I liked being able to listen to Summer and Daddy while they

talked in the kitchen. All they ever would do on a Saturday night was to talk in

the kitchen. That night, Summer asked if I wanted to drive to Lake George for

the fireworks, but I said I was too old for such little-kid nonsense.

Whenever I asked Summer why she and Daddy never went anyplace together,

she said, "Because of you. You ruined my body and my social life." I don't know

why I asked that question more than once.

I sat in the wet under the window between the daylilies and a clump of chives

Grammy always kept growing, listening and keeping one eye on the barn. Daddy

coughed and I heard his lighter click. They didn't know I was out of the house.

There was a stray Johnny-Jump-Up growing beside the chives. J yanked it out

and threw it into the grass.
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"You smoke too many of those damn things," Summer said. "You'll die before

your time. Smoking costs us money."

"Come on down home for a week," Daddy said. "What's costin' us money

is runnin' two households. Corrine and Angel can do for your mother for one

week."

"No," Summer said. "If I go off for a week, they'll talk about me the whole

time I'm gone. Maybe I could get a part- time job when I come back for good."

"No wife of mine's going out to work."

The refrigerator door opened and closed. We chipped in with Uncle Mike

and Aunt Corrine to buy that refrigerator for Grammy's Christmas, right before

Grammy went to see the doctor and came back dying.

"Roberta's damn near raised," Summer said. "She could keep the house morn-

ings if had a job."

Daddy coughed again. "Naming a girl after your father was probably the

worst mistake we could have made. She's too damn much like Bobby Shaw,

always runnin' off alone, won't listen to nobody, won't take 'no' for an answer.

On a girl, that's trouble. Let the boys start comin' around, we won't be able to

hold her down for long."

Summer sat down at the table. "Don't see any boys as yet," she said.

"Time will come. She's a little dark, but she's not bad looking. Can't you

talk her into cutting some of that hair?"
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Two beer cans cushed open. "She's got a mind of her own," Summer said.

"MJ filled her full of hooey about Indians wearing long hair so the Creator will

know them when they die."

"She looks like a squaw," Daddy said. "Just like her mother used to. What

the hell? Why'd you go and dump that beer in my lap like that? Jesus, Summer,

I ought to pop you one. Shit, I ought to give you back to the Indians."

Running, I used the oak trees in the yard for cover until I made it to the big

shadow cast by the barn whenever the moon was high. As soon as the yelling

tired them out, Summer and Daddy would lay themselves down in the north bed

room, the big room they took for themselves after Grammy moved down to Uncle

Mike's. Saturdays were like that: Sunset, afterglow, argument, beer, and sleep.

I wanted Grammy back. She could have stopped the fighting. Little as she

was, she would have kept Summer and Daddy on their best behavior. Nobody

fought in front of Grammy. I wondered from the time I was a baby how she had

the power to will people to shut their mouths and hold their complaints until she

was out of earshot. Grammy ruled the whole house from the kitchen. Daddy and

Summer fought in the barn where I didn't have to hear it. Uncle Mike and Aunt

Corrine argued in the driveway before coming into the house. I saved my teas

ing for times when MJ and I were out in the yard. MJ always tattled to Grammy

anyway; Grammy would say I had a mean streak and MJ might better get even

than to let me see her cry. Hearing that, I used to feel like a skunk nesting under
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the porch, waiting to get found and smoked out with a kerosene smudge. I used

to cry in bed for thinking Grammy liked MJ better than me, and I would tease

MJ harder the next day to pay her back for being the favorite.

Behind the barn, Eva Beatnell sat on an old log smoking a cigarette. Eva

stole Marlboros out of her mother's purse, and her mother was too scatterbrained

to notice. In school, Eva was the Pottersville cheerleading queen. Her mother

made her wear her hair in long braids until she was thirteen. When Eva made

cheerleading, she let her hair down for good. It was English hair, all yellow and

wavy and hanging to her shoulder blades. Every boy in the Adirondacks must

have tried to touch it at one time or another.

Sometimes, Daddy would try to talk me into having my hair cut off short.

"If it was all blonde and shiny like Eva Beatnell's," he'd say, "I could see your

leavin' it long..."

I wouldn't ever cut it. The feeling of it was good; it made weight along my

back and the wind whipping it into my face was a way of my laughing. Theresa

Parrot went on without me up above Poverty Beach, making the old women look

older with choppy haircuts and cheap permanents that frizzed in every kind of

weather. They do hair better in cities; mountain women look like their own grand

mothers most of the time. In the city, I had boys who wanted to touch my hair,

but I never let them.
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"Want a cig?" Eva asked. 1 shook my head. "I was about to go lookin' for

other company, seein' the light still on in your kitchen. How come your parents

are sittin' up past nine?"

"Fucked if 1 know."

When Eva was around, I talked tough. She had no use for me unless I played

to her bad side. She thought she could be bad with me, because I didn't live in

Pottersville, and people would just say I was jealous if 1 told.

Eva's mother ran a little place with housekeeping cabins, tennis courts, row

boats, saddle horses - country things - on its own little lake. Mostly Jewish

people stayed there. The women took a cabin with the kids and stayed the whole

summer. The men worked in New York and drove up for week-ends. Eva promised

me a job in the dining room when 1 turned sixteen. I wondered if any of the

boys would hang around after dinner to go out with me, the way they already

did with Eva.

"We gain' in?" she asked. With one sneaker, she ground her cigarette into

the sand and stood up.

"If we keep away from the dock, they'll never know the difference up to the

house. They're arguin' again. I'm never gettin' married."

Eva led the way across the road, running through shadows to avoid attract

ing attention. Ducking under the pines lining the pond shore, I shivered with the

temperature change. Another truth by which I can use this story to excuse my
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shortcomings: Darkness is really more a climate than a color. Over a summer

road, it exists as a vacuum of dry heat; over a wet road, night rises up as a steam.

Under a pine tree, darkness is the breath of absent winter; under an oak tree, on

the other hand, it is a whispering humidity. There are darknesses that hang above

grass, others that take on the burned fragrance of cooling sand. In cities, night

growls around corners, hot as an angry cat, full of exhalations and the waste

humans create with their cars, and their air conditioners, and their dryer vents.

Bikers know this, but they pass through the different blacknesses too fast on

their Harleys, traversing night climates the way airplanes pass through time zones.

The experience ages them. They come into the mountains and stop at the Black

Bear Restaurant on the corner across from Esther Newbuck's hardware store. You

can never tell their real ages. They all look fiftyish, with too much graying hair.

Bikers act the way they do because they want to be in people's books. For this

wisdom, I would ask to be forgiven for not being the magazine-perfect daughter

my father wanted.

We stopped behind the Salamander Rock where we always found efts after

the salamander eggs hatched out. "You first," Eva said. I shucked my clothes and

ran. Moonlight shivered my skin when I broke free of the trees. Stepping into

pondwater, I sank a little into the leafy sponge on the bottom. Pond lily stems

traced up and down my legs, knee deep. I dove shallow and surfaced a second

later. Behind me, Eva caught one whistling breath before her body slapped water.
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We swam to a little raft my father floated on empty oil drums every Memorial

Day. My hair streamed like seaweed. I dove down and came up under the raft,

grabbed for a two-by- four to hold my head above water, wiped my eyes. Eva

came up spitting. The water licked at my breastbone. Eva was a whiteness hang

ing on, her head tilted back against the raft's side wall.

"Think anybody saw us?" she asked.

"Nah."

"You sound disappointed." With one hand, she twisted her hair and wrung it

out like wet wash.

"Maybe Old Frost was watching," I said. "Maybe he and that swayback mare

of his are off in the woods someplace, watching for us to come out again.

"You shut up."

"The way he watches when he comes around in the winter and peeks in your

bedroom window. Remember?"

With the heel of one hand, Eva scudded water into my face. "You laugh. He

never touched you."

"When did he ever touch you?" I asked.

"One time when I was little. They had me clappin' erasers in the school

yard, and around the corner comes Old Frost and sees me all by myself. He

lifted me up on the horse and stuck his hand down my underpants. Jesus, I still

hate horses."
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"Remember," I said, "that we used to think Old Frost was Jack Frost, the

fairy that freezes patterns on your windowpanes?"

"He's no fairy," Eva said.

"What's a fairy, anyway?"

"A man that does it with other men. Or, it could be women, I suppose, with

other women. You hear anything?"

There was nothing to hear. "How do men-do it with men?" I whispered. Eva

only shook her head. "What about the women?"

"If Old Frost really was out there, you think we could get away from him?"

she asked.

"Easy," I said. "Him and that old horse both."

"I wish they would both hurry up and die. I wish the county would forget

his checks."

"I think I felt a fish against my feet."

Eva let herself sink and bob up outside the raft. In a few seconds, she was

back. "Lights are out at your house," she said. "You think we dare lay on top of

the raft? My feet are freezing."

"Up there, the breeze will get you."

"Up there, we can see if anybody comes."

We stretched out on the raft like sunbathers. Eva jumped when an owl called.

"Chicken," I said.
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"Hah," she answered. "But you never French-kissed a boy. You'll have to,

sooner or later. Junie Bradley wants you. He's a baby, but what the hell."

"He's the same age we are."

"Jeff Levey has a car," she said.

"I thought Jeff Levey only wanted one thing."

"I can always say 'no' after he takes me out. His mother hates me because

I'm not Jewish."

"Howald is Jeff Levey?" I asked. I couldn't place him: Was he the one with

the curly hair who drove a Mustang convertible to the General Store for ciga

rettes? Or was he the kid with the black Chevy Blazer that got stuck driving the

old CCC log road and had to pay Lucas Beatnell, Eva's older brother that owned

the Pottersville Garage, a hundred dollars to get winched out?

"Eighteen," she said. "Gain' to Syracuse in the fall. He wants to be a

psychiatrist."

"He'll just forget you after Labor Day," I said.

"Don't you want to know what French kissing feels like?"

"Not much," I said. "Did Junie Bradley ever ask you out after that one time?"

"Nope. He wants you. Ask him about Frenching."

"No big deal."

"He says," she yawned and sat up, "That you got a body that just won't quit."

"Get down," I said. "You're too easy to see that way."
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"If Old Frost was hiding, where do you think he'd be?" she asked. The breeze

-
became wind, tossing the top branches of the trees. From a distance came a few

muffled pops and bangs.

"He's watchin' fireworks," I said. "He's all the way over to Chestertown or

down in Bolton Landing watchin' the show."

"Let's go," she said. "It's blowin' up rain."

"You're scared."

"Come on," she said. "You first."

"You first." There was Grammy's mean streak showing in me again.

"Old Frost never touched you," she said.

"Probably never touched you either." I rolled over on my back. Even in the

dark, you could see the clouds moving.

"Just dive in and go. What if he stole our clothes?"

"Bubblebrain," I said. I dove from a kneeling position and swam to the dock.

I hated feeling the pond bottom under my feet; it was better to pull straight out

of deep water onto the dock and run for the dry pine needles under the trees, even

if you did take a chance on being seen from the farmhouse.

"Wait," Eva whispered. "Wait. Shit, your parents can see us. Shit, Bobby.

Don't you care about anything?"

It wouldn't excite anybody to say our clothes were lying where we dropped

them, but they were.
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"I could show you what a French kiss feels like," Eva said. "Just so you

wouldn't be surprised when it's a boy ... "

"Nope," 1 said. I stumbled against tree bark and scraped my side trying to

pull my underpants up my wet legs.

"You know how to make babies?"

"Doesn't everybody?" 1 used my T-shirt to dry my face and chest. When 1

raised my arms to pull the shirt over my head, 1 felt Eva's hand brush across my

breasts.

"A man and a woman lay down on a bed," she said. "The man throws one

leg across the woman. The woman doesn't have to do anything except lay

there ...The thing is, if we practiced kissing, nobody would ever know. 1 mean,

your family's leaving, right, when your Grammy dies? So what would it hurt, just

one time?"

The roof warmed me when 1 climbed back in, my clothes sticking to my

body, the wind drying my hair all the time. In my mind, 1 tried to feel the kiss

Eva would have given me. After I was in bed, Summer stirred downstairs. 1 heard

her say to Daddy, "You think we should have made a big deal out of the Fourth

for Roberta's sake? After all, she's at that age. 1 think maybe we should have

done something."

And Daddy answered her: "We did," he said, "do something. We just did."
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CHAPTERS

Trust Junie Bradley to think up "screwdrivers-to-go." 1 swear he made that

up to show me there was a way to get back at God, but then, maybe he used to

drink them with other girls. I don't know. In Junie's book, I'm sure he drank

screwdrivers-to-go with hundreds of girls, but this is my book, and 1 don't want

to feel like a number Junie quotes to impress other men.

Threatening God never made me afraid. "I won't love You any more," I

would say, "if You make Grammy die;" or, "I'll hate You forever if we have to

keep on living in Utica. 1 won't write any of Your names with capital letters or

tell people lowe You one damn thing."

Junie heard me once when I got stuck halfway up High Cliff after he said I

could climb it fine if he helped me. We were ten years old, and I was staying

with Grammy for a week in July. He had to run across to Uncle Mike's house

for a rope while I stayed stuck on a little ledge with my face up against the gran

ite wall. I kept on repeating "I hate You, God," while I was alone, and Junie heard

me when he climbed back up.

"Get God back for everything," he said that Sunday when he found me throw

ing green apples at the windows of the abandoned ice cream stand between the

farmhouse and Corrine's.
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1 kept humming a song called Jump that Van Halen sang on my little radio.

"Sunday the twelfth: Sunday, Sunday, Sunday," the radio man kept hollering. "It's

Van Halen Sunday on WFLY 92."

"Come on with me, I've got some money. You never have a red cent. Don't

get all pissed off, Bobby McClusky; you know it's the truth."

A big apple went through the glass. The sound was loud enough to wake the

dead. "You all through, now?" Junie wanted to know.

"I have to ask my father."

It was a Sunday afternoon, a few hours after Summer threw Daddy out of

the house. Daddy wouldn't ever go to Mass if he could help it, and Summer

started a war almost every week when it came time to leave for church.

"You can't live the way those damned men-in-skirts tell you," Daddy would

say. "You'd get taken advantage of, right, left, and center."

"I think," Summer would answer, "that everybody needs a little religion."

And Daddy would raise his cigarette toward the sky and say, "I'd rather wor

ship out in the woods. That's where you feel like God's all around you, not locked

up with some priest that's only after a chunk of your pay."

On the Sunday Grammy got worse, Daddy said, "For a squaw, you're mighty

awful stuck on the white man's religion. What did Jesus Jumpin' Christ ever do

for you?"
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Summer put him out. "Don't call me squaw," she yelled. Daddy thought to

pull the key out of the lock on Grammy's gun rack before he ran for the door.

"Quit your laughin'," Summer said. "And take her with you. All I hear out

of her is 'When's Daddy comin'."

"I'm not done dressing," I said.

"You don't even ask how your grandmother is, half the time." She looked

close to crying, but I only saw Summer cry once: that was when she caught Daddy

laughing with the brewmaster's daughter at home on the night of the his work

picnic. I was only twelve, then.

"Your own grandmother," she said, "and you don't care if she's alive or what

she is."

I had a t-shirt on over a pair of outgrown longjohns that I had worn to bed.

The crushed stone in the driveway mottled the soles of my feet with painful lit

tle indentations when I followed Daddy to the truck.

"Carry me," I said.

"You're too big." He gunned the engine so hard I jumped. "Get in," he said.

"Want a milkshake?"

"Too early," I reminded him. The General Store didn't open until noon on

Sundays. The owner, Della Bibby, said the tourists could just wait for dough

nuts while decent people spent an hour with the Lord. Della was a Methodist;

Methodists spent a lot longer than an hour with Him. They had to sing all the
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verses of the hymns. Catholics only sing two verses: The Lord knows all the

songs by heart anyway.

Down by the river, he parked the car. I could see Towie's trailer with mist

curling around the cinderblocks at its base. "Don't tell your mother," Daddy

warned. He reached behind my seat and pulled out a pint bottle of Four Roses.

"You ever drink any of this?" he asked. I shook my head. Right across the water

was the log that Junie dove from, nude. "You want a taste?" Daddy held the

bottle out.

"It's not even lunch time."

"You ever feel like you want to try drinkin', you ask me." He took a long

swig out of the bottle and made a face. "Don't you go sneakin' behind my back.

I'll find you out every time. 1 know things." He tapped his head.

"You like that stuff?"

"Sure." He had himself another sip.

"Then how come you make faces when you get a mouthful?"

"Oh, it's not the taste 1 like." He wiped his mouth on his shirt sleeve and

stared through the windshield. My face flushed hot: Stupid, my thinking he could

read my mind and see my memory of Junie, flying without any clothes. "Only

one reason to swill this stuff, and that's to get yourself good and drunk." When

1 waved the bottle away again, he took a long drink. "I hear people sayin' they

just like the taste, or they drink to relax ... it's all hooey. If you wanted some-
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thin' to taste good, you'd drink lemonade. Anybody usin' whiskey, they want to

get drunk."

My stomach growled.

"You hungry?"

I shook my head.

"The old Indians, if they wanted somethin' to eat, they used to yank some

berries off a bush and wash them down with river water. You can't drink out of

the river any more. Paper company's pumped it full of poison." He lit another

cigarette. "Summer is a good old girl," he said. "She burns everything she tries

to cook, and the house wouldn't ever get clean if I didn't do half the work myself,

but she's a .good old girl just the same."

"Can I have a car when I'm sixteen?" My breath came short and hard from

the smoke that filled up the cab. I cranked the window down and stuck my face

out into the fresh air, but even the outside world smelled like smoke, I had so

much in my head by then.

"We got no money for a car." Opening his door, he raised himself off his

seat and flicked the cigarette into the water. "Maybe that's why your mother is

the way she is. She doesn't want anything to do with me. An' bein' part Mohawk

gives her a mean streak. Mohawks were mean Indians. Other tribes were scared

to death of Mohawks."

"If you'd let Summer get a job, we'd have some money."
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"Summer don't mean half of what she says. It's the Indian talkin'. An' her

other side's Irish, so she's got a temper on her."

"Junie Bradley drives his Uncle Day's car, and he can't have a license for

another year, when he turns sixteen."

"Day Bradley's nothin' but an old maid in pants. No wonder he can't keep

an underage kid out of his car. You keep your clothes on around that Junie; he

ain't half good. See here, somethin' you ought to know about a car: you can turn

on the ignition partway an' play the radio without runnin' the battery down."

BUG Country had the history show on, playing dead cowboy singers like

Hank Williams. They did that on Sunday mornings, maybe thinking all those old

timey singers got to be angels.

Daddy spat out his window. "I've had other women," he said. "Drivin' truck,

you stop places, an' the women always look you over. I've had other women all

along. You don't need to tell your mother that. Your mouth is your worst enemy,

Roberta. Used to be, I couldn't take you fishing 'cause you talked too much and

scared the fish."

"Can we go home now?"

"Yeah, Summer, she's a good old girl." He only had an inch of Four Roses

left in his bottle by then. "I leave her alone, most of the time."

He started the truck and we hit the dirt road raising dust. Looking back, I

saw Wayne Simpson haul out his trailer door with a load of beer cans in a clear
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plastic bag. That's how 1 knew Towie and the baby must be coming home. They

went to her mother in Glens Falls after the hospital discharged her. Junie said

Wayne kept clear of Tara Whistle, but 1 thought it must be Tara keeping clear of

Wayne. What could she tell him about the dead baby and the back porch and her

looking sick and old all of a sudden?

When we got back to the farmhouse, Summer was gone. Daddy called Uncle

Mike, and he said Summer wasn't down there nursing Grammy, and Corrine was

tired and needed a break.

"Only one other place she could get to without taking the truck," Daddy said.

"She must be over to Beatnells' house on Mountain Spring Lake, complainin' to

Barbara Beatnell about me, most likely." Summer and Barbara were best friends

all their lives. They even got pregnant together, and Eva and 1 were born three

weeks apart.

Daddy took a beer to the north bedroom. "I remember the night Eva's dad left

home for good," he said. "Eva was cryin' and beggin' him to stay, but he hated livin'

off a woman over at the resort. Said he was gain' back to Albany where he wouldn't

have to do odd jobs for a mess of women." The mattress squeaked when he bounced

down for a nap. "Always wondered what became of him," he said, and kicked the

door closed. That's when 1 knew it was safe to light out for the ice cream stand.

Junie came by for me on his way home from delivering papers. It was a bad

day at home, but that night was the best one Junie and I ever spent. He had his
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Uncle Day's old Ford wagon. On a Learner's Permit, he was supposed to drive

under supervision, but Day hated sitting in the car while Junie covered twenty

miles of back road with the Glens Falls Post- Standard. I hit Junie once for say

ing Uncle Day let him drive illegally to get a couple hours alone with the Bathtub

Virgin and his good right hand. Junie had a dirty mouth; he played to my bad

side the same as I played to Eva's.

"How about us walkin' to confirmation class?" he asked in his church-hall

voice when I led him onto the sunporch off the dining room. Sunday suppertime,

some nuns from Glens Falls came out to teach confirmation class for the fifteen

and sixteen-year-olds at St. Pius X-Marks-the-Spot. Summer enrolled me when

it looked like Grammy might not die right away.

"Wasn't goin'," I said. "An' what about that money you're supposed to have?"

He winked.

Daddy came out of the bedroom, looking at his watch. It was dinnertime, but

Summer wasn't around to cook us anything. "Young Mr. Bradley," Daddy said.

"Can I walk Bobby to catechism?" Junie asked.

"What's Bobby say?" Daddy raised his eyebrows.

"O.k." I kept my eyes on the flagstone floor.

"You'll walk her back home again?" Daddy asked. "I don't want her on the

roads alone after dark." Junie nodded and coughed. He slipped me a quick glance,

and I could tell he was trying like the devil not to laugh.
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"Not too late." Daddy sat down in Grammy's rocking chair. "You huntin'

this fall, Mr. Bradley?" he asked.

"Guess so." Junie backed up a step toward the door, but Daddy wasn't through

with him yet.

"Got my buck right up back of the Catholic church last fall. That's him on

the dining room wall. You can walk in and look."

Junie had to walk into the dining room and gawk at the stuffed head mounted

over the sideboard. Summer wouldn't have it in the Utica house, so Daddy hung

it at the farmhouse after Grammy moved to Mike's.

"Brought him down with one shot," Daddy said. "And he was runnin' to beat

the band, too. You have Roberta here by ten, Young Junie, or I'll be out after her.

You hear?"

"Eleven," I said. "I'm almost sixteen."

"Ten."

"Eleven."

Junie jumped back and opened the door. "Ten's fine," he said. "Can't stay

out late myself. Say hello to Summer. Don't see her around much any more."

"Did I ever tell you about the cat I found in my truck engine?" Daddy fol

lowed us out and stood on the steps. He laid one hand on my shoulder, and his

eyes narrowed like a lizard's. Out in the pond, a bullfrog gunked. Bullfrogs always

make me think they're warning people, even now, when I try to frighten myself
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with fantasies before the world can frighten me for real. No woman was ever fool

enough to see her crucified image hung on a church wall, but the future looks dan

gerous anyway, MJ used to wear a scapular under her shirt with two pictures of

the Blessed Virgin pasted onto scraps of brown felt. She tattled to Corrine when

I said the Virgin was nothing but an unwed mother, and why not crown Joseph in

May, since he made an honest woman out of her on the say-so of the Holy Ghost.

"What cat?" Junie asked. He had on his choirboy face, but his leg muscles

twitched under his jeans. Our Father, Who art in confusion, Hollow be Thy fame.

I made that up once while I was waiting to get into the confessional.

Daddy squeezed my shoulder. "Last. .. January, I guess it was. I went out one

morning and heard this funny sound in the driveway. I looked all over an' couldn't

find nothin' 'till I opened the hood on the truck."

"You're makin' us late to class." I squirmed away from Daddy's hand.

"An' there was this cat, layin' right up in the engine. Must of crawled in

there while I was workin' the day before, tryin' to keep warm. You remember, it

got real cold, there, during January ... An' I never knew the damned thing was

in there, just drove the truck on home."

Junie cleared his throat. He started smoking when he was nine, and he was

always stuffed up and coughing.

"By the time I found it, the damned cat was caught in the fan belt, all cut to

hell, no way you could save it."
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"Daddy ... "

"I wrung its neck. Just took my hands and snapped the thing right in two."

Junie took my hand and we walked out of the yard. By the time we got to

where the road curved, we were running. As soon as we lost sight of the house,

Junie jumped the ditch and fell over laughing in he grass.

"What?" I shook him. "What, now?"

"Your father, Mr. Know-It-All." When he grabbed my hand, I nearly stum

bled, but he ran me through a meadow and I never fell. Up in an overgrown dri

veway next to an old foundation hole Uncle Mike dug when he once had money

and thought he might like to live closer to Grammy, Junie had the Ford. It took

him three tries to start the wagon. "Condensation in the gas line," he said. I

thought that only happened in cold weather. "By the way, Summer's still over

to the Beatnells' house. She's drinkin' gin on the porch with 01' Barbara, chewin'

to beat the band about your dad."

"Where we goin' if we're skippin' class? And you know MJ's bound to tell."

"Don't it piss you off when your mother runs out and comes back all the

time? Don't you wish she'd fish or cut bait?"

"It's nothin' to me." Summer was a good, old girl. A book is the truth made

safe: I used to try to make myself believe my real mother was a horse doctor on

a ranch out West when I thought about the Famous Bobby.
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Down by the River Road, Junie wheeled in at the Black Bear and parked

around back by the kitchen entrance. When he dragged me through the kitchen

by the hand, I almost choked on the smell of old grease and stagnant dishwater.

"Howdy, Frost," Junie said. Peg Stepson, who owned the place with her hus

band until the husband ran off to Florida and left her, let Frost eat in the kitchen

in return for taking out the trash and washing a few glasses from the bar. Frost's

horse stabled free at the VanderWalkers' and pastured in the flats back of town

where the old hemlock tannery used to be.

Before I was born, the volunteer firemen burned the tannery. Too many kids

were getting in there to drink beer and smoke cigarettes, and the men used the

place to hang illegal deer. Jacking deer was the town sport in warm weather. Out

on the back roads, men drove along half the night, looking to "shine" a deer with

their headlights. Sometimes, they waited in a deeryard with a flashlight until a

herd broke cover to feed. Like most animals, deer are paralyzed by sudden light.

The men shot them without trouble, and the A&P in Chestertown lost a few dol

lars on their families' meat bills for the rest of the season.

The church ladies got up in arms about the old tannery, especially the

Methodists because the Women's Christian Temperance Union held its monthly

meetings in their social hall. Daddy said they just couldn't stand to see any

body enjoying themselves, and what they needed was a good screw to shut

them up.
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Junie walked us right in behind the bar. Peg Stepson didn't look surprised:

she went on pulling a draft beer and collected the money for it. Above the bar,

Peg had a mirror with gold lettering that said "Stroh's" across its face. At the bar,

a man wearing a "Long Lake Firematics Squad" shirt guzzled beer and shots, one

right after the other. He looked like a Stanton. Everybody in Long Lake is a

Stanton on one side or the other.

"You here for the usual reason?" Peg asked Junie.

"Two screwdrivers-to-go," he said. "With lids and straws, the whole nine

yards."

Peg turned away from us. "Be with you in just a minute," she said to some

one at the end of the bar.

On a stool in front of the big picture window sat my Aunt Angel, her hair

haloed in pink by a "Bud Light" sign scrawled in neon behind her head. Angel

nodded to me. I waved. Junie snickered.

"Mind your manners," Peg ordered. "Or we don't do this any more." Junie

clammed up.

I don't think I ever noticed before that night that Angel was Summer's dou

ble, only thin and soft-looking. Angel was four years younger than Summer. Her

real name was "Lorraine," but Summer nicknamed her "Angel" when they were

kids. "She was Grammy's little angel," Summer said. "Grammy believed every

word that came out of her mouth. I called her'Angel,' and I guess it stuck."
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"Your mother know who you're out with?" Angel asked. Her voice was low,

like a sweet woman's, but it had a man's strength under it. Off at some table, a

man murmured "Fuckin' A." 1 felt funny that Angel had to hear that.

Peg handed two milkshake cups to Junie. "Take 'em away from the restau

rant," she said, "and if anybody asks where you got the stuff, forget you know

my name."

Junie handed her a five-dollar bill. Peg stuffed it down the back pocket of

her jeans and didn't offer any change. "Eva been around today?" he asked.

"Not yet," Peg said.

"Well, when she comes, tell her Bobby McClusky is skinnydippin' with me

tonight."

Junie was stupid about what he said, sometimes. "I am not," 1 said. "How

do you know anything about me and Eva?"

"Bobby." Aunt Angel's voice was soft as a movie queen's. She was the only

adult who would call me Bobby. "Your mother know you're out?" 1 couldn't look

at her. Junie winked. I shoved him a little.

"Hey," Peg scolded when he brushed against a beer tap.

"Bobby?" Aunt Angel said again.

"Summer ran off to Beatnells' after Daddy wouldn't go to church. She doesn't

much care where 1 am, 1 guess."
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Angel cradled a glass of soda water between her hands. "Grammys dying,"

she said. "Your mother's taking it hard. I'll tell you something you don't know:

Summer was our father's favorite, your Grampa's. When Grampa died, Summer

said once that she wished it was Grammy instead. People don't mean what they

say half the time, but it's had Summer guilty all these years. She thinks she should

have been better to Grammy, see."

Junie yanked on my belt - or Daddy's belt, really. It was big for me, but it

had a big pewter buckle that said "Americale Division" in raised letters, and it

looked good with my bluejeans and white shirt.

Angel sipped her soda water and set it down. "I won't cover your tracks,

Young Lady," she said. "You let somebody know where you are. These boys look

like something, but you can't trust any of them not to go too far."

It must have looked as if I was laughing at Angel, but I only laughed because

Junie was towing me to the kitchen door by my belt. While he wrestled the door

open, I stood there watching Peg Stepson take Aunt Angel's hand and look her

in the eye like she was a man with marriage on her mind. Peg lowered her voice,

but I heard her say "Roberta's Summer's problem and none of yours."

Angel shushed her.

"What did the rest of them ever do for you, I'd like to know," Peg said in a

normal voice. Angel patted her cheek.

"Come on, Bobby," Junie kept saying. "Come on, come on."
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"You think I'm gettin' in a car with you while you're drinking," I whispered.

"Guess again."

J~. Old Frost came alive laughing when he heard that. He dropped a beer glass;

it shattered on the cement floor and he laughed harder. Outside, Junie opened the

car door. "The car with me, or the pond with Eva. Which is it, Bobby McClusky?

You can't stay a baby forever."

"I'm goin' home."

"Summer's not there, and your father's drinkin' up the milk money."

"No, he's not."

"Don't cry, now," Bobby said. "Don't cry, Little Iceberg."

"Bullshit."

"Bullshit, nothin'," he said. "I could smell the booze all. over 'im when he

was tell in ' us that yarn about the cat."

I slapped at him, and he dodged. "I don't care," 1 said.

He grabbed my chin and made me look at him. "Angel's a dyke," he said.

"You know what that means?"

"How would you know?" 1 hit at him again, and caught him in the arm, but

he didn't flinch, and my hand hurt so that my eyes watered from the ache.

"Ask her," he said. Leaning across me, he popped my door open. "Go on

ahead in and ask her if she isn't Peg Stepson's wife. Or husband... Me, I'm goin'

for a ride."
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I said "Fuck you," but I closed the door.

"Eva's a dyke, too. She likes you. She try anything yet?"

Before he had us out of the parking lot, I was sucking on the straw stuck

through the lid of my cup. The ice was melting, and all I could taste was weak

orange juice with a little bite to it. The vodka warmed my innards all the way down.

Driving with his left foot bare and sticking out the window, Junie hit 60

before we crossed the town line. We lit past Igerna Road doing 80, and he never

slowed down all the way along the shore of Loon Lake. At the southern tip of

Loon, by the AlpHorn Grill, he picked up route 8 heading for Speculator.

"Where we goin '?" I asked.

"You'll see."

"I got to get back."

"For what?"

"My father. .. "

"Shit," he said. "He thinks you're down with Sister Anselme. It's not time

to worry yet, Bobby McClusky. Not yet. I'll let you know when it's time."

I made the screwdriver last 'till the north shore of Sacandaga Lake. Sacandaga's

funny: It's man-made, created when they let the Sacandaga River flood a lot of

low-lying farmland. When the water's calm, you can look down and see silos and

roof shapes. Whenever Daddy took me out to fish Sacandaga, I'd sit in the row

boat and wonder if there was another world going on down there below the water.
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Just outside of Amsterdam, I picked up the oldies station from Schenectady

on the radio. We drove between cornfields and Junie sang all the car songs: "Little

GTO/You're really lookin' fine; She's real fine/My 409; She'll have fun, fun, fun

now that Daddy took the T-Bird away."

I said, "The Beach Boys were stupid."

"Are stupid," Junie corrected. "They're still alive. Except the one that fell

off a boat an' drowned."

"Where is it that all the kids have cars?"

He laughed. "But you can come along with me 'cause we got a lot of things

to do, now." Trying to sing the high part, his voice cracked, and he had a cough

ing fit. "Light me a cig," he said. "I got some in the glove compartment."

"You smoke too much." I said. "I got to get back."

"Just a little, we're almost there now. Besides..." He almost swerved off the

road, trying to open the glove compartment himself. "If you're in trouble, it's too

late to do anything about it now. Get 'em back for scarin' the shit out of you,

makin' like they're gettin' a divorce." The cigarettes spilled all over the floor.

Junie slapped the steering wheel; I picked them up. "Get back at God, too," he

said. "Remember that time up High Cliff? Tell God you'll hate Him if He lets

you get in a world of hurt."

"Shut up," I said. The air outside the window smelled green and watery.
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Sunday nights, Fonda speedway is dark. No stock cars, no modifieds, no

funny cars, only empty bleachers and a wide-open dirt oval. Junie knew a back

gate, where the pit crews went in and out without having to pay.

"You'll get us thrown in jail," I said, but I knew nobody would come look

ing if we didn't stay too long.

"Want to see somethin '?" he asked. "Put your left foot on the gas pedal,

Bobby McClusky." He pulled himself up until he was sitting in the window steer

ing with the toes on his bare right foot. "Foot on the gas," he screamed. Harder!"

The car bucked and jackrabbited off around the track.

"Where's your shoes?" I yelled. "Look out where you're goin'. Jesus! You'll

hit the fence."

"I'm gonna be king here," he yelled. "Bigger than Joey Johnson. Bigger than

Reny Charland. Shit, I can do some drivin' ..."

"Get back in here or I'm takin' my foot off the pedal."

He sang again:

"Ev'ry party has a pooper,

That's why we invited you ..."

"Hell, I thought you Injuns was supposed to be fearless."

"It's my white half that's scared."

"I'm white, and I'm not scared."
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I let up on the gas. He pounded on the roof of the car, but I'd had enough.

"How come you're not a Bible-banger like your Uncle Day?" I asked.

He settled into a groove on the track, driving almost as smoothly as if he

had his hands on the wheel. "Uncle Day?" he yelled. "Now, there's a chicken if

I ever saw one. My father had balls. Uncle Day used to have a thing with your

mother. He coulda been your father, Bob."

We weren't going very fast, but I still closed my eyes every time he banked

the wagon around a turn. The rake on the turns made the wagon feel top-heavy,

as if it might tip over at any second. When I got so scared I couldn't breathe, I

tried to make myself calm by reading the signs along the boards of the retaining

fence: Kleniewski's Kustomizing Shop, Quaker State Motor Oil, Delco/Remy,

Badalucco's Pizza Parlor, Angie's Victory Lap Bar and Grille. It was windy, and

all the plastic pennants strung between the light poles snapped like gunfire.

"If Day was my father," I said, "you and me would be first cousins."

"Comin' in. Slow down."

The car almost stalled while I moved back to the passenger's side so he could

duck inside and get his foot on the gas pedal. He floored it right away, and I

bounced off the seat back, gagging on dust and grabbing for the dash to brace

myself.

"You maniac," I screamed.

"Cousin Bobby, you ever do a hundred miles an hour in a car?"
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"What? No."

"Well, you're doin' it now."

While the signs flew by in Fast Forward, the wind screamed like a scalded

cat. He never stopped until I threw up all over the front seat. Bad enough that

the retching took over my body and made lights explode inside my head, but I

bumped my head when Junie slammed on the brakes, and had to listen to him

yelling "Oh no. Oh God." over and over again while he danced around the car

and kicked the bumpers.

It rained before we got the car cleaned up at a U-Wash in Mayfield. The wind

was really there, blowing up a storm all along, but we were too crazy to care.

We stank of dirt and puke and the used motor oil they spray on unpaved tracks

to keep the dust down. Junie snaked in under the dash and turned the odometer

back a hundred miles.

"Day won't know nothin' ," he said.

"Summer will."

"So this should teach her to keep herself to home and never mind runnin'

away every time your father says somethin' she don't like."

On the ride home, I was too afraid to stay awake. Junie let me lay my head

in his lap.

Summer slapped me; she was waiting in my room when I climbed In the

window full of splinters from shinning up a porch column.
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"Slut," she said. "You think you're better than that filthy Tara Whistle, but

you're not. Draggin' the family name in the mud, stayin' out all night. Who was

he, some married man? Wayne Simpson? You running the roads with Tara Whistle's

cast-offs?"

1 fell back on the bed and yanked the covers over my dirty clothes to get

away. Facing the wall, 1 counted forget- me-nots on the wallpaper the way 1 used

to when 1 was little and didn't want to nap. The Famous Bobby would have had

Summer arrested for slapping a child. The real mother on the ranch would never

have a reason to hit, knowing that the Famous Bobby could walk into Hell nd

still do the right thing when the time came.

"By the way, your grandmother stopped breathing for a minute tonight.

Stopped and then started again. Had to get the doctor in, and he said it could hap

pen again any time. Before you go whoring around, you might like to think how

your only living grandmother could die any time."

She never would have slapped me again, but 1 was like Natty Bumppo in all

those old Fenimore Cooper books: 1 had to say something when there was noth

ing that needed saying at all.

"I saw Aunt Angel tonight," 1 said. "And she didn't look any too drunk to

me. But she was making eyes at old Peg Stepson just the same."
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CHAPTER 6

No woman ever fell off the roof when she was happy. Women fall off the

roof on a day when their plans fall apart, or when they lose money or fail at some

thing that matters. They fall off the roof when they don't know what to expect,

and maybe God does that on purpose, to force them to slow down and hide instead

of making fools of themselves.

I fell off the roof the morning after Junie tried to make me a Speedway Queen.

Summer said I was grounded: I never told her it didn't matter a damn. If I had, she'd

have dreamed up another punishment; I found that out before I was very old. Summer

used to lock me in a coat closet if I banged the screen door down in Utica. She said

it would disturb Kwapizewski. I got out of sitting in dark closets when she caught

me hiding dolls behind the Hoover. Her idea was to spoil my fun. If it looked as if

I was having fun to spite her, she would have to find another way. Sometimes, I

wondered if falling off the roof was Summer's invention in the first place.

Eva Beatnell said falling off the roof never made her sad; it was part of life

and it didn't bother her all that much if she couldn't swim a couple days out of

every month. MJ said falling off the roof made her happy because it was God's

way of showing His plan for the human race.

Sometimes I felt sorry, remembering the time when every day was exactly

the same as the day before. Sometimes, I hated the whole idea, because it
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seemed as if my body was for a baby and not for me any more. When they

told me I couldn't have babies, years later, it only seemed like having my body

back for good.

The best thing you can do when you fall off the roof is to read. My father

and Uncle Mike would never have television in our houses. It made MJ strange;

if she went into a house where a television was playing, she couldn't pay atten

tion to anything but the screen. I used to watch in the Black Bear or the Washing

Well in town whenever I could. Reading kept me busy when I wasn't stealing

shows off other people's t.v, 's. Besides, reading had a feel to it. It's more physi

cal than television. You have to have muscles to read.

Another Monday in July: Before he left for work, Daddy let me start the

truck and back it in and out of Grammy's driveway. On the radio, the announcer

interrupted Dolly Parton to say Prince Andrew was going to marry somebody

named Fergie by the end of the month. Before they played the rest of Dolly, the

announcer said he'd have an interview with a homeless man on the hour. Daddy

left before I got to listen to that.

The best place to read was Grammy's old barn loft. When Grampa used

to farm, the hayloft was naturally for hay. But long before he died, Grampa's

health went bad. He let Beatnells mow the meadow and keep the hay to feed

Barbara's horses. Eva wouldn't ride them after Frost got his hand down her

dress, but her friends rode whenever they wanted to. Barbara Beatnell was
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smart; the horses kept Eva popular long after people found outwhat she was

really like.

Grammy and Summer let Beatnells keep on mowing the meadow right up

until Grammy died and Gilbert LeClair bought the farm to settle her estate. After

that, Beatnells had to make a deal with Theresa Parrot for the grasslot sloping

from her side porch down to Poverty Beach. Theresa's lot was bigger than ours,

and Beatnells got more hay from it, but they had to cart it a mile and a half far

ther, and Theresa wouldn't let them mow when they pleased. She made them stick

to evenings and Sundays when she wasn't cutting hair.

Grampa died of Bright's disease in the Glens Falls Hospital when I was

only three, which was a damn sight more dignified than Daddy's suicide in our

kitchen in Utica when I was twenty. Daddy shot himself with a handgun he had

kept in his underwear drawer all those years after we left the mountains. No

matter how many times the Utica police department offered amnesty to people

if they would turn in their unregistered guns, Daddy hung on to his. He had his

deer rifle in the attic, greased and wrapped in flannel like a jewel, and an old

twelve-gauge shotgun in the bathroom closet of our house. Every year he swore

he would sand off the barrel of that shotgun and re-blue it. He did do some of

the sanding, but the barrel was still un-blued when Daddy got tired of being

alive. When Grampa died, they said he went to heaven. I pictured New York

Route 9 suddenly rising up into the sky and disappearing into the clouds. I
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thought Daddy could drive me up to heaven to see Grampa any time I wanted

to go.

When Daddy died, I couldn't picture anything. He said his insurance made

him worth more dead than alive. Summer was working, keeping the books for

the brewery by then. She knew the company doctor pretty well; he wrote "cere

bral hemorrhage" on the death certificate, and the insurance company paid off.

They don't have to in a case where there's a suicide.

"Oh, ready-deedy," Daddy used to say whenever he caught me reading in the

old loft, especially during Grammy's last summer. "If you're so bored, why don't

you get off your behind and do something?"

I liked it there because the light was kind to your eyes when you cracked the

gable-end door that faced the woods. One long shaft of light would cross the

floor, made dim by the dust dancing down the beam. The loft was warm and

woody-sweet from the smell of the unpainted timbers on the floor.

For a long time, Summer and Daddy didn't know to look for me up there.

Daddy only found my hiding place because he hid his liquor bottles there to keep

Summer from pouring the whiskey down the sink. Summer didn't like him drink

ing on the road. Daddy thought it didn't matter, so long as he didn't steal any

beer from the back of his truck. He said the boss must know that all the tavern

owners pulled him a draft when he delivered, anyway. "Don't say anything to

your mother," he warned me when he came looking for his Four Roses while I
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was off the roof. He found me on my back, halfway through The Last of the

Mohicans for the second time. "She won't believe you, anyway. I can get Summer

to believe anything I say."

James Fenimore Cooper's books were the first I read for pleasure. Grammy

kept an old set of the Natty Bumppo books on a shelf in the parlor, right below

the shelf where she kept the Hummel figurines Aunt Angel bought when she

worked in the department store. We had Pathfinder; Deerslayer, The Prairie,

The Last of the Mohicans... They were Grammy's when she was a schoolgirl,

and they were all signed by the teachers who made her read them: Effie Jane

Randall, Reuben Mick, Mary Q'Day. They were almost the only books in the

farmhouse.

There were a few other books, of course. Daddy wouldn't let me see Grampa's

old Masonic ritual book; he kept it locked up in a fishing tackle box and swore

it was a secret. Summer's father was a Methodist: Women and Catholics couldn't

see the book. Summer's Bible and her Missals were out in the parlor, but prayers

never interested me. Cooper's books were the only ones worth reading, so I started

reading them when I was eight or nine. They talked about the white man's nat'r,

and the red man's nat'r as if there was only one of each on "arth." Cooper didn't

let women have nat'rs - or maybe women were nat'r - Indian and white women

alike, the same as the deer Natty hunted and the fish he caught and forgot about

as soon as they were eaten.
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Those days when I was tired out by my time of month - Why do women

say my time of the month, as if their blood could buy the time? - I lay stretched

in the loft, moving whenever my body warmed the floorboards too much, read

ing Cooper and teasing myself with all the questions nobody wanted to answer

for me. MJ called a time or two to see if I wanted to watch Towie breast feed

her little girl, but I wouldn't go after the first time. Watching the baby claw and

suck at Towie's breast embarrassed me. Being in the trailer felt the same as peek

ing in somebody's bedroom window after dark.

So I wondered alone: Did a white Indian have a double nat'r, or only half a

nat'r from one side of her history? Were women supposed to have a history at

all? Girls had no history, God knows.

In school, they taught about the boyhood years of all the famous men. George

Washington chopped down a cherry tree; Abraham Lincoln studied by firelight;

John F. Kennedy competed with his older brother; Charles Manson was abandoned

by his mother. If you want to know about somebody's girlhood, you have to look

it up yourself, because nobody will tell you what Sally Ride was doing when she

was fifteen. Virginitis. Junie thought he was kidding when he made it up.

It has a meaning. Virginitis: n. Anglo-Saxon, from the Latin, probably a deriv

ative of locker-room talk among gladiators. A condition peculiar to females with

no distinguishable past, no history, no experience. A condition of unresolved pos

sibility. A challenge to the male.
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Summer wasn't speaking to me unless she had to, but she checked my bed every

night, weekdays and week-ends, at Aunt Corrine's as well as at the farmhouse. Corrine

and Summer talked about Grammy "lingering." They made it sound as if Grammy

was doing something cheap, something you would see on a soap opera. Grammy and

I were the cheap ones; Grammy wouldn't die soon enough, and I wouldn't put

off growing up. At least with Grammy the other topic of conversation, I felt in good

company. One time, Summer stopped the silent treatment to yell at me for not

looking in on Grammy. "Who are you to talk?" I yelled back at her. "You want

her to die. I hear you talking." Summer walked out of Corrine's kitchen by the cel

lar door and spent the whole afternoon weeding cucumbers in Uncle Mike's garden.

Towie baptized her daughter "Bambi Loretta-Lynn" in the Methodist church.

MJ got us dispensation from the priest to go. We stood out because we were the

only ones crossing ourselves after every "Amen," and we stopped the Our Father

early. The Methodists add the part about Thine being the Glory right after the

Deliver us from Evil. Little old Miss Higley asked after Grammy and whispered

that the minister told Mr. Whistle to stay home from services that day and keep

"that awful Tara" with him.

Wayne Simpson stayed right by his wife, holding Skipper over his shoulder

when the boy went to sleep. Wayne's face and hands had a raw look, the way all

road men's faces and hands look when they scrub themselves hard enough to

wash off every last fleck of tar.
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Daddy drove beer all day and ran up a phone bill, calling Summer every night.

Grammy breathed and gurgled and choked in Mike and Corrine's back bedroom.

Sometimes at night, when I woke up with a headache and needed to sit up until it

eased, I would sit on the screen porch under Grammy's window and listen while

something in her - not her mind, she was almost never conscious - fought to keep

her on this earth. To punish myself, I would imagine her not being at my wedding,

or holding my babies when I had them, and that would make me cry until I could

sleep again. If MJ had known that, she would have thought there was hope for me

after all, but I never told MJ. She said three decades of the Rosary every night, and

the Hail, Holy Queen, and the Memorarae, and she started going to weekday Mass

and doing all her mother's housecleaning. Summer asked me why I couldn't be more

like my cousin. "Because," I said, "I'll bet even Jesus hates a whiner."

The doctor brought a set of intravenous equipment to the house and taught

Summer and Corrine how to give Grammy nourishment through a needle. One

night under the window, I thought I heard Grammy's soul flyaway, but she was

still alive in the morning.

Whenever I could, I ran back to my barnloft at the farm. On week-ends, I

took my lunch and read in the half-light all day long. "I've got a daughter that's

an educated fool," Daddy said one Saturday when he and Summer got out of the

car after a ride to the A&P in Chestertown. "Readin' all day, but she's no judge

of people."
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"Leave her be," Summer told him. "At least she's not whoring after Junie

Bradley if she's up in that loft. Day must be laughing up his sleeve to see her

chasing Junie."

"You chased Day, once upon a time," Daddy reminded her.

Summer laughed. "More like the other way around," she said.

"Doesn't matter," Daddy said. "His rna wasn't for lettin' him marry any half-

Indian."

"Roberta's no Indian."

"Ah, hell. She's no angel either."

Summer slammed out of the barn in a huff. Daddy rattled the ladder to the

loft. "Ready-deedy," he called up. "You be thinkin' about headin' up to set the

table. It's almost dinnertime."

"No," I said.

"What?"

"You set the table. Why can't I wash the truck instead?"

"Do I need to come up there?" He shut the truck door so hard 1 could feel

the vibration. "Do I? You're not so big that 1 can't tan your hide."

He went away. Usually, Daddy smelled of stale cigarette smoke, liquor, grease,

and sweat. I wondered how Summer could stand to let him touch her. He was too

thin, all nervous bones and long, twitching muscles, strung along his spine, the
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way men are after they give up too much of what they really want out of life. It

seemed as if his bones must leave marks on any woman he slept with.

Virginitis: A tendency not to be taken seriously; a condition granting to any

male the right to ridicule, scorn, demean, ignore, or abandon the sufferer. A sign

of excessive intelligence and undesirability; a condition which is not nat'ral;
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CHAPTER 7

A disease thought to afflict women afraid of men; a mythological constant

said to be a causative factor in cases of celibacy among women over the age of

sixteen, in the voluntary taking of religious orders, and in the preference of some

females for their own sex.

I found the chambered nautilus fossil running the old CCC log road I used

back when we still lived with Grammy, before Daddy had to leave the mountains

to get a job. The road was waist-high with weed-grass and running to seedling

pines, but it was still a safe way to run from Grammy's into town. There was no

traffic, and you didn't come out on Route 9 until you were almost at Uncle Mike's

place. If I were a man I would choose to tell about playing pitch-and- catch with

my father. I did that, but it only mattered to Daddy. I stood there smiling with

his moldy, old first- baseman's mitt on my hand, the mitt stamped with black ink

that read "Property of Pottersville Central School Athletic Department." He must

have stolen it. "Burn 'er on in there," Daddy kept saying. "Put some spin on it.

Nah, now you're throwin' like a girl." Sometimes he praised me for "whippin'

it just like a regular fella." That didn't matter any more.

I wanted to meet Junie Bradley. I calied him. We decided on the Black Bear

because Angel and Peg served us alcohol once: Like it or not, they were in it

with us. I was bored. With Summer watching me like a hawk, I hadn't met Eva
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in nearly two weeks. Even after my period was over, sneaking out at night was

too chancy. Summer prowled the house until the wee hours. Daddy said she was

so exhausted, she cried in bed all week-end. He took over the night-watching

when he came up from work on Friday. Anyway, Junie said Eva was hanging at

the Black Bear nights. She heard about the night Junie and I had at the dirt track

and decided skinny-dipping was too young for her. I nearly rotted, all those days

in the loft, reading The Last of the Mohicans three times through.

Came one night that Summer was watching Grammy, while Corrine was

down in the trailer babysitting for Towie, while Towie drove to an Eastern Star

meeting at the lodge in Schroon Lake Village. Catholics can't join secret-oath

organizations, so Summer and Corrine were in demand on Eastern Star nights.

Towie told MJ that the August meeting would be a long one - installation of

officers for the coming year, and a banquet. Daddy was back in Utica, keeping

company with his beer truck. That night, the wind came out of the South like a

man's hot breath, blowing across the pond and rattling the screen door on the

sunporch. The sun looked like never going down. I lit out for the log road; life

had been going on without me long enough.

The rock had split in half or I would never have noticed it. It was a dull,

rusty rock, black streaked with ferrous red on the outside, the kind of rock that

looked as if it might once have been a lump of clay on a riverbank. It lay in a

depression beside the log road, in a place where the deer had made a bed of mat-
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ted grass. Possibly it was a kick from a deer that caused a slice to break away

from the rock's rounded side. I picked up both halves to investigate. And there,

impressed into the bottom half, I saw the perfect outline of a tiny chambered nau

tilus shell.

Roland Flackbarth was MJ's biology teacher at Pottersville Central School.

On Wednesdays in the summer, Father Jacqueway let him use the social hall at

St. Pius X to give nature talks to tourists. A surprising number of people showed

up, mainly retired schoolteachers and young mothers who wanted a head start on

an education for their four-year-olds. The kids never listened. Mostly, they fid

geted until their mothers let them loose to chase each other around the cars in

the parking lot. Mr. Flackbarth always got MJ to serve refreshments at his talks,

and MJ always twisted my arm until I agreed to help. We were pouring Iroquois

Indian strawberry juice, made from a recipe written in an old school composition

book that Grammy kept all her life, on the night Mr. Flackbarth talked about the

chambered nautilus.

He explained how the spiral shape of the shell demonstrated a perfect pat

tern of mathematical ratios, ratios that related every segment of the shell to its

center. He said the Greeks used the same ratios to formulate The Golden Mean,

which established the proportions of all their temples. I still don't understand all

of it: I only know that each number in the series is the sum of the two numbers

that go before it. Mr. Flackbarth called the ratios "Fibbonacci's Sequence." One
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Sunday, he took MJ and me to Mass at St. James's Church in North Creek, where

they have a stained glass window decorated according to the same proportions.

The window doesn't look like a Greek temple, and neither windows nor temples

look anything like a nautilus shell. You have to look past the surface if you're

going to see the similarities, I suppose.

The priest at St. James was a drinker from way back. Summer said right

away that I could go to Mass with Mr. Flackbarth, but he had to argue with Aunt

Corrine for a long while before she would agree to let MJ go. Mimi Bedell told

her once that Father kept a bottle in his confessional and tried to kiss the girls.

MJ had to promise not to go to confession in North Creek. And after all that,

the priest was sick and a brother drove out from the Priory in Chestertown to

say Mass the day we were there. Nobody had any stories about the brothers at

the Priory.

I hid the rock by a patch of blueberry where I was sure I could find it again.

I did finally lug it down to Grammy's one day. It took up space in my reading

spot in the barn loft until the farm sold. Then, I carried it to Utica and kept it in

an old covered basket in my room.

When I got to the Black Bear, I found the place half- asleep. Junie wasn't

there yet. Old Frost W8.S dozing in his chair by the sink when I went through

the kitchen. Seven- thirty on a summer evening: Too late for dinner. Tourists

like to eat early. That way, they can hustle the kids into their sleeping bags and
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crack a six-pack, or drive out in time for sunset at the dump. Black bears come

out at dusk to rummage the dump for an easy meal, just like Yogi in the tele-

vision cartoons.

Seven-thirty is too early for the sawmill men to be out thirsting for a beer.

It's too early for the back-road wives to abandon their kids for the night and show

up looking for a little action while their husbands bunk somewhere with the road

crew at county expense. At seven-thirty, the waitresses at Beatnells' Mourrtain

Spring Resort and the wranglers out at Ridin' Hy Ranch above Warrensburg would

still be filling sugar bowls and salt shakers and setting the tables for breakfast.

There was Peg Stepson tapping a keg. There was Angel, loading bottled beer into

an old wood-frame cooler built right into the wall behind the bar. On a barstool,

Eva Beatnell swayed and swiveled.

"How did you get loose from the dining room?" I asked.

"My mother owns the place." She shrugged. Her hair slithered down her back

all the way to the waistband of her shorts. So did mine. I stood beside her.

"Call us Night and Day," I said. Nobody laughed.

Peg tapped Angel on the arm. Angel smiled at her. I saw their feelings for

one another in the smile, and in Peg's answering nod. "That's enough," Peg told

Angel. "Payday at the mill's two days off yet, and the county boys get paid every

two weeks. This is their off week. They're down to pocket change."
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"If I fill us up now," Angel said, "it puts us ahead for tomorrow. What's the

use of me buying in with you if I can't take some of this work off your shoulders?"

"Hell, I'm just used to havin' Tom here, I guess." Peg swiped at the bar with

a damp rag that was never far from her hand. In the mirror behind her, a hun

dred liquor bottles reflected; above her head, a sign carved into a varnished slab

of wood read "Banks Don't Sell Beer - We Don't Cash Checks." She leaned

against the counter by the register and flexed her shoulders. "Tom never did a

damn thing behind this bar except pour liquor - too much, for his friends 

and talk hunting. I did all the dirty stuff. That's why I divorced him."

"I'm not Tom." Angel slammed the cooler door.

"You stayin' in P'Ville for good?" I asked. "When Grammy dies and the

farmhouse is gone, you plannin' on stayin'?"

"I'm moving out of Mike's house this week-end," she said. "I can live upstairs

here ...where Peg lives."

Junie Bradley knew God-damn everything, even if he was only fifteen years

old. Angel was a dyke for sure.

Eva nudged my arm with her elbow. "Can you get out to the pond later?"

she asked. "Peg, let her have a Coke on me."

Angel poured the Coke and refused Eva's money. Peg gave Angel a dirty

look; she found a dollar bill in the pocket of her own jeans and rang up the Coke,

leaving the change in the till. "Anything new with Grammy?" she asked.
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"Nothin' ," I told her. "She sleeps all the time now, like she was already dead.

MJ's making a novena and wearing winter clothes for a penance - longjohns

and wool socks and such. The old-timey saints used to wear hair shirts, but MJ

doesn't know how to knit one."

"Don't make fun of her," Angel said. Angel had funny hair, dark, but with

red lights in it, and it waved like one of those silent movie star's. Theresa Parrot

never got her hands on Angel; Angel cut her own hair and bought her clothes in

the city. I always liked how she looked, but it made me a little embarrassed to

think she might be trying to do the people in Pottersville one better.

"I've got money for the Coke," I said to Eva.

"No, I'll pay." Angel waved her money away. "No need for you to throw

that dollar in the register, Peg. I told you, I'm not Tom."

"Hey, Peg," Eva called. "Can we watch Guiding Light or something? I'm

sick to death of sports."

Peg shook her head. "I like the car races," she said. "Ever since Cha-Cha

Muldowney got into the drags out of Schenectady. Ever hear of her? Schenectady's

only an hour and a half downhill from here."

In the mirror over the bar, I saw myself drinking. Every time I saw my eyes

in a mirror, I was surprised all over again at how dark they were. Halfway through

my twenties, I am still surprised. There are too many blue eyes on the televi

sion screen: Television still makes me think I am supposed to look like Eva. In
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fact, I usually imagine that I do look like Eva until a plate glass window catches

me out.

"Cha Cha left a husband in Schenectady," she said. "The guy fixes cars all

morning and chases women all afternoon. Nice work if you can get it. Reminds

me of Tom. Maybe I should take up racing drag cars."

Trailing Tara like the wake from a motorboat, Old Man Whistle banged

through the aluminum door that gave onto Route 9. Out in the parking lot, two'

of the little Whistles were pulling milkweed pods apart and letting the seeds drift

all over. They both had raised right shoulders and scraggly hair, starch hair, from

having no meat in their diets. Tara looked bored. Her father patted her fanny while

she climbed up onto a stool.

"We're not open," Angel said.

Old Man Whistle wormed a finger underneath an old straw fedora he always

wore in warm weather and scratched his head. He would never have thought to

take the hat off indoors. "Sign in the window says you are."

"We're settin' up for the rush later on." Angel yanked a tray of pilsner glasses

off the bar and began to slide them upside down into an overhead rack.

"My money's good." He took a toothpick out of a shot glass full of them on

the bar and started to clean his nails with it. Tara stared into the mirror and fluffed

her hair. MJ said Tara cut her own hair, and that's why it always looked ragged.

Tara evidently didn't have Angel's gift for hairdressing. The old man clamped a
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pipe between dingy, yellow teeth - his own, not the county's - and wasted half

a book of matches getting it lit.

Peg waved smoke away from her face. "Your money," she said, "belongs to

those kids of yours - to Tara and the ones outside and the rest of them up at

the house."

"Ain't makin' no disturbance," he said. "You got to serve me as long as I'm

payin'. The law saysso, an' I know my rights."

"Give him one," Peg said on her way to the kitchen, "and no more."

"What you got on draft?"

"Same as she's had for twenty years," Angel said. Eva touched my shoulder.

"Gi' me a Heineken's. She'll have a Coke like the other girls, here."

"A cherry Coke?" Eva smirked. Tara blushed.

"None of that," Angel murmured. She set herself to polishing wine glasses

with an old tea towel she kept hanging under the cash register.

Radley Allard and Boy Bedell came in from the sawmill. An old couple got

out of a Volvo and asked for directions to Word of Life Island. With one finger,

I traced the nautilus design in the steam on my glass.

"You'll spill that any minute now," Angel said. She mixed a Virgin Mary for

the Word of Life woman.

"Virgin Mary?" the husband said. "That a Roman blasphemy, you think?"

Angel shrugged. The woman fussed through her purse for a five dollar bill.
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"Keep the change," she said. "This drink is of God. It's the alcohol that's of

the Devil."

That night, Tara looked like death-warrned-over. There were dark circles around

her eyes. Did she miss that baby she threw away? Her father drank like a pig at

a trough, loud slurps and smacks announcing the coming of a spray of malt mois

ture sent in all directions. Tara looked bothered; I dropped my eyes from the mir

ror. I wanted to ask her if Wayne Simpson on a gravestone was any different from

Dave Bills, the minister's son - where? On an altar? I tried to imagine adjusting

to different men, different smells, different skin, different everything.

No matter what Summer called her, I wanted to talk to Tara. I admired Tara.

Did she touch the man first, or wait for him to show his intentions? How would

you know what a new man was trying to tell you? I read somewhere that Madonna,

the singer, said losing her virginity was a career move. Could you use that for an

excuse before you had any special career in mind, I wondered.

Eva took her hand off my shoulder. Angel smiled at Eva as if they both knew

something I didn't know. Summer never told me that sex is also the way expe

rienced people shut out beginners. Virginitis: the state of being in ignorance of

the reason for being an adult.

Junie Bradley showed Tcwie through the door. "There's Tara," he said. "Right

over there. I thought you'd find her here. No, don't thank me, Mrs. Simpson. The

pleasure's all mine."
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He drank half my Coke. "Hey," I said.

"Watch," he ordered. "This'll be a good one." He yanked a strand of Eva's

hair.

"Dickhead,"she said.

"Punta," he answered. "You know any Italian? I heard that one on HBO."

With jerky steps, Towie walked across to Tara and Old Man Whistle. Angel

polished a glass like God was going to drink out of it. "Tara Whistle?" Towie

asked. Tara nodded. She fluffed her hair again, but I could see her hands shake.

Junie whispered: "If it was me, I'd deck the bitch. Shit, women can't han

dle a damn freakin' thing."

"Stay away from my husband." Towie's voice sounded even as a knife blade.

"You're trash, and Wayne don't need no trash in his life."

Old Man Whistle turned around to face Eva. That left Tara all on her own.

His own daughter. Even if she was a slut, he should have stood up for her.

"Wayne's got two kids he fathered. What do you think, I'll let him walk away

scot free? If he leaves me, I'll take him for everything he's got. My kids ain't

doin' without just because your name is 'Easy."

"Mrs. Simpson," Angel said.

"Oh, I know," Towie said. "This is a high-class place. I can tell by the clien-

tele, three underage kids, one slut, an' a welfare cheat."

"Mrs. Simpson," Angel repeated.
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"Let me catch you and Wayne in the act, Bitch," Towie said, "and I'll plug

the both of you with one bullet, I don't care if I do wind up in jail."

Junie finished my Coke.

"Bobby," Towie said, "thank your family for all the help while I was givin'

birth."

Corrine said the next day that Towie made it to her Eastern Star meeting. Mrs.

Roy, the Methodist minister's wife, told Corrine in the Post Office that the Grand

Matron fined Towie for walking in late, and Towie said in front of everybody that it

was worth double the fine to put that tramp Tara Whistle in her place. It was the next

week-end that Tara ran away with the road man from Ausable Forks. Old Man Whistle

had to holler "Statutory Rape" to get her away from her 'dozer man, and then the

county stuck Tara in a foster home because some old maid social worker picked up

on the fact that Old Man Whistle wanted Tara in the Biblical way himself.

"Two screwdrivers to go," Junie said.

Peg dropped a glass. "I'm blessed if I will," she said. "Frost? Bring me that

broom back there." She cut herself, picking up the big chunks of glass by hand.

"You got Towie in here on purpose just to see the fireworks. We got a reputation,

here. We can't have disturbances like that." She sucked on the cut finger: Bride

of Dracula, I thought.

"Stick it under the faucet," Angel said. "Give it a rinse in case there's any

glass in the wound."



Junie turned to Eva. "How they hangin '?" he said.

"Pig." Eva swivelled to look at me so Junie would be behind her back.

"Be that way," he said. "Come on, Bobby McCluskey. Tell Peg we need those

drinks. Life is tough: your Grammy's sick, your cousin's a professional virgin."

"Stop right there." Angel stared him down until he shifted his weight and

drummed his fingers on the bar. "You get her home at a decent hour," she said.

"And you swear to me that nothing happened the night you kept her out 'till all

hours in Day Bradley's Russian Cadillac."

Junie drummed harder.

"Swear," Angel said. "Or I'll tell the Troopers to keep their eyes peeled for

a green kid driving a bad car on a Learner's Permit. Well?"

"Yeah," Junie said.

"What?"

"I said yeah."

"Get her to Corrine and Mike's before eleven."

"Yeah, yeah."

Angel and Peg looked long at each other. "Give them the screwdrivers,"

Angel said, finally. "You owe me, Bobby."

"What do lowe?"

"You have to try and get along with MJ while you're here. That's my price."



MJ was, at that hour, sitting at her mother's kitchen table, hand sewing a

balsam-needle pillow for Grammy's bed, in case Grammy might like to smell

the woods one more time before she died. MJ made sure to pick up all the dry

balsam needle stuffing from the woodlot behind Grammy's barn. And then, she

had it in mind to read John Gunther's Death, Be Not Proud to Grammy, even if

the old lady was too far gone to hear her. The Methodists kept that book at the

church for the Sunday School kids to borrow. Corrine would ban the book from

the house if she knew MJ got it from Mrs. Roy. 1 hadn't decided when 1 would

tell Corrine about the book. That night, 1 wanted no ructions and nobody mind

ing my whereabouts.

Junie and 1 ran up the hill behind St. Pius X with the screwdrivers sloshing

in our milkshake cups. Junie kept choking from trying not to laugh out loud.

"Shit, did you see Tara's face?" he said. "I thought she'd have a cow. Who you

figure went and snitched to Towie about Tara and her old man?"

"I wonder," 1 said. "You told everybody else in town. Nothing to stop you

from spilling it to Towie."

"What's Towie stand for, anyway?"

1 had to think; Corrine told MJ once, and 1 overheard. "Name me some women

singers," 1 said.

"Sinead O'Connor."

"Country singers, stupid."
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He walked backwards, facing me, his face full of concentration. "Let me see.

Loretta Lynn. Patsy Cline. Crystal Gale. Reba MacIntyre. Wynona Judd."

"Nope."

"Garth Brooks."

"Very funny."

"You don't know. He might be a closet cross-dresser."

Still walking backwards, he tripped over a baby juniper bush growing at the

crest of the hill. He landed on his back in knee-high brown grass. "Roseanne

Carter. Tanya Tucker."

"That's the one. Her name maiden name was Tanya Tucker Towsley. Corrine

said her father used to own a lumberyard in Queensbury. They called him Towie

all his life, and that's what they call her."

MJ had been back and forth to Towie's every day since Towie and the baby

came home from the hospital. "She's got stitches," MJ said. "She had a C-sec

tion, and she can't do any lifting. I play with Skipper and do her wash."

I told MJ what Junie told me about Tara and Wayne. It was too juicy to keep

to myself. MJ and I slept out on the screen porch one night, and I told her about

Wayne cheating on Towie while Summer and Aunt Corrine sat by Grammy's door

listening to the radio and calling the music "vulgar." Corrine kept saying, "How

can anybody let their kids listen to that Godless noise?"
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"Turn it up a little," Summer would say. "I can't understand the words."

Junie ran us up to the henhouse in the meadow between Aunt Corrine's and

the church. When Daddy's mother was still alive, she gave the little tarpaper

chicken house to MJ and me. Daddy's father used to keep baby chicks in there;

it was high up, away from the trees, and it had two windows to let in the sun. In

the old days, that's how they kept the baby chicks warm. MJ and I shoveled out

a foot of old chicken manure and scrubbed -the place until the gray wood in the

floor and the walls was saturated with brook water and Mr. Clean. We got some

wrecked furniture, two chairs, a child's play table, and a camp cot from Aunt

Corrine's cellar, and had ourselves a playhouse.

Junie shut us in while it was still light out. He had already been there: On

the table, he had a portable radio and a cooler. "Day found out about us bein' out

half the night," he said. "Must be your mother that narked on us. And 01' Uncle

Day went animal, just for old times' sake. So I got food, here. He told me not to

go home again. Said if I was old enough to use my equipment, I was old enough

to pay for my own mistakes."

"What's in the after-shave bottle?" I asked. My wrist ached from rummag

ing through the ice in the cooler.

"Grape Kool-Aid and some of Uncle Day's Beefeater's gin. It's all I could

find before I left the house."
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On the cot, he had a sleeping bag, unzipped and draped like a comforter over

the canvas sling bed.

"Drink your screwdriver," he said. "Damn it all, she made 'em weak this

time. Drink up. Some of this Grape Ape of mine will frost your cookies real

good."

"Grape Ape?"

"Made that up myself." He turned on the radio and danced for me, drinking

his screwdriver through a straw. He never stopped until a long sucking gurgle

announced the end of his drink. I sipped and laughed and told him he looked like

a toe dancer in a chicken ballet.

"Summer got Grammy's chickens drunk one time," I said.

"No shit. Summer? An' she thinks she's so holy."

Somewhere in the woods, a bluejay scolded. In answer, the little mountain

night breeze whispered the birch leaves. "It was when Summer was our age," I

said. "Some tourist over to BeatneIls', where she was working, gave her a bottle

of whiskey. Grammy was death on whiskey, and Summer didn't want to get caught

with the bottle, so she dumped the booze in a sack of chicken feed and threw the

bottle 'way back in the woods."

Junie mixed our Grape Apes strong enough to loosen the wax on the paper

cups. Mine began to go soft on the sides right away, and pieces of wax kept float

ing up through the straw into my mouth.
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"Taste good?" he asked.

"Isn't there a cartoon or something called 'Grape Ape?'"

"Nope."

"Yes there is. You didn't make this up." He refused to argue with me. Junie

could let you down that way. "It tastes like floor cleaner," I told him.

"Put hair on your chest." He laughed. By then, we were side-by-side on the

cot, and Junie had his shirt hanging open to kill the heat.

"Anyways," I said, "Grammy knew something was wrong the next day when

she sawall her hens staggering around the barn lot trying to crow like roosters.

Some of 'em, she said, were dragging one wing for balance, tryin' to stay on

their feet."

He dropped one arm across my shoulders. It weighed like a log on my neck.

"Drinking this stuff, I'll maybe end up lookin' like one of those chickens,"

I said.

He kissed my cheek. "I'm only doing this because you're here," he said. "If

it was somebody else, I'd do the same thing. Hell, our noses are too big, the both

of us."

"S'gettin' dark. Can't stay out forever."

But I knew better; they had given up on me at home. I could hear Summer

saying "tramp." Like Tara Whistle. And Daddy stomping in and out and looking

at me, but never speaking.
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"I guess," Daddy said after the night when Junie and 1 drove out to Fonda

Speedway, "that 1 have to look at you as a woman now."

"Then maybe it's a good thing," 1 told him. "I'm not a little kid."

No," Daddy said. "Don't say that. It's not...no. Not a good thing."

Daddy was carrying a bottle of Four Roses in his pickup truck. Summer said

he'd get fired if he had an accident. "The brewery can't afford to have drunks

delivering their beer," she said. "And what happens if you roll the truck and die?

Or don't you even think about that?"

Summer told me 1 wasn't the same. "People see you," she said, "and then

ask me what's the matter with you. Floreida Knowles was saying at the store the

other day what a hard look you've got to you lately. Like a woman that would

walk the streets, she said."

Corrine said extra prayers for me. MJ asked the priest for an extra-long

penance, but he wouldn't give it to her because it was my sin, not hers. "Did

it hurt?" she asked me one time when we were shucking corn on the screen

porch. "It's supposed to hurt the first time. 1 wonder why people keep on doing

it if it hurts."

"Did what hurt?" 1 asked.

"When you and Junie... you know. When you were out all night."

"Me and Junie never did one thing but ride in that old car."

MJ looked as if she knew 1 was lying.
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Junie worked at the buttons of my shirt. "I'm only doing this because you're

here," I said, but it didn't sound right because I hiccoughed in the middle of

saying it.

"Last week, it was me and Luanne Cunningham up here." He slid the shirt

off my shoulders and down over my arms. My stomach burned from drinking gin

after vodka. Junie swatted at a mosquito; the mosquito hummed furiously, and I

wished I had nothing more to think about than staying alive. Dumb animals are

not so dumb, sometimes.

"Stop it." I had to laugh. Junie tickled my ribs when he touched me. He put

both arms around me and I liked that - but he was only trying to unhook my

bra. "Don't," I said.

"Don't," he repeated, "stop. Don't. Stop. Don't - stop. Don't - stop. Don't

stop. Don't stop. Don't stop."

"Not funny."

"You need a padded bra."

The air in the chickenhouse was so thick with dust that every breath felt

gritty. In the dusky half-light, the sweat on Junie's face shone like early sickness.

A quick pulse throbbed in the triangular hollow at the base of his throat. I touched

the pulse with one finger; the rythmn became the same as mine.

He had to pull forever to get my shorts off. When he yanked them over my

hips, the elastic scraped my skin. I tried remembering a movie I watched at a
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friend's house in Utica, where Tom Cruise chased this tall blonde lady, and she

never liked him until he crash-landed an airplane and killed his best friend. Then

I thought about the Indian captive in the fourth grade book and wondered if she

ever got married.

While Junie wormed out of his pants, I hid my face. Even when I could hear

him hopping on one foot and laughing, I didn't look. I liked it when he first lay

down: He was warm and solid, something like the big, old maple in the farm

house yard. I tried not to notice that his breath smelled a little like peanut butter.

The peanut butter odor made the whole thing seem not right, and then his pok

ing around started to hurt. He pushed, and my insides tightened against him, and

then I took a breath and felt him shudder. He slipped and nearly crushed me, said

"Christ!" and slapped the wall next to the cot. One pane in the end wall window

was cracked. It made the sky look broken.

When he stood up to smoke a cigarette, he stood out ghost-white against the

old wood with his penis curled against one leg like one of those slugs that live

in rotten wood. With his hip bones jutting like surprise, he looked flat-belly hun

gry and a little weak. All I felt was sticky.

"Shit," he said, and drowned his cigarette in the last of my drink.

Everything I ever heard about sex was a stupid lie:

It only hurt a little, not a lot, and it never got so it felt good at all;

I never lost my head;
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I did not think I was giving Junie anything like the

precious gift of myself;

It did not feel like breaking the Seventh Commandment;

It felt like knowing I was alone and would never be

anything but alone, no matter what the old wives said.

A little blood dried into rust on Junie's sleeping bag, and he made me run it

down to the brook in the dark and rinse it out. He walked me as far as the place

in back of Aunt Corrine's where the brook narrows enough that you can jump it

without muddying your shoes.

The next morning, I still felt burned inside, and I wore loose-fitting shorts in

case Summer or Corrine might be able to tell something just from looking at me.

Once, looking at the big circles underneath my eyes in the mirror, I won

dered if I might have been raped without my knowledge ...

but I knew all along that I was only acting cheap, not being forced, because

cheap was what everybody thought I was anyway.
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CHAPTERS

In late July, the mountains change their colors. All the flash whites and sun

oranges of the early summer blossoms disappear. In their place, the meadows and

roadsides wear burnt-yellow goldenrod and deep milkweed. blossoms. Up near

the peaks, a few maples run to red before their time.

I was married, once, to a Utica boy I met at the community college out in

Queensbury. He took those early maples as a personal insult and would never drive

me back into the mountains after the Fourth. Once, he tossed a few with Uncle

Mike down at the Black Bear and told him "Pottersville would be a good place

for a murder." The Utica boy used to read old Alfred Hitchcock stories before he

went to sleep, but Mike didn't know that; he only thought the boy was crazy.

I got a divorce after I tired of the boy preaching about how cruel it was to

go hunting deer just for sport, instead of running them down for food with a bow

and arrow, the way the old Indians used to do. Once, I asked him if he thought

new Indians weren't entitled to high-powered rifles with night scopes; he said I

wasn't an Indian because it was only my father's blood that mattered. If Daddy

had been alive to take on with him about buck fever and the fan-belt cat, that

Utica boy would likely never have married me at all.

In July, men in the mountains...

Drink beer by a smudge fire on a stream bank and call it fishing;
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Make excuses for dirt-track jockeys that blow their engines before the Season

Finals;

Oil their guns and buy ammo at Ruddy's Field and Stream in Schroon Lake;

Stay up late smoking cigarettes on an old friend's dock;

Take their sons down to Glens Falls and buy them miniature work boots at

Monkey Ward's in the mall;

Ride horses bareback on Saturday afternoons;

Stare at tourist ladies eating ice cream in wet swimsuits;

Throw their kids off a raft into deep water until the kids get tired of the game;

Catch hell from their wives about watching blue movies at the fire hall;

Cut firewood;

Pick green apples;

Eat the tag end of last winter's frozen venison;

Lie in the grass with their shirts off;

Owe money;

Make an extra dollar or two reconditioning the chair lift at Gore Mountain;

Order hunting boots from L.L. Bean;

Tell their bosses they'll quit before they'll put in one more minute of over-

time;

Put in more overtime;

Sleep late on Sundays;
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Get a friend on county road crew to drop a free load of crushed stone in the

driveway to cover all the ragweed coming up;

Replace a bent culvert and clear the ditch in front of the house;

Pay the school tax bilI;

Collect money for the firehouse;

Burn off some underbrush in the woodlot;

Curse the mosquitoes;

Camp out;

Jack deer;

Sneak into Stone Bridge and Caves Natural Wonder Park if Trout Brook runs

dry and you can walk up the streambed;

Shave their beards;

Play the radio;

Laugh.

Some of that may explain why I didn't see hide nor hair of Junie after our

Chickenhouse Night.
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CHAPTER 9

"God only knows where she first ran into the man. Sure looked like they

were old friends before they ever got to our place."

Aunt Angel swore she never served Tara Whistle any alcohol the night Tara

ran away with the 'dozer man from Ausable Forks. "She drank Coke," Angel

said, "and Peg will back me up." Angel was drinking herbal tea in Corrine's

kitchen. "It's not my fault if Tara's folks turn her loose in bicycle shorts with the

town full of road crew and horny rich kids out of New York City."

"I wouldn't mind seeing that Karate Kid II movie," Corrine said. "Mike drove

me out to Glens Falls to see the first one. Not a lot of sex and filth, if you know

what I mean."

"I don't know," Angel said. "First of August was yesterday, could be they

changed the show."

Summer came in from Grammy's room with an armload of soiled sheets for

the wash. When she and Corrine had to move Grammy to freshen the bed, Angel

walked up the road to help.

"I'm calling the doctor," Summer said. "Mother needs a new catheter, sure

as God made little green apples. Pour me a cup, Roberta. I'll just drop these sheets

in the machine."

"Aunt Summer, zucchini bread?" MJ called after her. "Just made this morning."
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"Cut me a slice, about half of what you got there."

Dunking a teabag in Summer's hot water, I read the little fortune on the tag:

"If you stand for nothing, you will fall for anything." Corrine yawned. Angel slid

a little airline- sized bottle out of her purse and topped off her teacup with

Seagram's. Corrine sat rubbing her eyes until MJ passed her the plate of zucchini

bread. I tried a slice; it tasted like pumpkin pie to me. After MJ took the last slice

for herself, the face of an old-fashioned girl shone out on the plate from the mid

dle of a bunch of violets; the plate was Grammy's when she was a little girl. MJ

got it for waxing the oak floors in the farmhouse for a year after Grammy had

her varicose veins stripped.

"Well, Summer said, "she's resting easy again. God knows how long that

will last."

Corrine rubbed her eyes again. "She had a restless night. Mike says we have

to think about a nursing home."

"Not for my mother."

"Summer, now ..." Corrine lowered her voice and leaned over the table. "She

doesn't know where she is."

"Corrine has to live her life," Angel said. "First week in August. This has

been going on forever."

"It will be a blessing," Corrine said, "if August brings us a little relief from

the heat."
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Angel nodded. "July was a bear. Hard on you, Corrine. You have to think of

yourself..."

Summer twitched in her chair. "How nice for Corrine."

On MJ's cheek, a tear. She probably thought of herself as one of those weep

ing Madonnas you read about in Catholic Digest. Summer spooned up her teabag

and wrapped the string twice around to squeeze it dry. I don't ever remember

Summer reading the fortunes on the tags.

"Remember, Summer," Angel said, "how Mother used to hate it when we

stayed up fooling around in our room half the night? She used to threaten to make

us get up and paint the barn if we had so much energy to waste:'

On Corrine's radio, station WIZR whispered away. We called it "Whizzer."

They only played romantic dance-band music from the old days, songs about

Cape Cod and autumn moonlight. So, You're a Woman Now.

MJ had a mess of prayer cards she read over at night. She had stopped read

ing the Harlequin romance books she used to buy with her babysitting money

because she was afraid God would take Grammy sooner as punishment for her

fantasies. She went to confession every Saturday. I had stopped going to confes

sion at all, but that only made me feel as if I was swallowing the wafer under false

pretenses on Sunday morning. When Grammy died, it was sure to be my fault.

"You must be making up sins, right?" I asked MJ once. "You never do any

thing wrong. For God's sake, you don't even know what a rubber is."
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"I remember," Summer said, " Mother used to hate keeping the books for

Dad when he had the contracting business. All those carpenters tracking mud into

the kitchen on a Saturday morning, coming to get their pay, and she'd have to do

the ledger and mop up the floor after them..."

"And the time..." Angel could always get away with interrupting. If 1 inter

rupted, or MJ, there were loud ructions. "The time Dad paid one of his men car

_penter's wages to hoe the vegetables because he'd had enough of farming to last

all eternity."

"Your mother was good to me when I married Mike," Corrine said. She pulled

her crocheting out of a cloth bag. Corrine made openwork turtles with a pocket

in them big enough to hold a bar of Camay soap. When she had a bunch, she

would take them to craft fairs and sell them to benefit the school or the church.

MJ sewed the eyes - little French knots that made the turtles look blind.

1 liked them better without any eyes at all. When they had no eyes, 1 could

look at them and believe they were looking back at me. Like the cornhusk doll

Grammy kept in a plastic bag in her attic: It had no face, and Grammy said, "The

face is in the child's mind. That way, the child can never be disappointed because

she has an ugly doll." Grammy wouldn't tell us where the doll came from, and

she wouldn't let us play with it. 1 wished Corrine felt the same about the faces

on her turtles.

Whizzer was playing a waltz.
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"Mother hated cleaning fish," Angel said.

"And canning venison." Summer once canned enough deermeat for a year.

She said the smell of venison still made her retch.

Corrine worked a frill around the edge of a turtle's shell: Single crochet, dou

ble, double, triple, double, double, all the way around. "There I was," she said,

"a green kid from Buffalo, didn't know a soul. She could have made it hard."

Single crochet, double, double, triple, double, double.

"Heat you up, anybody?" Summer carried the teakettle to the table. While

she poured a half cup for me, she lost her balance a little and sloshed a few drops

onto my hand. "Put butter on it," she ordered. "Quick."

"Aunt Summer?" MJ said. "They say now that grease holds the sting in.

You're supposed to run a minor burn under cold tap water."

"It's not that bad," I said. It hurt a second or two, then the air cooled the

droplets and only a low smarting remained.

Angel took my hand for a look. "I heard you should put ice right on the spot

if there's no blistering," she said.

"Know what the treatment is for mosquito bites now?" MJ asked.

"Avon Skin-So-Soft?" Summer said.

"That too. But Vicks VapoRub. They say it takes the swelling down."

"Does it hurt much?" Angel asked.

"I still say butter." Summer put the kettle back on the stove.
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"It's not that bad," 1 said.

"Might as well leave it alone, then," Summer said. She flopped back into her

chair and dipped her teabag into the newly hot water.

"I don't know," Corrine said. "Seems like you should do something." She

tied off the frill, dropped the turtle into her bag, and pulled up a half-finished one

in green. "I thought," she said, beginning the chain for a back flipper, "that Grammy

would never get over that gun going off in her house. Remember, Summer, how

Mike was cleaning his gun in the living room ..." Beginning in sixth single cro

chet from tail, single crochet in next five stitches, chain one, turn, repeat.

"On Thanksgiving morning," Angel said.

"Where was I?" As many times as I had heard that story, I had never heard

what 1 was doing at the time.

"Was she born yet?" Summer asked.

"No," Corrine said. "You might have been pregnant with her, but 1 don't

know. Was Martin back from VietNam?"

Summer went to Corrine's desk for a phone book to sit on. "I do know," she

said, "that 1 was in Mother's kitchen running that old mixer she had, whipping the

potatoes. You wouldn't remember that, Angel. You never did much of the cooking."

"But 1 washed all the pots before we sat down at table."

Summer rolled her eyes. "Mother always let you off, you being the baby,"

she said.
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Corrine had a way of pursing her lips that could make you feel low before

she said a word. "Don't," she said, "squabble like Dogtown trash."

"What's in Dogtown?" I knew Dogtown - a sixteen-house crossing on Route

30 south of Pottersville.

MJ pulled the wet end of a curl out of her mouth. "Tarpaper shacks."

"People who marry their sisters." Angel looked perfectly serious.

Corrine flushed. "Watch what you say," she said. "Pitchers have ears." She

looked at MJ, then at me.

"They have to live here - or MJ does. Bobby ... "

"Roberta, please." Summer thumped her teacup onto the oilcloth.

"Bobby's from here. They might as well know the truth."

Summer drummed the table with her fingertips. "Could be," she said, "That

there's some truths you'd just as soon they didn't know."

"I love Peg Stepson. That's not news."

"We have to live here," Corrine said, starting on a front flipper.

"This isn't New York City." Leaning over the table, Summer looked happy

to have something to argue about.

"We run a clean bar..."

"A gin mill."

"Summer, now," Corrine pursed her lips again.

"And what we do on our own time is nobody's damn business but our own."
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"Those motorcycle creeps that hang out in that bar can't even be bothered

raping you; that's how many people know what you are."

Sitting back in her chair, MJ hunched over her teacup, holding it the way a

freezing man would cup a match inside his hands. Outside, the watery sun that

comes after a thunderstorm. The steam from MJ's cup stank of medicine: she was

drinking chamomile tea flavored with weeds she found in the woods - wild win

tergreen and blackberry leaves, mostly. She brewed her poison with an eye toward

her audience, but I caught her more than once making a face and swallowing hard,

the way a child swallows cough syrup, knowing she would rather cough than taste

the cure. "So, what happened?" she asked, "when Daddy's gun went off?"

Under the table, I sent her a kick. "You heard this a million times," 1 said.

"Just the same way 1 did."

"I was doing the mashed potatoes." While Summer talked, Angel fiddled

with a crystal pendant she wore all that summer, a quartz ball clutched in a sil

ver chicken's foot, an ugly thing, 1 thought. Junie made me die laughing once,

asking her if she was kidnapped by aliens and forced to wear their sign.

"Like in the movie, you know," he said. "Close Encounters of the Something

Kind."

"The mashed potatoes," Summer said. "And 1 was standing back a little from

the counter, looking for lumps, getting ready to scrape the bowl. .. "

"Mike said he'd of swore the damn gun was empty," Corrine said.
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"You never swore before." MJ looked as if her mother had sprouted horns.

"Time you knew I could."

Summer said, "And I heard the gun go off, and that bullet flew by me so

close I could feel its wind ..."

"And it went out through the door by the coal stove into the old summer

kitchen," I finished. Summer gave me the stink-eye. "Where all those bats lived

until Daddy smoked them out and boarded up the eaves."

"If I'd of been leaning over," Summer said, "the way I was a minute before,

I'd be dead right now."

Corrine was on her feet. "Will we have some wine?"

"What, that homemade dandelion stuff Mike brews?" Angel asked.

"WelL .. " Corrine hedged.

"Because it tastes like gasoline."

"Elderberry?" Corrine asked.

"Nope."

"Blackberry, then."

Angel huffed; she reminded me of a settling bird puffing its feathers. "I sup

pose," she said. "Or I could run back down to the Bear for a bottle of bar wine."

They drank the blackberry. Corrine let me have a shot glass full, but I

couldn't do more than wet my lips with the stuff. It tasted the way cheap per

fume smells.
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"Does Mike still brew his applejack up at the farm in the old ice house?"

Angel wanted to know.

Corrine hissed: "Shhh! We have to live here. The rest of you can go any time

you want."

"I live here." Angel flipped her hair. She had a way of tossing her head that

looked mannish and smart to me. 1 stilI try to imitate her head toss whenever I

need cussedness. Angel didn't care what people thought of her, and I do not want

to care.

"He hasn't made any moonshine in quite a while. Too old, I suppose."

A long way off, the thunder spoke. 1 was over virginitis: 1 kept wondering

if the cure showed on my body somewhere. My skin burning, I pictured Junie's

handprints glowing through my clothes. What if my shape had changed, or the

tone of my voice?

1 watched Angel finish off her tea. She wore a man's vest - brown plaid 

and a white shirt. "Did you ever wonder," she asked, looking straight at Summer,

"why Mother put up with Dad, and his moonshining, and his practical jokes?"

"Mother could go any minute now." Summer gave me one of her "Listen,

now" looks. "Any time. Last night, 1 heard her talking to Dad just the same as

if he was alive and sitting in the room."

Angel's eyes burned, as if she were the one with the fever. "Dad was a bully,

ordering Mother around they way he would have done with a new man on the job."
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1 only carry one memory of my grandfather. He died before 1 started to school.

He used to let me sit on his lap and eat the cherries out of his pie, leaving him

.nothing but two crusts smeared with the cherry jelly that cooked out of the fruit.

He laughed and said "This little papoose has a sweet tooth in her," and Summer

fussed about my dinner being ruined.

Corrine passed the blackberry wine bottle. Angel took some; Summer fin

ished it. MJ's rosary clicked. Outside, sheets of rain. "Mike takes after your father,"

Corrine said. "He likes a joke."

"Can 1 sit with Grammy?" MJ kissed her beads.

Summer said, "She won't even know you're there. We ought to call the

doctor."

"I haven't heard the rattle yet," Corrine said. "There's time yet, before she

goes. You can't mistake it for anything else, that death rattle 'way high up in

the throat."

Summer nodded. "I heard it when Dad died."

When Angel flipped her hair again, [ swore it made me dizzy, but it must

have been the room closed up against the rain, and full of steam from tea

water and sickroom wash. "Ooh, Summer." Angel giggled, or the Seagram's

did. "Remember, Dad died the day after you came in crying from the Black

Fly Ball down at the Wells House? Cappy O'Quinn was flirting with Marty,

you said."
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"She was all over him," Summer said. "Her and her bleached blonde hair

and her skin-tight slacks."

"Want to go to Towie's?" It made me embarrassed to hear about Summer

carrying on over Daddy.

"Not in this rain," MJ said. Angel poured the last of the elderberry wine for

herself. Summer and Corrine winked at each other over Angel's raised glass.

Angel saw, and winked at me. When a clap of thunder shook the house, Angel

sloshed wine up her nose and laughed again.

"It's a blessing mother's unconscious most of the time," Summer said. She

passed a napkin to Angel. "If she knew anything about you and Peg Stepson, it

would kill her faster than the cancer."

MJ ran for the screen porch.

"At least," Angel said, "Peg's home at night and she's never calling me a

squaw and laughing to see me get insulted. Don't know why you get insulted in

the first place."

"Marty's mother wanted him to marry a Methodist."

"Summer." Angel smirked. "Tell the truth. Marty's mother was looking for

the bride to be a little lighter than you."

"You look like the Queen of England," Summer said, "when you aren't too

busy making yourself look like a man. Tourists don't call you 'Pocahantas' every

time you walk overstreet."
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"Tourists call me 'Honey-Set-'Em-Up-Again.'''

Outside, Quebec drivers hissed over wet pavement, doing seventy-five as if

the town wasn't even there. "Little pitchers have big ears," Corrine said again.

They all looked at me. I wasn't a child that afternoon, but they didn't know it yet.

"I'll check on Mother." Summer went out. MJ's rosary lay on the table, curl

ing around the violet-girl plate.

"Did I read the other day," Angel asked, "that the Adirondack Park agency

is about to rule on whether a canoe paddler can cross private property?"

"Did you read where they're buying up farms south of here for landfills, look

ing to bury New York City garbage?" Corrine hunted up a copy of The Adirondack

Chronicle off the counter. "Look here, what it says. Gerard Acevedo, Land

Acquisitions Commissioner, showed this reporter a document profiling populations

likely to accept landfill development. The document indicates that the government

looks for a depressed rural area with at least 20% of the land in abandoned farm

acreage and a level of unemployment 3 to 5 times greater than the national aver

age. It goes on to say that commissioners should seek out a predominantly Catholic

population, due to Catholics being accustomed to taking orders. Government offi

cials also look for a percentage ofpart- or full-blood Indians scattered through

out the population. What do you suppose they want the Indians for?"

"You feel like a walk and a row out on Grammy's pond?" MJ made a face

at me when I asked. I licked through the window that gave onto the porch from
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MJ's bedroom. It was the last time I saw her with long hair. Next day, her hair

was up around her ears and full of little ripples, just like Angel's.

"It's a sacrifice," she said. "I gave my hair up to God for Grammy's sake."

So 1 scrunched up in a sling chair next to Grammy's window. Watching a

spider catch gnats all over its web, 1 strained to hear what a death rattle might

sound like. Once, 1 heard Grammy call out "Ethan." Ethan was what they called

Grammy's dead "blue baby," a baby born with a hole in his heart. There was no

way to save him. He would have been Angel's twin, and 1 always wondered if

Angel missed him in some way other people couldn't see. They named him "Ethan

Brant" after Ethan Allen, the leader of the Green Mountain Boys that came down

out of Vermont to fight at Ticonderoga, and after Joseph Brant, an old-time Mohawk

that went to England once and gave his name to Brant Lake.

The spider never touched any of the gnats until they were good and dead.

Uncle Mike let the spider live on the porch because he saw her egg sac, and he

wouldn't hurt a mother. Thinking about a million baby spiders crawling through

the screen and all over Grammy, 1 had to run for the bathroom to throw up.

Summer came in and held my head, and when Corrine came with ice in a dish

towel, Summer said, "Didn't 1 tell you this would happen?"

"It could be the flu," Corrine said. "You don't know, Summer, really."

"No," Summer said. "It's Junie Bradley's baby. That's the way my luck is

running this year, can't you see?"
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CHAPTER 10

Disgrace is only real in books. In life, disgrace is a lie used by officers in

the Army to control their soldiers, and by mothers to keep their wild daughters

in line. Summer, Corrine and Angel told the town they were sending me home

because I was fifteen, and fifteen was old enough to look after my father while

Grammy got on with her dying. 1 was to understand that I was banished from

their sight in disgrace.

Summer kept me company in Grammy's bathroom while 1 upchucked through

a week-end's worth of afternoons. "You're dragging the family name through the

mud," she said. Daddy smoked at the kitchen table. Other people had morning

sickness; I had afternoon sickness - probably as a punishment for running crazy

with Junie. When 1 got sick, Summer was awake and watching for me. "I didn't

give birth to trash," she fumed at Daddy. "She must have picked up this cheap

streak of hers from your side of the family. Most likely from your mother. In her

day, your mother was a regular rip."

I heard Daddy pour himself another cup of the bad coffee he brewed when

ever he came out from the city. "I always thought," he said, "that Roberta would

make a singer."
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Summer left the bathroom to go rattle spoons in the enamel pan Grammy

always used for rinse water. "Who do we know that was ever a singer? No singers

in my family, or in yours."

"Angel used to sing. Remember? She was so good when she sang in school

that the Methodists got to hear of it and paid her to sing on their choir."

"Angel," Summer said.

I shivered my way back to the stairway, right across the dining room from

the bathroom door, and sat there hunched up and listening, hugging my copy of

Pathfinder to my chest. The book smelled damp and dusty, like an attic in a rain

storm. Afternoon sickness, I'm convinced, only happens to unmarried women.

After the chill came a flush of heat. I leaned my shoulder against the cool of the

wall and waited to have to throw up; the nausea swelled in my stomach like

waves, growing bigger and stronger until the one came that would wash me over

and send me running across to the bathroom door, calling Summer out of the

kitchen with her litany of sorrowful mysteries:

"Don't tell me, I know you run around with married men."

"I don't have to be cheap; I've got my man."

"What a bad investment you turned out to be."

"I'd be better off if I'd never had a child."

"Nobody decent will want you now."

"Don't think you're having any abortion. You have to live with what you did.
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"I'm glad you're sick; you got it coming."

She hammered until Daddy gave up on his coffee and walked down to the

barn. Even while I rinsed my mouth and spat bile down the sink, she kept it up:

"You should have gone to college."

"You could have married anybody you wanted."

"Now you're damaged goods."

"There's a word for girls like you."

"You'll have to go to confession."

"God help us all."

Mr. Kwapizewski pinched me on the ass when he passed me on the porch

at home. I had a bag full of groceries in my arms, and I couldn't slap his hand

away. He went to the Off- Track Betting parlor laughing under his breath, and I

hated him, but living with his wandering hands was still better than listening to

Summer hammer. I ':earned to live behind my face when Summer was around, to

be blank and quiet like the old Mohawks who never let their feelings show in the

face of an enemy. Grammy would tell me her father's wisdom when she was still

able to talk: "My father used to say, 'Hold your face.' He meant not to let your

feelings out for every Tom, Dick, and Harry to see."

Our downstairs flat was small. Even with Summer's Hummel figurines to

dust, I could clean the whole place in two hours. And I didn't dust the Hummels

every day. They reminded me of the way Summer was a little stupid about the
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city. We had the Hummels because Summer let a neighbor talk her into going to

an investment seminar at the Holiday Inn one time. Before that evening ended,

Summer had signed a contract to accept two thousand dollars worth of Hummels

over an eighteen-month period, with time payments to be made every month.

Daddy tried to stop payment on her check, but the company that ran the semi

nars threatened him with a lawsuit. He had to make his peace with the Hummels,

and I had to dust them. So the flat was full of good little porcelain Germans with

fair hair and ruddy apple cheeks. A few of the boy figures looked like Junie

Bradley, and all the girls looked like Eva Beatnell. They stood on shelves and

end tables and dressers "appreciating." Summer said they were my college fund,

so I'd better not break any. The investment company was supposed to keep her

informed about resale prices, but I don't think they ever did. They stilI inhabit

the flat, and they stilI dimple with vicious Aryan glee whenever I pay a visit.

Somewhere, Summer found a toilet paper holder with pictures of a Hummel

boy and girl painted to look as if they were holding the roll of paper in their

hands. She said it carried out the theme of the house. Until I got into creative

writing class at Adirondack Community College, I couldn't understand how a

house could have a theme. I thought fictions had to live on paper.

Only one statuette ever got broken; Daddy broke it on the last night of his

life, stumbling toward the kitchen with his revolver in his hand. I stilI believe

he never meant to use it on himself. One night after he died, I curled up on my
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old bed during a bad snowstorm. 1 was still married then, but running away every

chance 1 got. Daddy's dying was a reason to stay away. The streets were icy,

and for once, Summer didn't want me to risk the drive back to our apartment.

She called the city boy. 1 was happy to be away and afraid he would hear that

in my voice.

I swore Daddy came to me while 1 lay there. I wasn't asleep when he came,

but I saw him in a way that is different from ordinary sight, and different from

dreaming. He was there, inside me, behind my eyes, and outside me, reflected in

the black window that gives onto the alley between our house and the single-fam

ily place next door. He wore a saggy gold- colored sweater he always liked, and

he said, "I didn't want to go, but it's all right."

The police came when the ambulance driver called in and said Daddy was a

shooting victim. They kept the gun and said there had to be an autopsy. As soon

as Daddy was out of the house, Summer swept up the pieces of the Hummel fig

urine. "Trust your father. .. " she said. He had shattered her favorite, the one with

a little boy holding an umbrella over a girl's head. The boy wore knee-pants, and

the girl a kerchief. Once, 1 said it looked like a baby Madonna with a boyfriend,

and Summer made me sit on the cellar steps for an hour and think about the mean

ing of blasphemy. Summer would never tell me why Daddy had his gun out that

night, or why he wasn't sleeping, or how she could let have him loose in the house

with a chambered round and never follow to make sure he didn't go after me.
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The afternoon sickness didn't last forever. After two weeks or so, it went

away, and all I had to do when the nausea started was to chew a couple of soda

crackers and stay out of the sun. I felt as good as I ever had, and maybe a little

better: I had energy, and my skin cleared up. Every morning, I cleaned the house,

and every afternoon, I fixed Daddy's dinner. In between, I grocery shopped and

hung around the city pool. Nothing showed yet. My stomach was flat. The top

of my bathing suit was a little tight, but I thought that might have been because

I was finally growing a figure like Luanne Cunningham's or Tara Whistle's. On

the hot tiles of the pool deck, I would spread a big towel out and flop down to

sleep in the sun. The pool was full of screaming grade schoolers, but they sounded

far away if you didn't look at them. All the young mothers complained: "Last

week in August, damn kids are bored, all they do is whine, God, I can't wait for

school to start." Once in a while, a boy from school ran over to shake his hair

over my back, sprinkling me with water to hear me scream. He never said, "I'm

only doing this because you're here," and I began to think I liked the city. Every

now and again, the lifeguards would have to jump down off their towers and

break up a fight. I thought that the city was just all people, the way the moun

tains are all trees - some standing, some fallen, some leaning on their neigh

bors, some healthy, some full of holes and bug-eaten right to the core.

Daddy drove his beer truck as far south as Binghamton and as far west as

Syracuse. At night, he watched baseball and drank what he called "highballs" -
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Four Roses and water with ice. Upstairs, there was the immortal Mr. Kwapizewski

and the sound of his rock polishing machine, a constant grating that came to us

through the kitchen ceiling day and night for the ten days it took to tumble his

stones. He bought rough rocks in a hobby store. When he had a batch shined to

his satisfaction, he would pour them into a brandy snifter from Woolworth's and

leave it to gather dust on his windowsill. Sometimes, half-waking late at night

and hearing the rock tumbler, I would kick deeper underneath my blankets and

imagine that the rocks hated living under glass, that they were waiting for

Kwapizewski to die so they could go back to live in the dirt.

A truth: a woman is too young to be a mother if she believes that being a

good girl will reknit her virginity and make her baby disappear. I used to cradle

myself back to sleep with the thought that I would go to school in September and

earn straight A's in every subject. Men think they win their adulthood with a dead

deer, or a dead enemy, or a dead carpenter on a cross. For women, maturity comes

as unevenly as a cake baked in a faulty oven, one that has to be pulled out and

examined ten or fifteen times before it finally cooks enough for its center to rise.

A night came when a wet wind scraped the gutters clean of cigarette wrap

pers and dead maple leaves. Daddy had our only air conditioner in his room, and

he was comfortable enough to drop off to sleep before nine. Outside, dusk, the

afterglow infusing the sky with a blackened wash of teal blue. When I was lit

tle, I called that time of day "turquoise time."
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The heat made me so restless I thought sure the baby must be gone. I skinned

into my bluejeans and wrapped an old silk scarf of Summer's around my neck.

Once, the scarf matched her winter coat, but the coat was long outworn and sent

to the Salvation Army. I went walking, feeling the rise and fall of the scarf on

the breeze. Light from the streetlamps pooled on the pavement. With a dollar in

my pocket, I headed for the Tastee Freeze on Steuben Street, a block over from

the brewery.

The first block I walked was all Irish; in almost every driveway, a little knot

of men stood around a beer cooler. When I passed, they would look and laugh

to themselves. "On parade, are we?" one of them called. His friend aimed a mock

punch at his stomach, and he doubled over.

I knew I had crossed into the Italian section when I began to see screened

in garage doors. In Utica, Italian families use their garages as summer camps.

They panel the walls and sit on canvas chairs watching television, the men suck

ing Chianti out of fat gallon jugs.

The only women I saw were shadows behind screen doors, watching their

dogs do their business, or calling their children off the streets for the night.

The houses ended by a vacant lot, and I picked up my feet. Out of Spilka's

Tavern, kittycorner from the lot, a regular snick of pool balls. An old song says

"There's a warm wind blowing the stars around." The line played through my

head until I felt like shouting it, the way Eva Beatnell used to shout Muleskinner
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Blues over her family's lake the day after Labor Day, when all the summer peo

ple were gone and the place was hers for another winter.

When the boy came at me from a shadowed place behind a boarded-up Exxon

station, I knew him right away. I recognized his skinny shoulders and the dish

water blond straggles flying around his ears. A rip in his black Megadeth t-shirt

left one nipple exposed to the air. His name was Eddie Hangartner, and he was

Summer's favorite bad .. example. "Eddie Hangartner's what you get from a bro

ken home," she used to say. "All he does is hang around. No supervision; his

mother works. His father pays no attention, except to buy him everything under

the sun. Conscience money, that's all it is."

"McClusky," he said. "You been away."

"Yup." I slowed down a little, so he wouldn't think I was blowing him off,

but I kept walking. He walked backwards, pacing himself to stay two steps ahead

of me, looking backward over his shoulder every few steps to watch for broken

pavement. Fall, I thought. Trip. Hit your head and leave me alone.

"Take a vacation, think you're hot shit," he said.

"Not a vacation."

"No? What, then."

"Somebody's sick."

"You," he said.

"Not me."
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Before I saw him move, he had one end of my scarf wrapped twice around

his hand. Momentum carried me into him; my head banged his shoulder. Reaching

for the loose end of the scarf, he caught my hair and swore: "Fuck. Shitty black

hair. What are you - Italian?"

He grabbed the loose end of the scarf and yanked with both hands. The mate

rial bit into my neck and I coughed, tasting vomit. The coughing worsened to a

choke; I scratched at the scarf. "Die," he said. "Go on, die," and he laughed at

his own joke.

Black closed in around the edges of my vision. A truth for the book: black

is a flash when it comes suddenly and you don't expect it. I was lost, and the loss

was a relief.

Eddie was a mean son of a bitch, maybe because of the broken home. The sec

ond I relaxed, he let loose. I had to let air into my lungs; I had to open my eyes

and see. He pulled his hands free, rolled his eyes skyward, turned and walked away.

I was sorry to have been a disappointment.

So I went for the ice cream anyway - a strawberry soft twist that I couldn't

taste for the raw ache in my throat. And next to a beat-up jeep, I saw Eddie, talk

ing to a football player from school, talking faster when he saw me, not laugh

ing, only moving his hands in bigger gestures. All the way home, I kept my eyes

on the moon. If I looked at the lighted half without blinking, I could see the out

line of the shadowed part, a darker, more solid black than the rest of the sky.
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In the house, Daddy was awake and reading the Utica Observer-Dispatch in

his boxer shorts. He threatened to cancel the paper when a woman bought it, but

the Syracuse paper wouldn't promise same-day delivery, so he kept the Observer

and complained.

"See here," he said, "in the local section. They got an article about some of

your people, yours and your mother's - Mohawks. All about how they do high

steel work down in New York City. An Indian's got better balance than a white

man any day. They can walk the tops of skyscrapers and never fall."

He showed me a picture of a dark man in a hard hat with a bridge in the

background.

"You should be proud of being an Indian. Part Indian. You know why we

don't talk about that in public, though. Right?"

I nodded.

"They got an article here about a bunch of scientists in France. They found

bones and other stuff in one of those prehistoric caves that prove man was a can

nibal back in those days."

Sirens on the street. Usually, you don't hear sirens on a Wednesday, unless

it's an ambulance. In Utica, police and firemen work on week-ends. That's when

people drink and use dope and brawl and shoot and fall asleep with lit ciga

rettes that light their homes on fire and drive like maniacs into telephone poles

and chase their wives through other people's backyards. The front page of
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Daddy's paper said something about President Reagan and his Star Wars plan.

Star Wars was a movie before it was a plan. It was hard to swallow; even the

ice cream hurt my throat. I licked at the drips anyway, to keep them from soil

ing Summer's carpet.

"That ice cream any good?"

I let him finish the cone so I could shower away the touch of Eddie Hangartner

in peace.
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CHAPTER 11

Not that I ever listened to much they said in the Utica schools, but I do

remember this English teacher named Miss Wassen. She thought she was beau

tiful, but she was really only younger than the rest of the women that taught at

Utica Free Academy. In the eighth grade, we had to read Johnny Tremaine and

The Red Badge of Courage; reading books about white boys Carving a Nation

out of Wilderness was cold to me. When Miss Wassen caught me scribbling my

own stories in the back of my notebook, she said I needed to pay attention to

people who got paid for writing. She said that a roomful of monkeys poking at

typewriters would sooner or later write all the great books. I was meant to be

embarrassed because I was like the monkeys, but truthfully, I always thought it

was the same with bumper stickers: if a person reads everyone that comes along,

it's like writing a poem, and each person's poem is different. After all, everybody

sees the stickers in a different order. If people wrote down bumper sticker say

ings as they saw them, everybody would leave a poem when they died. I used to

work a lot on my poem; I still keep it inside a copy of Drums Along the Mohawk

that I stole from the Utica Public Library before they installed those alarms that

go off when somebody tries to get out the door with an unchecked book.



Bumper to Bumper

How come America?

We save the whales and the baby seals and murder our unborn children.

Read Qu'Ran.

Don't follow me; I'm lost.

God made the Irish #l.

I'd rather be dancing.

If you can read this, thank a teacher.

lowe, lowe, it's off to work I go.

My boss is a Jewish carpenter.

A bad day fishing is better than a good day at work.

Ausable Chasm.

Niagara Falls.

Don't laugh, it's paid for.

Ukrainian and proud.

If you can read this, you're too damn close.

Ask me about my grandchildren.

America for Americans.

It's o.k. to pray.

136
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When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping.

If you're rich, I'm single.

Allah born.

I'd rather be hunting.

Mafia Staff Car - Keepa U Hands Off or I Breaka U Face.

Dull women have immaculate homes.

Think snow.

Warning: I brake for animals.

This car stops at all garage sales.

Thank God I'm Indian.

Italy.

I love New York.

Herbalife.

Mary Kay.

DisneyWorld.

South of the Border.

Don't like my driving? Call 1-800-Bee-Safe.

Honk if you love Jesus.

I haven't collected bumper stickers in years, not since that summer when

Grammy was dying and I rode back and forth between Utica and Pottersville with
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Daddy talking all the way and me staring out the window with a lump in my

throat. He kept saying they raised me to be better than Tara Whistle, but blood

will tell, and the Indian in me was showing through. He swore he should give

me back to the Indians. I still wonder whether anybody really reads those Jesus

stickers and honks the horn.
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CHAPTER 12

The Famous Bobby wrote her own poems during desert cloudbursts, and she

didn't need bumper stickers to give her ideas. Her poems cleared her mind the

way rain cleared the desert air, and she rode off into the sunset alone, singing her

own songs, even though some of them were really lies. Whenever Bobby rode

off like that, people knew they would miss her and they cried like the dickens

for her to hurry home.

I wanted the world to know Eddie was a son-of-a-bitch. I waited for the

splasher at the pool to tell him, but he wasn't there. Lots of people go on vaca

tion at the end of August, and Thursdays at the pool were always slow days before

the week-end rush. Mothers kept their kids home mowing lawns and cleaning

house to make the husbands happy on the week-ends. I couldn't call any of the

girls I knew; they were all hair-combing liars and you couldn't get to know any

of them if you didn't talk about clothes. They didn't have husbands yet, and they

had nobody to hate, so they had to hate girls who didn't wear Bonnie Doone knee

socks or flunk chemistry with Mr. Lewis. I wasn't supposed to talk to my best

friend, but I knew he was the only one to call.

Jef Williams took the second f off his name when he was thirteen. He would

never have hurt me in a million years, but Daddy knew his father from the brew

ery, and we hadn't been in Utica very long before Daddy said to steer clear of
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the Williams kid. When Daddy said that, I didn't know Jef from Adam. If Daddy

hadn't made a big deal out of Jef, maybe I wouldn't have been sent back to

Pottersville during Grammy's last week of life. I used to blame Jef for everything

that happened, but now I think he might have done me a favor.

We had only just bought our Utica house when I first met Jef. The city looked

like a concrete hornet's nest to me. I was scared half to death to play with kids who

didn't live on Blandina Street, where our house sat smack in the middle of the block

with a numbers runner living across the street. The first week we lived in town, Agresta

the numbers man offered me "a finski a week" if I would deliver little bags full of

cash to a barber shop two blocks over. I said I'd think about it, then ran through peo

ple's backyards for the next ten days so I wouldn't have to talk to Agresta and tell

him no. How could I tell Agresta I was scared to go two blocks over on my own?

In the mountains, I knew how to save myself if I ever got lost. I knew from

time immemorial that moss only grows on the north side of trees, that you can

look at a mossy tree and get your bearings. I knew from listening to hunters that

a lost person panics and walks in circles unless she knows enough to stay put

and wait to be rescued. The only other thing she could do would be to find a

stream and walk down-river in the direction of the flow. People build along water,

and following water will always take you to civilization. Even little Skipper down

at Towie Simpson's knew all that, because his daddy taught him the way my

father and Uncle Mike taught me.
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But in the city, there was no moss, the only running water flowed in the

gutter after a rain, and the street signs all carried the names of people I didn't

recognize.

At first, I made myself take a walk every day, and every day I would go a

little farther from the house. It took me two weeks to get as far as the Dairy

Queen, almost a month to find the school I would go to in the fall. With Daddy

busy trying to learn his beer route and Summer working to rent the upstairs flat,

I was stuck playing sandlot ball with a bunch of kids who met on our streetcorner

every morning. At one time or another, everybody on the street tried to buy the

vacant land on that corner. The City of Utica owned the lot; every winter, the

DPW dumped a huge pile of sand there. All the sanders that worked our end of

town came to our corner to fill up. By spring, the road sand was used up and we

had ourselves a grit-paved ball diamond. I was going on ten when we moved,

used to running loose with nobody but MJ and Eva and Junior for company. In

the mountains, nobody but the mountains were kings. In the city, all the boys

wanted to be kings and make up their own rules as they went along.

The first time I walked down to the game in the vacant lot, I wore an old Boston

Bruins shirt - one that MJ's brother, Roger outgrew. Aunt Corrine tried to make

MJ wear Roger's old clothes, but MJ thought a T-shirt with a team name on it was

a graven image. Aunt Corrine had to be satisfied with' passing Roger's shirts to me

and cussing out Father Jacqueway for going too far with the Ten Commandments.
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I had noticed that a redheaded boy always did the pitching. He didn't have

much control, and half his pitches hit somebody, but nobody ever challenged him

for the job. He had a high, sharp voice, and he liked to blame other kids for his

mess-ups. When he saw me, he spat on the flat rock that filled in for a pitcher's

mound and said, "Your flat's haunted, you know that? You live where the Cat

Lady died. What an asshole, wearin' a hockey shirt when it's ball season." He

twisted his Dodger cap.

The batter said "Ain't it?" around a huge wad of gum.

Some days, they let me play shortstop. The redhead said that's where a girl

would do the least damage. Whenever I came up to bat, one of the boys was sure

to tell me to bunt. Once in a while, I did what they said and bunted; other times,

I struck out on purpose so I could sit down in the shade. Once, I hit a homer that

blasted the length of the lot and wound up next to a plastic Snow White on the

front lawn across the street. The redhead bellowed like a bull moose.

"Automatic out!" he yelled. "P and E, P and A. You can't hit out to my

yard. My father just got that grass to grow. Who's going to chase that ball, I

want to know?"

A kid named Ron - a husky fielder that once laid a trap line along a sewer

and caught a mess of rats - went for the ball. It turned out that every time the

redhead said "P and E, P and A," he was automatically obeyed. When I asked

what the letters meant, nobody could remember. When I whispered "You don't
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have to do what he says," the other boys would turn away and look strange, as

if they were ashamed about my ignorance.

One day, along came Jef riding a little old bike in a Hallowe'en clown suit,

carrying a sign that advertised a backyard carnival. The ballplayers hollered

"Faggot!" at the tops of their lungs and fell over laughing at themselves. I ran

for my own bike and followed Jef into uncharted territory without even knowing

who he was. "P and E, P and A" scared me; it looked like a sneaky way of play

ing chicken. I was glad to leave.

Jef had his show in a tent made out of his mother's chenille bedspread.

paid him my Bomb Pop money for the day: For that, I got to pet his guinea pig

and his father's chihuahua and watch him do an act. He imitated Barbra Streisand.

I had no idea who she was, but he was glad to explain and play me an old record

so I could hear for myself how good his imitation was. After the show, I remem

bered that I was lost, and Jef rode ahead of me back to my house. Just like that,

we were friends. He said once that he would never shoot anything as cute as a

deer. I never told that to my father.

Jef was a year ahead of me in school, and he did things no other boy would

do. He never tried to take me on the public tour down at the brewery just because

they gave away free beer, and he never tried to walk me out to the woods behind

the city ski hill on a summer night. Instead, we used to go shopping for things to

decorate his room. Jef was an artist: When I was thirteen, I begged Daddy to drive
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us back from the mountains early on Easter so 1could spend the rest of my school

vacation helping Jef paint his room. That was Jef's Mondrian year; we painted a

whole wall of rectangles connected by black lines. At the foot of his bed, we built

a room divider out of dowels painted black with different- colored shelves spaced

like the rectangles on the wall. Our fathers hated the time we spent together. Jef's

father snarled because Jef had a girl in his room all day, every day. Daddy kept

saying 1 would get a bad reputation for hanging around with a queer. Summer was

the only one who kept quiet about the whole thing. Summer was the one 1 had

talked to about the redhead and his "P and E, P and A" rules. One night, she had

a beer with Daddy on the front stoop. I was supposed to be sleeping, but 1 sat on

the floor next to my window and listened. She said there were no girls my age on

the street and all the boys were perverts, and at least Jef wasn't dangerous to

females. Daddy thought she had a point, but he wasn't happy about it.

1 got Jef on the phone while 1 was still sore from Eddie Hangartner.

"I redid the place without you," he said.

"How?" 1 was jealous, wondering if another girl might have helped. Jef had

lots of girls who hung around and did things for him. He gave all his girls pre

sents and talked to us about musical comedies and art. It was too bad, in a way:

Jet was good at art, but he didn't want to be a painter. He wanted to be in musi

cal comedy on Broadway. The trouble was, he was round and white-blonde, like

the Pillsbury Dough-boy in the magazine ads. I never wanted to tell him, but I
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couldn't think why anybody would let a squashy kid who couldn't sing a lick get

up on a Broadway stage.

When I answered "Over to Jef's" to his "Hey, where you headed," Daddy

made a face.

"Jef likes boys, you know." Daddy thought I wouldn't notice his drink as

long as he set it on the floor beside his chair. Those drinks in long iced-tea

glasses- he used to call them highballs - were nothing more than a little water

and a lot of whiskey stirred with a few ice cubes. Standing all the way across the

room, I darn near gagged on the whiskey smell.

"Back sometime," I said. And, out of guilt, "Jef's going away."

"For good?" Daddy smirked. I wished you could hit your father. "Getting

married, is he? Who's the lucky guy?"

When I left, Daddy had his head in a copy of Field and Stream. When he

wasn't reading the rifle ads as closely as old ladies read their Mass books in

church, he was dousing out of a tall glass slicked with late August sweat.

If Mrs. Williams hadn't let me in, I would have thought I was in the wrong

house after seeing Jef's room. I shouldn't have been surprised; he changed the

decor every time he got a little money. His Mondrian period only lasted until he

met an airline steward named Phil who drove a Trans-Am. He was very free with

his money. While Phil was in the picture, Jef went through his Jackson Pollack

and Andy Warhol phases. Finally, Phil left town, chasing some Chippendale dancer
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named Kevin who got himself transferred to the Rochester troupe. During

Homecoming Week-End of my freshman year in high school, I helped Jef pack

up all the soup can paintings he'd done in art class, and all the silk-screened heads

of Madonna (He wouldn't do Marilyn Monroe because, he said, she'd been done

and done and done). For Jef, redoing the bedroom was a way of forgetting Phil.

Instead of going to the football game or what would have been my first high

school dance, we took Jef's room down to bare walls and painted it flat white.

He got hold of some Broadway theater posters and we matted them and hung

them on the walls. We turned the Mondrian-Pollack-Warhol shelving into a stereo

cabinet that looked like a theater ticket booth.

At ten o'clock on Saturday night, we were both sick of working and Jef said

why not take a look at the dance. We got in free because it was so late, which

turned out to be lucky, because we got kicked right out when the chaperones

caught us wearing jeans.

Now, when I remember Jef, I wish I had one tenth of his raw nerve; he never

gave a damn if people didn't like him. He was a thousand times better than base

ball on the corner lot.

That week, his bedroom was ancient Greek. It reminded me of a chapter in

my sixth grade Western Civilization book about the Golden Age. He had an old

telephone cable spool cut down and painted to look like a ruined temple column,

and he used it as a nightstand beside his bed. The walls were painted silver-birch
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gray, and he had line drawings of temples and amphitheaters hanging on the walls.

"Going in for sculpture?" 1 asked him. On a grimy card table by a window, he

had a bust of what looked like a man's head half formed out of clay and covered

with a slimy plastic bag.

"I'm trying to do one of those heads-of-the-athlete that you see in books,"

he said. "But 1 can't get the laurel wreath right, so 1 keep on starting over."

I bounced onto the bed and pulled up my feet .to sit Indian-fashion.

"Take off your shoes," he said. "That bedspread cost me a fortune." It was

made to look like black marble veined with green.

"Greek," he said. "Ancient, like a museum or a library. Very classical. You

think of all those statues, you know."

1 said, "I didn't know marble could be quilted." Jef didn't laugh. "Did you

throw out all your 'sixties stuff?" I asked. "Because I wanted your Mick Jagger

pictures. I'd have paid you, an' all."

"I saved them for you," he said. "I bet you'll hate them after a week. You

can only look at Old Liver Lips for just so long, and 1 hated the folk singers so

much 1 thought about burning them. Last night, I wrapped up watermelon rind

with Joan Baez and used Odetta to blot up the dog's little accident. He's always

having little accidents."

"Who's Odetta?"
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"Used to be this Black singer that sounded like a man." My room never had

a theme. I had Mohawk sweetgrass baskets from Grammy's house alongside one

of Summer's Hummels and a poster of a turtle that said "Keep on truckin'" across

the top. Jef knew more than I did, and I never knew what to say around him. I

used to listen and be glad that he bothered with me at all.

"You home for good?" he asked. I had to stop and think; home was still

Pottersville to me.

"Guess not," I said. "It depends on whether my grandmother dies before

school starts."

"Not long before school," he said.

"So you think my Grammy should hurry up and die?"

"Anyways, I'm going away until the day after Labor Day. Starting tomorrow."

Jef's father didn't believe in vacations, so something must have happened.

Mr. Williams drove a milk route mornings and was on call to do pick-ups for an

undertaker in the afternoons. He said Utica couldn't live or die without him, so

he wouldn't go away. Once, Jef's mother drove to Disneyworld and left the father

on his own for a week, but she came back exhausted and never tried anything

like that again.

"So, where you goin' to?" I asked.

"Ever hear of the Duke's Oak Theater in Cooperstown?"

"The what?"
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"It's summer stock," he said. "Famous actors come up there and do plays for

summer people. They have college kids as apprentices to do the technical work,

but all the college kids had to be back at school this week, so Mr. Kirkpatrick's

taking me up to help out." Mr. Kirkpatrick was the drama coach at school. "They

got Frank Langella coming to put on The Seven Percent Solution ..."

"Who?"

"Never mind. Want to hear some Andrew Lloyd Weber?"

"Who's he? Is he that guy that sings for the Rolling Stones since the old guy

drowned in a swimming pool - Brian James, or whatever his name was?"

Jef looked as if a bad smell had invaded the room. "Phantom of the Opera?"

he said. Jesus Christ Superstar? Evita?" He put in a tape of Phantom ofthe Opera

and pulled some knitting out of a wooden box painted to look Greek, with centaurs

marching all around its sides. I thought the box used to be Jef's toybox, but I was

afraid to break the mood by asking. My stomach rumbled. It did that a lot. Daddy

said I should be eating for two; I told him we didn't know there were two of me,

not yet for sure. But I wasn't falling off the roof, I had to admit that to myself.

"Your mother making you a sweater?" I asked.

He began to knit - a sleeve, by the look of the piece. "I'm doing it myself,"

he said. "They said I'd be doing costumes at Duke's Oak, so I thought I'd better

learn textiles. I sang for them, but they don't think my voice is heavy enough for

major roles. Costumes was my next choice."
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The music made me sad and restless. Jef's needles clicked a mile a minute.

I wanted to stretch out on the bed and sleep. I kept wanting to sleep in the day

time, me, when I was always the one that had trouble sleeping anytime because

I was so wired.

"Mind if I go get a Coke?" I asked.

"Pepsi," he said.

"So, Pepsi."

In the living room I had to ask again for the Pepsi. There was Mr. Williams

parked in front of the t.v. set. There was Mrs. Williams, sitting on the carpet, sort

ing her wash.

"Okay if I get a soda?" I asked.

"Sure thing," Mr. Williams said. "Make yourself to home. Get me a stick of

butter while you're up?"

Mrs. Williams jumped off the floor. "No, dear, please," she said. "He really

shouldn't."

"Give it to me," Mr. Williams yelled. "Never mind what she says."

Knowing it would be the death of him someday, I still fetched the stick of

butter for Mr. Williams. I used to hate it when two adults gave me contradictory

orders. While I stood there fooling with the pop-top on the Pepsi can, Mr. Williams

took the quarter pound of butter and peeled the wrapper down the sides the way

you peel a banana. Mrs. Williams ran away to the kitchen yelling "Icky, icky." Mr.
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Williams bit off a hunk of the butter and grinned at me with greasy lips. I didn't

know anybody else who ate butter the way most people ate fruit. Summer swore

the man's arteries would clog shut one day and kill him, but Mr. Williams was

skinny and nasty and Daddy said he was too full of piss and vinegar to die. He's

still not dead, and he's still eating butter. Before she got sick, Summer used to see

him at the Senior Center's dances at the United Methodist Church on Court Street.

It was Mrs. Williams who died young; her Toyota skidded into a snowplow on an

icy night a little while after Jef got a job sewing costumes for the circus.

Back in the bedroom, Jef said "Take off your sweatshirt," and I did, because

1 knew I had a tank top on underneath it. "Try this on," he said.

"What, you made me a sweater?" It was missing one sleeve, and there were

a thousand threads hanging on the inside, but it was pretty, and it was warm.

"I know you like it," he said, and held up the unfinished sleeve against my

arm to check the length. "You always wear green."

"Except on Thursdays."

"Stop it," he said. "That's mean."

"Oh, right. Phil. 1 remember. Sorry."

So there 1 stood in my bare feet and gratitude and let him worm the sweater

off over my head. There was a lump in my throat, and I wanted to come right

out and say, "I'm pregnant," but 1 wasn't sure whether he would dump me as a

friend if he knew I was in trouble, so I kept my mouth shut.
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"It's supposed to be real loose," he said.

"I like my clothes loose."

"I know." The tape reached a loud part. Jef turned down the volume. "It's a

Roberta sweater," he said.

"What's a Roberta sweater?" When Jef said things about me, I always lis

tened. He had a different way of knowing things, maybe because he was an artist.

"It makes you look like you don't have a body, like a head with long hair

floating on clothes. Who you hiding from, Roberta Me.?"

"You can't say mick to an Irishman."

"Then don't make any more stupid jokes about green on Thursday. Know

something? In junior high, I called you Little Goddess to myself. You looked like

this picture of Minerva from myoid English book. You sure you don't have any

Greek in you?"

Daddy used to tell this stupid joke. Zsa Zsa Gabor saw her doctor on the

street. "Have you had a check up lately?" he asked her.

And she said to him, "No, Dahling. Only Hungarians." I never got that joke

until Junior Bradley explained it to me. After that, I thought any remark like Jef's

about the Greek in me was dirty.

Jef parked himself on the bed and looked me over. In my mind's eye, I could

see him inspecting his failed bust with the same serious look on his face, won

dering how to make it come out the way he wanted. I was hoping he would look
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at me forever. Sometimes, something will give me a feeling - not a thought,

only a physical sensation - of warmth, and I know I belong in the world. I know

I'm in a right place and time. So I sat on Jef's lap.

The book in my head tells that you only know yourself when you feel as if

your skin is dissolving and you're no different from air or grass or stones. That

feeling doesn't happen often, so scientists deny that it happens at all. But maybe

Buddha and Jesus and Mohammed and Artemis and Mary and Sky Mother. .. maybe

they got to be holy because they knew the feeling and let it be as real as pain.

"You must have done that Little Goddess thing before Philip," I said.

He nodded. "You're too big to sit on me," he said. Leaning away from me,

he made the mattress bounce a little. "Maybe I should call you LG for short."

"Call me Bobby."

"I wish."

"Me too."

When I remember Daddy hauling me up off Jef's lap, I feel the wrench in

my arm and shoulder all over again. The Famous Bobby would have seen him

coming; she was like a fox that sleeps with its eyes partly open and all its mus

cles tensed to run.

Jef yelled, "Hellooo, Mr. McClusky."

On my feet, I had to laugh, couldn't keep it in. Mrs. Williams stuck her head

in. "Sorry to bother you," Daddy said.
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She answered him: "No trouble."

Sitting cross-legged in the middle of the bed, Jef couldn't help looking like

a scoop of French vanilla ice cream.

1 was thinking I would never see Jef again, especially since 1 might not be

long at school in the fall, with a baby coming. Daddy shoved me out into the

hall. "Sitting on his lap," he said. "I don't know why we don't give you back to

the Indians."

Mrs. Williams went by in a rush and scooped up the chihuahua from the

bathroom doorway. "Out of the way, Peter Rose Williams," she said. The dog's

name was just Peter until they had him neutered. Then, Mr. Williams started call

ing him Peter Rose because, he said, the dog wasn't a he any more, he was an

it. The dog shook. It was always shaking. Once, Jef directed a scene from The

Diary ofAnne Frank for the drama club at school. He talked me into being Anne

because he said I looked more Jewish than anybody else that tried out. Jackie

Hershkowitz quit the drama club because Jef didn't get a real Jew. Nobody had

a cat, so Jef brought Peter to school to play Anne's cat, Mouschi. When I told

Jackie Hershkowitz to cheer up, that Jef didn't get a real cat either, she talked

her father into sending her to private school. Peter Rose got scared the day we

performed and he (it) peed all down the front of my dress. I screamed and threw

him up in the air. If Jef hadn't jumped out from behind the curtain and caught

him, Peter would have broken his neck in the orchestra pit.
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"Hey!" Jef yelled. He came running out of his room. "Here's your sweat-

shirt. Sorry, Mr. McClusky. Roberta, I swear you're filling out. Maybe I should

have made that sweater a little bigger."
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CHAPTER 13

Back in Pottersville, I sat on MJ's bed while Daddy told Summer she'd have

to start keeping me in the mountains, disgrace or no disgrace.

"She's hanging around with that fag," he said.

"That lef?"

"That's the one. Let her go on like that and we'll have a lesbian on our

hands."

"If she was a lesbian, she wouldn't be having a baby. She's worse than Tara

Whistle. Dumber, too. Tara Whistle never had a snowball's chance in hell. Roberta

could have made something of herself."

"No," Daddy said. "Roberta's not like any Whistle. Not that."

Ml had pictures of saints plastered all over her bedroom walls. Father

lacqueway gave away free pictures of saints and prayer cards in the vestibule at

St. Pius X (X is your name if you can't write; sealed with a kiss - XXX). He

liked to sermonize about the saints as if they were just- plain-folks. Maybe he

thought it gave ordinary sinners hope to think they could be saints if they could

get a lucky break and a shot at martyrdom. Be an outcast for Christ, and get your

face on a prayer card. That's what Junior said when MJ tried to get him to go to

Confession and be reconciled with the church.
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"It's all bullshit," Junie said. "I ain't sittin' in the confessional givin' some

priest a thrill a minute hearin' about my sex life. I'm only goin' to confirmation

class on account of Uncle Day givin' me ten bucks a week for not skippin' out."

MJ said he was lying; kids can't have a sex life. Junie made her cry by rolling

around on the ground laughing and yelling, "You are so full of shit" over and

over again.

MJ favored pictures of lady saints. She had a St. Theresa and a St. Catherine.

For men, she had a Father Maximilian Kolbe, the concentration camp saint, and

a St. Francis, who looked like a movie hunk wearing a dress. Mostly, she had

Kateri Tekakwithas. Kateri was a Mohawk that the Jesuits converted before the

Revolutionary War. Once the Jesuits got her baptized, they had to haul her off to

Canada to protect her from the rest of the tribe, who I suppose didn't think much

of any religion imported from France like perfume. The Mohawks had their own

ideas about martyrdom, something Father Isaac Jogues found out when they cut

off his fingers and burned him at the stake. Aunt Corrine used to drive us to

Auriesville every Memorial Day to have a picnic at the site of his martyrdom.

Allover the place, the Fathers had free pamphlets showing Indians torching a

skinny white man in a black robe. Indians and fire; fire and Hell. You douse

Indians with holy water and hope they turn white and lose their Sic lighters, I

suppose. Corrine made me swear I'd never tell anybody that the whole Auriesville

shrine smelled like hamburgers to me.
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If Kateri had given birth, she'd be a Mohawk Madonna. As it is, she won't

be a saint for years yet, not until she proves herself with a couple of miracles.

Since nobody much buys that water-into-wine act any more, she'll have to

come up with something new enough to shock people who have already lived

through the Zodiac Killer and Heavy Metal music - maybe blow the Dow

Jones average through the roof or release the real truth about the Kennedy

assassination. Or, she could make an impression by raising John Lennon from

the dead, or changing all the history books to say that George Armstrong Custer

was nothing but a dumb soldier. On MJ's card, Kateri was pretty. I made MJ

climb the walls sometimes, calling Kateri the Venus de Mohawk and Our Lady

of the Boondocks.

Summer came to the bedroom door. Her blouse was old, and it was so loose

it looked like a painter's smock. Hanging over her hips, it was printed with lit

tle red flowers. When she moved, Summer looked like a deeryard meadow in an

August wind. Downmountain in Utica, people's mothers all looked tall and hun

gry to me. They came to school a lot and smiled and ran bake sales for the march

ing band. Beside them, Summer was nothing more than an acorn, small and brown

and fertile-looking.

"How has Grandma been?" I asked.

"In constant pain. The morphine doesn't help for long. If she went now, it

would be a blessing. Your cousin's been a big help, all this time."
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"Keep this girl out of the Black Bear," Daddy called. "That Angel's no kind

of influence."

"Don't you go blaming my side of the family." Summer turned around to

face Daddy.

"Nobody on the McClusky side ever gave birth to a bastard," he said.

"It's your older brother's girl that's had three husbands." Summer went back

to Daddy. I yanked a Kateri off the wall and stuck her in my shirt pocket: Ml

wouldn't miss one, I was thinking. But I knew she'd miss it right away and tell

everybody in Pottersville how I went and stole her stuff. Aunt Corrine would say

what she always said: "What can you expect from somebody that lives down in

the city with all that bad air and polluted water?"

"But no bastards," Daddy said. "Elizabeth always marries her men."

"Come to that, nobody on the Shaw side ever had any bastard either."

"But," Daddy said, "Indians never took the white man's morals any too seri

ous. Indians don't care where a kid comes from."

"What Indians?" Summer's voice was sounding dangerous.

"You know what Indians."

"My mother never had any bastard. Or my father either."

Daddy cleared his throat. "But," he said. He sounded like Father Jacqueway

warming up to a good Gospel reading - patient, because he knew the real goods

were coming farther along.
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...and Joseph was angry because he had never known Mary ... This is the

Gospel of the Lord. Praise to You, Lord Jesus Christ. If Joseph had lived in

Pottersville, he'd have written Mary's name on the men's room wall at the Black

Bear: "For a good time, call Miriam (Father said that was her Hebrew name),

4311." That phone number was one of MJ's brother's old jokes. He used to dare

MJ to call it. "It's the Devil's number," he would say. "Read it backwards and

it's H-E- Double-Hockey-Sticks."

Daddy coughed. "Well," he said, "Indians only come into the church in the

first place so they could trade their beaver skins to the highest bidder. Half of

them, they was Catholic when the French were buyin' and Protestant when the

English were buyin' and dog-eatin' heathen when nobody else was around. Morals

was always skin-deep with them. It's no different now. Look at the way they're

sellin' gas and cigarettes and chargin' no tax, undersell in ' all the real business

men that ain't lucky enough to live on reservations." Summer barked out a little

laugh. "It's your mother that led your father around by the nose," she said. "It's

your father that fixed watches for a living. The men in my family always ran the

house. No Shaw girl would dare have a bastard. She'd be too damned afraid of

her father."

Corrine had lace curtains that filtered the sun, so her living room was always

dark, but hot, in the middle of the day. When I tiptoed to the door, I saw Daddy

with a can of Coors in his hand. Uncle Mike would have a fit when he came
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home. He liked two full six-packs in his refrigerator at all times. "Where's Aunt

Corrine and MJ?" I asked.

"Over in Chestertown, buying the groceries." Summer went and looked in

on Grammy. She never looked at Daddy at all. "Mike's due home any minute;

then we head up to the farm."

Daddy leaned back on the couch. "It's like that idiot Beecher Johnson," he said.

"Stop it." Summer's voice was up into beer-throwing range, but she didn't

have a beer. Just in case, Daddy heaved off Corrine's headache couch and started

pacing. "The Johnsons are only my father's second cousins," she said.

"Don't say that out of the house," Daddy said. "I don't claim kin to any

Johnsons."

If Grammy wasn't in a coma, she'd have stopped that fight. Outside MJ's

window, beyond the screen porch, the pine trees rustled. The wind moved around

in the low branches, which anybody knows is a sure sign of rain.

Another truth for the pot: Watch a pine tree to find out about rain. When the

wind comes up in summer smelling like soil and gusting hard enough to do more

than thread through your hair every few seconds, then you know rain is less than

an hour off. The rain will be light, and it won't last long if the wind stays low

in the pines.

When the wind moves as far as the middle of the big virgin trees, you're

looking at a long drizzle coming, something bad enough to make your whole day
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soggy and keep on going until sunset. Little kids hate middle-tree rains, because

the sun usually pokes out just before their bedtimes. Their mothers won't let them

outside. They've been housebound and crazy all day, and the mothers need a rest,

so the kids have to go to bed with the sun shining in at their windows.

A hissing wind, skipping forty or fifty feet up in the pinetops, is a thunder

storm wind. In winter, of course, the wind fills the trees after snow, carrying frigid

air down out of Canada.

"You only get to pick your friends," Summer said. "You're stuck with your

relatives."

"For a damn Indian, Beecher sure as hell didn't know much." Daddy always

liked this story. He used to laugh at himself every time he told it. "One time, old

Beecher, he found a mess of skunks denning under his mother's porch. That was

when his mother lived overstreet, two houses north of the store, before she sold

up and moved into that trailer out by Irishtown."

"I know where she lived." Summer would have known; Beecher's mother

used to live right next to Day Bradley when Day and Summer were young and

everybody thought they would get married.

"And I says to him that he should take and grab that mother skunk right

by her hind legs and drag her to hell out of there. I told him you can't get near

a mother animal's head on account of them bitin' anything that threatens the

babies."
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"Beecher was retarded. Day always said his mother drank a load of the good

stuff when she was pregnant with him. It was your friend Frost used to cook out

law whiskey out back of the cemetery up above Trout Brook."

"Any idiot knows a skunk can't spray unless she's got her back legs braced

against somethin' solid."

"Martin, you stop, now."

"And if you touch her from behind, she'll brace against your hand and spray

you good and proper."

The smell of rain came in through MJ's window. I took a deep breath.

Whenever Daddy told about Beecher, I swore I could smell skunk, and my nose

would sting, even if it was all in my head.

"So doesn't old Beecher get down on his knees and ease his arm through

this broken lattice-work next to the front steps. In he reaches, an inch at a time."

"Martin."

"An' doesn't he get both hands up behind that mother skunk, an' she was

sleepin' and never knew he was there until he grabbed ahold of her. And he

takes her by the hind legs and bellers 'Marty! Hey, Marty! I got 'er good!' An'

when the 01' girl sprayed him, you could hear him war-whoop clear to

Plattsburgh."

"This isn't funny. It's sad." I thought I heard something from Grammy.

Summer must have thought the same. She walked again to the door of the room
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where Grammy was. While I held my breath, she looked inside, then turned around

and meandered back to a window.

"So old Beecher, he walks right down through town carrying that skunk,

holdin' it out away from his body so it couldn't bite him, stinkin' to high heaven

all the time. People were runnin ' away as fast as they could run and laughin' at

the same time. Damn fool."

"The fool's the one that laughed at him."

"Buryin' wouldn't help his clothes. They had to burn every last scrap he had

on when the skunk got him. Beecher's brother said he had to sit in a tubful of

tomato juice half the night before they could stand to have him in the house.

That's your side of the family, Indians an' all."

"Was he sober when he caught the skunk?" Summer asked. "Were you sober

when you saw him?"

Daddy crunched his empty beer can and stood up. "What's that got to do

with the price of rice in China?"

The stink of Daddy's cigarette covered the smell of oncoming rain. Sacrilege.

I swore I could hear Kateri coughing. Before Summer could start in about not

smoking around people that have cancer, I went out MJ's window and tiptoed off

the screen porch to the cellar steps.

Uncle Mike's cellar always smelled like wood and machine oil: he had a

workshop in a corner by the garage door. He made all the chairs in his kitchen,
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and all the cabinets, and every dresser and nightstand in his house. He knocked

stuff together on his days home from the log run. Whenever things got dull in

my classes at Adirondack Community when I was a few years older, I used to

draw plans for log cabins I dreamed about putting up back in the woods, all for

myself, and I made designs for the furniture I would ask Mike to build for me.

I wanted to have my hands on all of my life, the roofing and the feeding and the

decorating of the hours. That's the old -way, or so it seemed to me, and I could

tell from looking in at Grammy that the end of a person is like the beginning. All

you have at either end of your life is who you are.
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CHAPTER 14

1 hang onto that old copy of Drums Along the Mohawk because I bought it

to kill my fear of the movie. When I read, 1 picture things in my head and slowly

get used to the parts that bother me. A movie is somebody else's picture; you

have to take it as it comes and it doesn't matter if you don't think it ought to look

that way. As far as Drums Along the Mohawk goes, I'd swear it's a movie they

made up to scare children. The last time 1 saw it was down at the Black Bear my

first night back from Utica: The only way 1 could get away from Summer and

Daddy was to say 1 was going down for the movie. To pull business away from

Schroon Lake, Angel came up with the idea of having this film festival. They

had a Little Theater in Schroon Lake, and Angel figured she could get her hooks

into some of the tourists that were sick of seeing Neil Simon plays acted out by

snowplow jockeys and off-work barmaids.

"No, ['m not serving you any more screwdrivers-to-go," Peg said when I

tried out Junior's line on her. "Your Aunt Angel's orders. Nothing doing."

Angel came back from breaking up a fight between two tourist kids by the

video game she and Peg installed. "Look what happened the last time we fed you

vodka," she said. "A couple of drinks and you're pregnant. No dice."

"I don't feel pregnant."
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"Huh," Angel said. "But come to think of it, has Summer had you to the

doctor yet?"

"No."

"Be funny, wouldn't it, if the rabbit didn't die and all this fuss turned out

to be for nothing? Stick around. We're showing Classic Movies of Upstate

New York. Tonight it's Drums Along the Mohawk. Hope it drums up business.

Get it?"

While I was watching the movie, she got on the phone to Dr. Schwenke over

in Chestertown. She told the doctor not to talk to Summer, then made me promise

to show up at the bar the Wednesday after Labor Day. "Eva Peet was asking for

you," she said when they paused the movie to let people order drinks. "She wants

to pull one of your skinny-dipping raids, I guess."

"Junior should have kept his mouth shut about the skinny- dipping. How you

figure he knows about it, anyway? I never told him. Maybe Eva did."

"The same way his Uncle Day used to know when I skinny-dipped with Eva's

mother. You weren't so much as a gleam in your father's eye back then."

A counselor from the Word of Life Island ordered a Shirley Temple and asked

Angel if she'd consider showing King of Kings for the born-again folks if he

promised to bring a crowd from the holy-roller resort. Angel said she'd sooner

show something called Debbie Does Dallas on road crew payday. The counselor

said "What?" I didn't get it either. Angel said to never mind.
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It was funny, Angel talking about skinny-dipping. I'd been worrying over

skinny-dipping all that week. I happened to be thinking that I didn't feel like any

body's mother. Something should have moved inside me. I felt my stomach:

Nothing, no kicking, no hand- or foot-shapes under the skin. Skinny-dipping

wouldn't hurt a thing as long as I could lose the idea that I was carrying some

body else into the water against her will.

A day or two later, I waited for EVa on the old log behind Grammy's barn.

It was almost time for Eva's Labor Day song - Mule Skinner Blues hollered

loud enough for the empty mountains to holler back. Just another week. The wind

moved around low in the pine branches, the birch leaves sounded like someone

saying "Shhhh!" in church, or like water being poured and poured and poured

over fire - and no Eva yet. I thought about Frost on his horse, but seeing Frost

at night would have been better than staying 'till the end of Drums Along the

Mohawk at the Black Bear.

Being a movie about Indians, of course Drums Along the Mohawk was full

of fire. In the Pottersville school, where I went before we moved, they used to

corral the whole school in the gym ..- kindergartners and everybody up through

seniors in high school - on the half day before Thanksgiving. They'd make us

sit on the floor and watch Drums Along the Mohawk on a big screen set up on

the stage. All the man teachers hung around to keep order; the women teachers

went home to make pies and peel turnips and defrost their turkeys.
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We were supposed to watch and feel grateful that Our Early Settlers faced

the Dangers of the Wild Frontier so we could Enjoy the Highest Standard of

Living in the World. If nobody had laid off our fathers, I guess we thought our

standard of living was pretty high. The kids with fathers on unemployment tended

to boo that speech when the principal made it.

One scene from the movie stays with me. Even in this city hospital room in

the middle of the night, I can replay it in my head without half trying.

It happened out on the bottom land where the Adirondack foothills roll down

to the Mohawk River. Here come the Iroquois, sneaking out of the woods. The

French agitator that started the raid stays back behind a big oak tree. Evidently,

The Iroquois weren't smart enough to think about starting their own war against

the Limey settlers squatting on Indian land. The Indians needed this demon Britisher

to give them the idea.

All the settlers for miles around have come to this farm for a bam raising.

The place is crawling with men in shirtsleeves and women carrying food and

boys running around loose. The girls all have long skirts and blonde hair, and

they help their mothers with the cooking.

By the time the Christians realize they're under attack, they're completely

surrounded, and don't have a chance. The Iroquois scream. Fire arrows flame the

cedar shakes on top of all the buildings. Fire spreads. This is Hell, minus the civ

ilized refinements that Hieronymus Bosch put into his paintings - all the naked
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sinners and the sex-crazy tortures. We studied Bosch in Art History 101 at

Adirondack Community. Jef would have hated Bosch. Professor Klimek liked

him; we kept coming back to Bosch long after we got past the Middle Ages.

Klimek stuck slides of Bosch paintings in with Madonnas from the Italian

Renaissance and with portraits of fat Flemish businessmen, and even with all

those simpering landscapes the French Impressionists did. I used to imagine

Klimek sneaking into the classroom at night to look at slides of Bosch Hell and

giggle to himself.

Iroquois Hell wasn't artsy; it was burning and screaming and having your

hair lifted and absolutely final. No Fenimore Cooper philosophizing could keep

people from crying like babies when the Indians cut off their fingers or torched

a pile of kindling under their feet. Jesus didn't save on the frontier. So the movie

settlers lost their battle, but since every dead settler took ten or fifteen near-naked

Iroquois with him to the grave, any movie-goer with half a brain could tell right

away that, sooner or later, the Iroquois had to lose the war.

My scene takes place in an upstairs bedroom of the log farmhouse. On the

bed, a feisty old settler lady, crippled and frail. On the lower floor, a swarm of

Iroquois, each one just like all the others in his bear grease and feathers, all of

them showing their ignorance of civilization in the way they inspect the house.

They keep grunting at each other and playing with things:

"What's this, Hiawatha?"
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"Damned if I know, but it's shiny and I can see some other Indian looking

out at me. Good-looking guy. How you figure those smart white folks made him

flat enough to live inside that frame?"

A lone warrior, braver than the rest, climbs the stairs. He emerges into the

upper room. On the bed, the old woman raises a musket. A couple more Indians

slither into the room. The old woman drops them where they stand. She runs out

of bullets. Mr. Brave Iroquois walks toward her, tomahawk at the ready. Mrs.

Feisty brandishes her crutch. Mr. Indian looks at her as if she were wearing a

second head. She tries a whack; he wrestles the crutch away with one hand. With

nothing better to do, he raises the tomahawk above his head. Cut to the outside

of the cabin: savages bailout the door with smoke pouring behind them. One or

two of them are carrying stolen household items.

Does Mr. Indian, the old-lady killer, get hot feet?

Does Mrs. Feisty have time to sense how sorry the warrior must have felt

when he stepped over the bodies of men he lived with and fought with and hunted

with before they died trying to retake a few acres that probably fed their ances

tors back to the last Ice Age?

So, anyway, I always wondered what pain was really like, real Indian-made

pain, and whether I could stand up to it, and whether anybody would ever try it

on a woman, and whether I could really be an Indian in the first place, because

everybody knows all Indians suffered with their mouths shut.
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Before I heard Eva that night, I smelled rain. She finally came shuffling up

from the road, puffing on one of her mother's More cigarettes, the kind that look

like shrunken cigars and smell like burning newspapers. She was wearing a shirt

that said "Button Your Fly" in big letters.

"Shit," she said. "You're in a world of it."

"Jesus," I said. "You seen anything of Junie in a while?"
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CHAPTER 15

"He's going out with Luanne Cunningham. He drove her down to Queenshury

to the drive-in movie last week."

"To see what?"

"Aliens. Luanne said it damn near scared her out of her pants."

"You got another cigarette?"

Eva plopped down. "People can't smoke when they're having babies."

Eva lead the way, me following, her smoke stinging my nose all the way

down away from the woods, past the barn.

"Your parents awake?" she wanted to know.

"They're down in Uncle Mike's. Grammy could go any time now."

"What time is it?"

Before I could say I wasn't wearing a watch, there was Eva, in the middle

of New York Route 9, straddling the double yellow line and yanking her shirt off

over her head.

"Where'd you drop the cigarette?" I said. "Doesn't matter how much rain

we get, these dead pine needles stay dry ..."

Off with her bra. She twirled around and around like a ballet dancer, white

as denatured moonlight, singing:

"Someday, my prince will come,
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Da-da-da-da-dee-dee... "

"I never saw you drop the damn cigarette."

"Remember that stupid movie?" She was jumping and running all up and

down the double yellow. I liked hearing her laugh: it was a laugh like a secret

she never would have told if anybody else had been there. 'Way uphill in the

woods, an owl hooted. How she heard him, I don't know, but the owl stopped

her cold, and she covered her breasts with both arms and bent over, breathing

like a freight train. Something told me to hug her. I didn't. I just stood there,

smelling rain.

"Old Frost," she hollered. "If you're out there, you dirty son of a bitch, I

don't care. Hear me? I don't give a rat's ass any more."

And she was in the water, stroking for the raft.

I took my clothes off, making sure I stood where a fat- trunked maple would

hide me from the road. Swimming to the raft, I thought about being alone and

didn't like it. The thing is, unless you're laughing or racing somebody, you have

to pay attention to how cold the water is. The Famous Bobby would never have

minded, but I did.

Watching my clothes all the way, I backed into the pond. The shorts hung

from a branch of the fat maple; the shirt and the underwear fell off and lay on the

ground. The way the sleeves of the shirt stretched for the trunk, I'd have thought

there was a dead person there, one that tried to grab the tree and didn't make it.
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I knew Old Frost wasn't anyplace close by, or if he was, he was smart enough

to blend into the woods the same as an animal. At least Eva was already under the

raft; she couldn't see me looking for the old man and his half-dead horse. Old Frost

was her bogeyman, but she'd have laughed all the same if she knew I was afraid.

"You ever hear about the Indian in the woods?" Had I ever realized before

how voices echo under a wooden raft at night? I thought I felt a fish touch my

leg. Hanging onto the raft, I pulled my legs up tight and tried to hold them. Things

in the water never bothered me before. Once in a while, I used to think about

water snakes, but Summer always said they were more afraid of me than I was

of them. What would Jef do if he ever saw a water snake? What would the red

head do? I didn't talk about owls and snakes on flatland; people in the city think

you're simple if you know too much about animals and plants. One time in a

high school science class, the teacher made us watch a video about Jane Goodall

and her gorillas. The redhead kept saying she was queer for monkeys, saying it

and laughing at himself.

"What Indian in the woods?"

"They say the woods around this pond are haunted."

"Not that old shit again." Since we moved to the city, everybody in Pottersville

thought I was an easy mark. Whenever I was up home, they'd feed me foolish

ness about ghosts and snakes and murderers.

"No, this is real."
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Eva edged along the inside of the raft until she was right next to me. I had

-
to let my legs go, straighten them out before they cramped. I kicked. Eva kicked.

Once in a while, our legs brushed. The water felt nice and silky, but it still had

a chill to it, even if you kept moving. Being out of the wind under the raft didn't

help all that much. I tried to make myself warm by kicking, but it didn't work.

Eva's hair floated like sunshine; mine, you couldn't tell from the blackness of the

night pond.

Since that night, I've learned another truth: That love is not a picture on a mag-

azine cover. It isn't even the people who try to get their hands on you all the time,

or the ones you let to touch you in the end. People get into your mind: Some because

you want to be like them, some because you hate everything they do, some because

you want everything they have or everything they are. Some get there because they

make you afraid and interest you at the same time, the way you get when you can't

stop looking at a leech on a cattail stem. These people keep you up nights think-

ing, and sometimes, when you drive a car, you remember one of them, and it takes

your mind off the wheel. When you get where you're going, you can't remember

driving; you only remember picturing that person in your head.

And that's what love is. Ten years down the road, you won't think about

wanting somebody; instead, you'll pull out one of those people and realize that

they were the ones who forced you to decide things about your life. What I'm

saying is, I must have loved Eva, in a way.
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"See, there was this Indian brave a while back, and somebody in his tribe

captured a white settler woman."

"Come on," I said.

"And the Indian, he was a chief, so he got to take any captive he wanted,

and he took the settler woman to be his slave."

In all the Indian stories I ever heard from white people, the Indian was always

a chief. I wonder if white folks think it makes their stories more important, as if

any of them really knew a chief. As if they wouldn't bother with a story about a

plain, everyday Indian.

"If you want to tell lies," I said, "go on and spin that one again about Frost

sticking his hand down the back of your dress."

She scudded water at my face with the heel of her hand. "Who says it's a

lie? He did put his hand down my dress."

"An Indian chief wouldn't have done that:'

"If I think about it, I can still feel Frost's fingers on my ass."

I rubbed my belly and had the thought that I might be trying to cover a baby's

ears.

"Anyway," she said, "the Indian fell in love with the settler woman, so he

made her not a slave, and he married her. However Indians get married."

"Don't look at me. As far as I know, Indians get married like everybody

else- in a church."
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"Indians didn't have churches."

"Lucky dogs, then. They never had to give up smoking peace pipes for Lent."

"Don't be stupid," Eva said. "My mother says your mother's people used to

own everything in Pottersville, and they were better than the whites. She said an

Indian didn't even know how to tell a lie, and Indians never would have scalped

anybody if the whites didn't show them how."

"We got you back for stealing everything," I said. "We showed you how to

smoke tobacco and sat back and waited for you all to die of lung cancer."

"So this Indian chief, he married the settler woman, until one day some white

soldiers came to the village to..J don't know. Do something."

"Trade some dumb beads for two or three states and half of Canada?"

"No, really." I thought Eva was going to cry, she was trying so hard to remem

ber the story. She shivered, and little ripples moved through the water toward me.

"Maybe looking for food or something. Anyways, they found the white woman

and said they'd pay a ransom to get her back."

"Did she want to go?"

"I guess. The chief didn't want to lose her, but he said she could do what

ever she wanted. He loved her that much, see?"

"Uh-huh." Water slapped at the outside of the raft. A wind must be kicking

up, I thought, making waves on the pond. Here comes the rain.
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"Maybe the chief thought she'd want to stay an Indian, but she didn't. The

soldiers took her back to the whites. And the chief died of a broken heart three

months later."

"How do you know it was three months?" I hate it when people can't make

stupid, scare-yourself stories sound real.

"That's the way I heard it," she said. "Three months. And since that time, his

spirit can never rest. He can't move on to the Happy Hunting Ground or anything."

"Happy Hunting Ground." If there was a baby, it might be too cold, staying

in the water that long.

"You know where that Indian village was?" Eva, using a low, spooky voice

and staring at me, tried to make her eyes wider than they really were.

"I give up."

"It was right beside this pond. And the Indian chief spends every night walk

ing around the pond, looking for his wife. Every once in a while, a woman dis

appears, and they say the old Indian takes her away with him to see if she'll love

him so he can lay himself to rest."

"I got to go."

Eva sounded whiny. "It's not late or anything."

"It's late enough," I said. "You coming?"

"Maybe." She dog-paddled to the side of the raft nearest shore.

"Well.. .," I said.
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"You first."

"Oh, shit, Evie. There's no damn Indian."

"There's you."

But I couldn't make myself duck under the raft wall and break into open

water. I kept seeing an Indian circling the pond on the quiet, going heel-toe, heel

toe, in his moccasins, the way Daddy said they learned to do so they could walk

without sound on the hunt.

"The white man could have learned a lot from the Indian," he used to say.

Mostly, he talked like that when he knew Summer could hear it, after one of their

Saturday fights, when he was ashamed of what he knew I'd overheard.

Heel-toe. Heel-toe. Aunt Corrine used to tell me not to turn my toes in when

I walked; Summer said I looked like a savage when the wind blew my hair in

my face.

Heel-toe.

I swam like the devil was right behind me, then ran, and the weeds under

my feet felt slimy for the first time ever, and I thought I would be sick before the

dry pine needles pricked the soles of my feet. Eva came behind, half laughing,

half crying, all the time yelling, "Wait!"

Getting dressed felt like bandaging myself: Everything was too tight and

too dry, and I thought I would cut off my circulation and turn my whole body

gangrenous.
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"It's just a story," Eva kept saying. "It's a joke, a stupid joke."

When I was small, running used to make me think of a prayer, one with

words that matched the rythmn of my footsteps. The rain started, the drops fat

and noisy at first, then coming faster and stinging like needles. I ran all the way

from the pond to Uncle Mike's - all the while thinking that Eva would proba

bly get kidnapped or killed on her way back to the resort and it would be my

fault - and the Hail Mary kept playing through my mind.

Hail Mary, full of Grace,

Hail fairy, full of face

Hail Eva, win the race,

Hail Bobby, just in case.

Hail, Mary, set the pace,

Jesus never won first place.

Insanity never ran in my family; maybe I'm the first.

Amen....
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CHAPTER 16

Grammy was a growth on her bed the last time I saw her alive. She was all

breathing, sweating from the strain of inhaling and exhaling, with long waits in

between so that I had to wonder if I had just watched her die without knowing

it. Summer took me to Grammy in the evening, right when the sun was going

down . The room still had all the heat of the day left in it, along with the heat of

Grammy's disease. With the shades down, it took me a minute to see MJ on the

floor by the closet. She was wearing a ski sweater and a pair of jeans and some

wool socks - in August. Somewhere, she'd got hold of a book called Making

Marriage Work by a person named VandeVelde. When I walked around and looked

over her shoulder, I saw a page of charts labelled "Female Arousal Tables." It

shocked me out of ten years' growth; MJ always read holy books when she wasn't

reading encyclopedias. In one hand, she had a Rosary. Around her neck hung an

old string of beads that Grammy owned forever and never wore.

"What you reading a sex book in here for?" I whispered to her. Corrine can

hear through walls; she always could.

"Grammy knows I'm here," she said.

"Does Grammy know you're reading a book for perverts?"

"You don't understand." MJ pulled her sweater away from her breasts, flapping

the fabric to fan herself. "Sex is work. If you do it right, you don't have any problems."
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Grammy mumbled something that sounded like "urn mashed tweezers."

"Which one of us supposed to do up the dishes?" I used to argue about doing

Summer's dishes, but I was always a little afraid of Corrine.

"Put your hands out."

I made two fists and held them in front of me. "One potato, two potato, three

potato, four." On each count, she touched one of my hands, or her own, with her

balled fist. She touched air to be absolutely fair and count her counting hand.

"Five potato, six potato, seven potato more." I was the one left with a fist show

ing. I was the one who did the dishes. Aunt Corrine came down from the attic

for aspirin and made me wash her iced tea pitcher twice because she could see

a little streak on the handle.

It was something to do.
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CHAPTER 17

"Get out of here before I kill you."

I backed out of Grammy's room, but none too fast. Summer bathed Grammy's

eyes with a wet washcloth. Daddy was right outside in the parlor, but he didn't

say anything.

"Na hoh." The last time I heard anybody say that, I was listening to Uncle

Mike end up a story, and I was still small enough to sit on his lap while he talked.

He said they were his father's words. MJ used to write it at the end of all her

papers at school. It means It is finished. I remembered that the night Daddy shot

himself, when the cops came around asking questions.

Out of all the cops that came prying around down in Utica that night, I had

to yak with the one that looked tired and Catholic. I used to think I could tell a

Catholic by the way a person looked, and the same with a Protestant. When I told

that at the dinner table, Daddy thought I was finally getting some common sense.

Before that he called me an educated fool.

Summer shushed him and said I was talking nonsense and he shouldn't encour

age it. Summer got to talk to the fat Italian cop in the hallway. "Who's in the

upstairs flat?" the cop wanted to know.
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I kept hearing Summer say, "Can I clean this floor now?" And the cop would

tell her just a few more questions, Ma'am, and he would eat another butter-rum

LifeSaver.

My cop kept asking me the same questions over and over, changing the sub

ject and going back to it again. He made me wonder if I was dying. I thought I

was alive: Words kept on coming out of my mouth.

"Where were you when the gun went off?"

"In bed," I told him. "I was sleeping until I heard the noises - him bump-

ing into things and her hollering for me."

Were they arguing.

Did they argue a lot?

How many guns did he keep in the house anyway?

You have any brothers or sisters?

Not even one?

You live here all the time, or you just visiting?

No place of your own? How old are you anyway?

He have anything to drink tonight (You know what I mean)?

He ever get depressed?

You know how to shoot a gun?

How about your mother? She your real mother?

Oh, yeah? Having a fight, were they?
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Any history of mental illness in the family?

You went to bed at what time?

He ever gamble? Run around with women?

How well would you say your mother and father got along?

He owe money anyplace?

You ever shoot a gun?

Thank God Grammy died without all that.

Uncle Mike was home that evening, watching to see if Grammy would last

the night, and Daddy called down to the brewery and said he thought he'd have

to stay in Pottersville longer than just the week-end. The dispatcher was mad

about losing a driver on Labor Day week-end and he told Daddy everybody upstate

gets loaded on Labor Day week-end, and what did he think, they could just drag

replacement drivers in off the street.

"She must be bad," MJ said, "or they'd never miss work. By the way, Roberta,

I think we should stay away from Towie and the babies while you're here. I think

I love Wayne Simpson sometimes."

"Then why don't you leave Genius Bump alone?"

When Daddy dragged me back from Utica for Grammy to die, MJ was spend

ing half her time watching Grammy breathe and the other half tagging after Genius

out at Poverty Beach. Genius kept telling her that he had some girlfriend in

California that he wrote to, some tourist that stayed one time at Word of Life
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Island. Most likely there was no girlfriend, but MJ liked the tragedy too much

for me to tell her. Genius went around saying he'd sworn off women because

women will rot your mind. He thought Harvard would come along and discover

him and make him an investment banker on Wall Street if he could just stay on

the Honor Roll 'till the end of his senior year.

In Roger's room, I yanked the covers up under my chin. Death would keep

me awake, I was sure, but I slept anyway. Corrine kept walking back and forth;

once in a while, I'd rouse up and hear her. Daddy and Uncle Mike got into a bot

tle of Chivas Regal that the Beatnells gave Mike for his fortieth birthday. That

was the year he was taking his turn as the volunteer fire chief, and he saved the

Beatnells' horse barn when the hayloft caught fire after Eva dropped a lighted

cigarette up there.

Summer was just sitting with Grammy all night. When I slept, I didn't dream.

I felt Aunt Corrine shaking me and came awake, finally, when the whole room

was damp and clammy with after-midnight dew.

"Say good-by to Grammy," Corrine said. "MJ's getting up too. Grammy said

she saw Jesus."

No flies in the room; flies don't like to be out at night. Where do flies go

when they sleep? A little lamp on the nightstand was all we had to see by. Uncle

Mike bought that lamp from Viola Shaeffer's estate after the county took Viola

in and sold off her belongings at auction to pay for her keep. It had a parchment
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shade hand-painted in a forest scene with an eight-point buck jumping a fallen

log. George used to have that lamp in the barber shop on the table where he

stacked his magazines for the customers to read.

Under the lamp, Grammy's face shone like cooling wax. Her hands were

crossed under her breasts. For years, arthritis had crooked her fingers. The night

she died, they looked plain broken. "Grammy? It's Roberta."

Her breathing sounded like liquid glugging through a straw. It took me minute

to realize what it meant when the sound stopped. That was when Summer came

out with "Nah hoh," the first time I ever heard her use a Mohawk word.

"You girls," Corrine said. "Help me pick up this room. I won't have Ed Kelly

in here with the place looking all a mess."

MJ fiddled with her Rosary. "Ed Kelly's the undertaker," she said.

"No shit," I said. "You act like you were the only one born here."

Ed Kelly took the part of Jacob Marley's ghost one year when the Pottersville

school did a Christmas play. He wore a ton of make-up and a wig and made the

publicity chairman swear she wouldn't print his name in the program. He said

people wouldn't like it if the undertaker made a big deal out of acting the part

of a ghost. It might look like he was out trying to get business, he said. An under

taker can't take a chance on looking disrespectful to the dead. He wanted the part

of Bob Cratchit, anyway, but that went to Genius Bump because his mother

directed the play.
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MJ was giggling her head off by the time we got the pill bottles cleared off

the dresser. "Why don't you cry or something?" I said. Corrine slapped her. She

only laughed harder and ran away.

I had a cardboard box to sort through, full of the things Grammy kept

asking for from her house when she was conscious. I found a few sheets of

old notebook paper with poems on them that Grammy wrote while Grandpa

was fighting in World War II - most of them really prayers. She must have

thought God cared how she felt. That's what made her go looking for Jesus

on her deathbed.

Her wedding ring was in the box. After she lost all her weight to the tumor,

the ring was too big to stay on her finger. "Better let me have that," Corrine said.

"She wants to be buried with it."

Corrine stuck the ring in an envelope for the undertaker. Then, she pulled a

suitcase out from under the bed. Since before I was born, Grammy had been keep

ing that suitcase with her burial clothes in it, ready to go. Every year on the

anniversary of Grampa's death, she would wash all the clothes and iron the dress,

then repack the suitcase. After that, she'd take a drink of whiskey. I never saw

her drink liquor except that one time every year.

Corrine held up an old-fashioned corset. "Monkey Ward's said they hadn't

carried these things in thirty years when I called up to ask for Grammy," she said.

"Finally, I called the Sears catalogue place, and a clerk dug this one out of a store-
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room. Grammy gave up wearing them years ago, but 1 guess she thought she

couldn't meet God unless everything was proper."

"Does she think her mother will look her over the minute she gets to heaven?"

Corrine smiled. For once, she didn't cry blasphemy, and she didn't tell Summer.

Summer was missing by then. She didn't come in the whole time we were emp

tying that box and laying out the things for Ed Kelly. The last thing in the box

was a copy of Grammy's will. Corrine put it in her apron pocket and pulled the

bedsheet up over Grammy's face.

"They always cover their faces in the movies," she said. "I don't know why.

Do you?"

1 shook my head.

"Call your Aunt Angel down at the Black Bear. She was here just before

midnight, and she said to call her, no matter what time."

"Me?"

"The number's written on the phone book cover."

"Did 1 wake you up?" It was a stupid thing to say at three-thirty in the morn

ing. "Grammy passed away."

Angel cleared her throat. 1 could hear Peg asking "What's the matter?"

"And they made you do the honors?" Angel said.

"Is Summer with you?"

"She's not with you?" That scared me. "Is Marty there?"
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"No room here." I didn't remember Daddy leaving. "Not with Uncle Mike

home."

"I'll find them."

"Shit," Peg said. "If it was you lost, your sister would throw a party."

When I lay down on Roger's bed, the clock said three- forty-six A.M. It said

five forty-five exactly when the sound of squeaking wheels woke me up.

I remembered Ed Kelly's voice from the Christmas show. "Can you give a

hand here, Mike?" His voice was low and sad. Ehhh-benezer Scrooge. I wear the

chains I forged in life. I made them, link by link and yard by yard.

Corrine's slippers scuffed across the kitchen linoleum; the screen door

screeched. "MJ, don't drop that little envelope, that goes too, her wedding ring

and that little beaded purse that came from her mother."

"Mommy? Should we send..." MJ's feet slipped along and covered her words.

"Jesus, Mary and Joseph, no." The screen door slammed.

"What? What happened?" Ed Kelly: Ehhh-benezer Scrooge. Do not hope to

escape my fate.

Corrine: "Feet first. What kind of an Irishman are you? You take them out

of the house feet first to set them on the road to heaven. How can you have a

name like Kelly and not know that?"

"Mike?" Ehhh-benezer Scrooge. Out of the dark, a noise of flashing wheels.

People whispering: Move that chair, and don't wake Roberta.
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"Call me Bobby?" Did I say that, or only dream it? Somebody shushed.

Wheels crying. An engine. Uncle Mike stomped his way in, knocking the sand

off his work boots so he wouldn't track up the place.

"Coffee for me?" he whispered.

"Be a minute." Corrine's slippers again. Outside, one of those Quebec dri

vers went by, heading north too fast. " ...seen Summer? She was here with Roberta,

then she left."

Mike was a rumble deep as thunder so far away it never brings the storm to you.

MJ woke me when Summer came along in Daddy's truck. After going in and

out of sleep half the night, I was sleeping like a log through the daylight hours.

"We would have driven you to the farm," MJ said. "Mommy told your father that

when he called a while ago, that somebody would drive you up to the farmhouse."

"You stay up all night?" She nodded. "Sweet Jesus," I said. She puckered up

into her getting-ready-to-bawl face.

"Stop it," she said. "The house feels different, Maybe God's here."

"Shit, that wasn't God I heard, just old Ed Kelly."

"Anyways, I liked being awake when the rest of Pottersville was sleeping."

She yawned. "It made me feel like I knew something and nobody else could ever

know it."

When I tried to stuff my nightgown into my jeans, I couldn't get the top

snap closed.
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"You're gaining weight." MJ had a smirk on her face.

1 stepped into myoId sandals.

"I said fifty Hail Marys for Grammy's soul," MJ said. "Did you even say

one prayer?"

"O.k.," I said. "One prayer."

"Roberta, you know what I mean."
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CHAPTER 18

The city boy that was fool enough to marry me was crazy for work. When

he wasn't working, he was thinking about work. He was a landfill engineer. A

good many upstate farmers lease their fallow pasturage to the state for landfills

to handle the garbage overflow from cities. My city boy was an expert on where

to dump garbage, and what kind of garbage to dump, and how to make it rot fast,

and how to cover it up. While we lived together, he was always giving talks to

Grange groups and milk cooperatives on how landfills were really "reclaimed

land," and how once a landfill had been 'dozered and seeded with grass, you

couldn't tell it from the next man's pasture.

It was seagulls showed that up for a bill of goods. Upstate, we're hundreds

of miles from anything like an ocean, but we have flocks and flocks of seagulls.

They fight with ducks for space on ponds, and they land on sidewalks to eat the

worms that crawl out after a rain. Seagulls have no business away from saltwa

ter, but seagulls are scavengers, and they go where the eating is best. Our seag

ulls followed all that garbage north. Whenever you're driving along a highway

and you see a flock of gulls swooping and landing and taking off again, you know

you're near a landfill. And sure enough, if you open your car window, you'll

smell garbage before long.
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My city boy used to say he was living for his vacation, but it wasn't true.

When he got his three weeks off in the summer, he'd sit around and fuss about

what must be going on at the office. Wherever we were, he'd make two or three

phone calls a day to his secretary. Because of him, I came to understand why

tourists in the mountains are always happy come Labor Day. "Oy vay," I heard

a man say one Labor Day morning at the town beach in Schroon Lake. I went

there to kill time with MJ and Eva. We were only eleven or twelve at the time.

If my parents had a tough time finding me, we would start for Utica late, and I

never wanted to go back down to Utica. "Tomorrow, back to the salt mine." His

wife nodded sympathetically, but she must have seen the grin on the man's face

too. Labor Day means back to work for tourists, but it also means that everything

will be new for them. Back they go to New York and Newark and Passaic, and

all their neighbors are jealous about their big time in the mountains. Recreate:

To make oneself again; to experience renewal; to be reborn on terms of one's

own making.

So came the Saturday of Labor Day week-end. On the lakes, motorboats

threw up roostertails, piloted by drunks and the grandchildren of indulgent opti

mists. On the roads, people drove like bats out of Hell to reach rented lakeside

housekeeping cabins before their free time evaporated. Tick. Tick. We could afford

to wait, having the excuse of a death in the family. Tick. Tick. Summer talked to

Mike and they decided to hold off on Grammy's wake until Sunday night. They
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wanted the funeral on Monday, after all the flatlanders were gone, when every

body in town would be taking a breather and have time off to attend. Summer

and Mike decided that, then sent me to the Black Bear to tell Angel - not to

ask Angel, but to tell her. If I'd been Angel, I'd have been angry that they didn't

include me in the decision. Tick. Tick. Walking to the Black Bear felt like wear

ing down the fuse on a time bomb. Tick. "Aunt Angel? Summer and Mike said

for me to tell you that Grammy's service is Monday. O.k.?" Tick.

"I wonder," Angel said, "that Summer and Mike have forgotten how to dial

a phone."

"Was Angel.v.upset?" Summer asked after I slogged back up the hill to Mike

and Corrine's. "Get in the car. We have to go through Grammy's things."

Raging, 1went at Summer all the way down Route 9 to the farmhouse. "Where

were you?" I was yelling that before we passed the Y where Landon Hill Road

joins 9. "You never helped with Grammy's things last night." We passed the boarded

up ice cream stand and the old hunter's hotel that's full of welfare families now.

"Last time Grammy said anything to me, she called me Roberta." Summer

took the left turn into the farmhouse driveway too fast and sprayed gravel all over

the side of the barn. When Daddy came out on the porch, he had Aunt Angel

with him. "Oh, no," Summer said. "She t-eat us home."

"How'd you know whether I'd mind that funeral on Monday?" Angel asked.

"None of your beeswax." Summer went into the kitchen.
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"I'll get over it," Angel said to Daddy. "See you later, if the Good Lord's

willin' and the creek don't rise."

"Save me a beer," Daddy said.

"I'll save you a case. You'll need it." She nodded toward the kitchen door.

" Behave yourself, Bobby," and she was gone.

Summer threw me out three times in my life, the first and second times

right after Grammy went. The last time was right after I left the city boy for

good, filed for divorce, and moved in with her to save money. I was finishing

up my two- year degree. They let me transfer most of my Adirondack

Community College credits to Mohawk Valley ce. I had most of the course

hours for a major in English, so I went ahead with that, but I had it in mind

all along that I would finish and transfer up to Paul Smith's for a forestry

degree, like Roger's.

The first time she threw me out was the Saturday that Ed Kelly had Grammy

up to Schroon in his undertaking parlor, doing God-knows-what to her body with

nobody to tell him "no."

Really, Ed was all right by himself. He was generally respectful, did things

like bury welfare people for the cost of the casket, and he kept prayer books

from the three big religions on hand in case a preacher or a rabbi should show

up empty-handed. But Mrs. Ed liked her gin straight, and gin made her yam

mer like a young crow. When she had a snootful, Alma Kelly used to go on
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something fierce about Ed's clientele. People that knew Alma got jittery when

they had a loved one on the embalming table in the basement under Ed's view

ing parlor.

One time, Aunt Corrine made MJ and me walk home from a high school

graduation party after Alma got going about a pair of tourists that electrocuted

themselves with what she called "a massage appliance" made to plug into a car

cigarette lighter. She said the ambulance volunteers hauled the couple in nude

and still smoking from the campground. When we left, Uncle Mike was saying

only a damn tourist would run a lead from a tent to an idling car when the weath

erman said "rain." Corrine had a headache on the screen porch for two nights

after Uncle Mike got a laugh with that remark.

When MJ and I were twelve or so, Alma broke up a First Communion brunch

with a yarn about some woman from up in Olmstedville that got the wrong ashes

after she had Ed send her husband out to be cremated. The closest place with

what Alma called "cremation capability" was in Troy, outside of Albany. The

place got famous when people started to die from AIDS. Most of the undertak

ers wouldn't touch an AIDS body, but the cremation people never minded. Aram

Montgomery was the first in Warren County to get AIDS. He had a private air

plane and a business flying hunters in and out of deep wilderness. People said he

sometimes took his gratuity out in drugs, and he must have been sharing needles.

Aram's ex-wife got stuck with his remains; she had to call all Creation before
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she found that place in Troy to dispose of Aram's body. Ed Kelly wouldn't touch

an AIDS corpse with a ten-foot pole.

The story Alma told the First Communion mothers wasn't anywhere near

that sad. By the time Summer and Corrine had us rounded up, Alma was into the

part of the story where the Olmstedville woman went sifting through the ashes

because she missed the dear departed so much. She found a gold tooth and called

Ed right away.

"She was screaming over the telephone," Alma said. "If you can believe that.

I could hear her, and I was all the way across the room."

I remember Daddy interrupting Alma when Summer wasn't looking. He

poured a little raw gin into her Dixie cup.

"Screaming, she was." MJ and I tried to listen, but Summer kept nudging us

toward the door. "About how her husband had these perfect teeth, and how he

never had a gold tooth, and all that time she'd had some other man sitting on the

nightstand next to her bed."

The woman must have felt as if she'd been dressing and undressing with

the ghost of a Peeping Tom in the room. Corrine and Summer were happy for

days, sitting in Corrine's kitchen raking Alma over the coals and shelling peas

with a pitcher of iced tea and the radio tuned in to Whizzer playing Frank Sinatra

songs. For once, MJ got punished. Corrine sent her to her room for saying she

and Summer were wicked to gossip. When Corrine told her to shut up, MJ
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repeated an old Indian story about gossip that Grammy used to tell us when we

were kids.

Anyway, Summer probably wouldn't have thrown me out the first time if she

hadn't had it in her head that Grammy was up to Schroon all day on a Saturday,

alone with both Kellys and an unlimited supply of gin.

The fight started because I left my Fenimore Cooper books in the barn loft

when Summer and Corrine made Daddy take me to Utica in disgrace. Summer

rescued them from mildew, but all she did was to throw them on the dining room

table at the farmhouse. She was staying at Corrine and Mike's all the time by

then, so it didn't bother her that the books were out of place.

"You put those books right back where Grammy had them," she ordered that

Labor Day week-end Saturday.

"Later."

"We have to eat," she said.

"We always eat in the damn kitchen anyhow."

"And don't you start in swearing. I won't have it."

She pushed on the door to the north bedroom and hollered "Martin!" Daddy

mumbled something, like he'd been sleeping and Summer woke him up. My own

opinion is that he was awake all along, but I don't really know.

"You been letting this girl run wild like trash down in that city?"

"Now, Summer," was all Daddy could think of to say.
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"She's swearing like a trooper and defying me. Won't do what she's told."

Back she came to me, all five-foot-two of her steaming across Grammy's old

carpet with the rose medallions fading around the edges. "I said to put those books

back, and I meant to put those books back. You got no right to use them anyhow."

"Grammy wouldn't care if I took and kept them."

"Put them back."

"Now, Summer," Daddy said again-

"This minute," she said.

"Later's good enough." I was looking at the oak parquet pattern under my

feet in the dining room.

Summer picked up The Prairie and grabbed a fistful of pages. The pages

were old: The glue on the bindings had rotted. Two pages fluttered down to

the floor. There they lay on the oak parquet that Grandpa laid when he came

home from World War II. The paper was brittle; little crumbs of it settled on

Summer's clothes.

"Put the rest away where Mother had them." She gripped the covers of The

Prairie and twisted them, trying to tear the book in half. Nothing happened. "Do

it now, or I rip them to shreds, starting with this one."

I didn't mean to smile. Truthfully, I kept looking at the floor and half believ

ing that Summer would go away, just disappear, if I could only stare hard enough.

But Summer couldn't tear that book. Page by page, she could destroy it, but the
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book was too tough to be torn in half. Her anger wasn't near enough; she was

small and weak, and the book was winning.

"I don't like The Prairie anyway," I said. And the smile bubbled at the cor

ners of my mouth and wouldn't stay inside.

God knows she wasn't about to see me cry. The Famous Bobby wouldn't

cry ... unless somebody she liked was there to comfort her, somebody like a horse

or an old Navajo that she met up with in the desert.

Junior Bradley went to see a movie about an old singer, Jim Morrison, after

his Uncle Day told him that Jim Morrison was the devil in leather pants, and that

he and The Doors corrupted an entire generation during the VietNam War. Day

talked about how women only went to see The Doors because they knew Jim

Morrison wore leather pants with no underwear. Junior said it wasn't that way at

all, that Morrison knew about Navajo medicine men, and knew the stuff that

Indians know that white people will never understand.

"They're your books," I told Summer. "Yours and Uncle Mike's. Go ahead

and rip them all to hell if you want to."

"Martin!"

Daddy came out of the bedroom, smoothing his hair. I don't know why he

bothered. His hair was thinning on top and it looked as if all the color was leach

ing away. He wasn't gray yet, but he was pale in the hair. I never knew anybody
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else that got pale in the hair as he got older. "I'll have to wear one of your brother's

shirts to the funeral," Daddy said.

Summer was looking daggers at me. "Get out of this house," she said. "Go on.

Get!" She came after me waving Fenimore Cooper like a war club above her head.

Which is how I wound up in Day Bradley's backyard with my back resting

up against what used to be a carriage barn, talking to the Bathtub Virgin. Day's

car was gone. I was tired after walking all the way overstreet from the farmhouse.

For some reason, I felt like seeing Junie - and I did see him, up the Schroon

Lake road, horsing around with Luanne Cunningham out back of the Wells House.

He kept snapping her bra strap, and she kept screaming and running back for

more. They caught my eye because three men ran out of the Wells House tap

room and cheered and yelled and pounded on the porch railing. Luanne gave them

the finger; Junie took a bow.

Luanne's mother raised her on the county because her father took off and

joined the Navy right after she was born. Nobody expected Luanne to act any

better than she did.

I wondered what Jef was doing at the Duke's Oak Theater in Cooperstown.

If Junie lent me some change, I could call Jef, if I had a number.

When the sun started to drop behind the Wells House, the Virgin looked a

little pink in the face, as if she'd been off somewhere and had to run like hell to

jump back on her pedestal before dark.
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"I never meant to have a baby," I told her.

I could have sworn she said, "Nobody believed me either." Resting my head

on my knees, I watched her face. Whoever made her forgot to paint any color in

her eyes. Up close; she looked as if she might be concentrating. If you backed

off a little, she just looked a little dumb.

"Believe you? Oh, yeah," I said. "Joseph figured he was getting damaged

goods, right? Until God or somebody forced him to swallow that bit about the

Immaculate Conception?"

"Your mother will get over it," the Bathtub Virgin said. "Joseph did."

"Pardon me, but I don't think I'm about to give birth to Jesus."

A little breeze tickled across the yard. It made no difference to the Virgin:

The half-bathtub that formed her holy grotto protected her from the elements.

In the winter, Day had a piece of plexiglass that exactly fitted the opening of

the tub. He made a big ceremony out of closing the Virgin in every fall, sur

rounding her with a mess of plastic roses and screwing the plexiglass tight to

the tub. All through the cold months, Mary stood in the Bradley yard in per

petual summer. Endless Summer, like the California surfers the Beach Boys

used to sing about.

"Nope," she said. "Jesus has been done. First by me, and then by Magdalene.

You'll have to come up with your own excuse. Anyway, I happen to know your

baby will be a girl."
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"Maybe it's time for a girl savior." The Virgin kept quiet on that one. "The

old Indians thought the world was made by Sky Woman, you know."

Yawning, the Virgin rubbed her blank eyes. "Sky Woman is some ancestor

of mine, great-grandmother or great-aunt or something." She shook her robes;

dust flew until I sneezed. "God bless you," she said.

"Thank you."

"Anyway, can you swallow that tale about Father Sky uprooting a tree and

Sky Woman falling through the hole in the clouds and all the birds holding her

up and guiding her down to land on a turtle's back?"

"I ... "

"And that stuff about the muskrats diving down and dredging up earth off

the sea bottom until they made the world on the turtle's back?"

The Queen of Heaven lifted her foot off the world. All those garden shop

statues show her standing on a little planet Earth. For a second, I was dizzy. I

was afraid the world might roll away. It didn't.

"Do you buy all that guff about Adam and Eve?" I asked her. "Do you think

a snake could talk?"

She smirked. "What happens if the turtle dies?"

"How do we know Mick Jagger's not the Anti-Christ?"

"Holy cow," she said. "If Charles Manson couldn't pull off the Anti-Christ,

nobody ever will."
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"You think I could maybe sneak back up to Corrine's and sleep in Roger's

room? Summer probably didn't tell Corrine that I'm thrown out."

"Roger's on his way home for the funeral," she said. "Anyway, your mother

will get over it. Just go back to the farm. Mothers always get over it when their

kids turn out to be a disappointment."

The shadow of the carriage barn reached out and covered me. I shivered.

"Was Jesus a disappointment?" I asked.

"I wouldn't have minded a Pharisee in the family."

"If you're related to Sky Woman, are you kin to Kateri too?"

The Blessed Virgin made a face. "Poor Kateri," she said. "She was only doing

what a lot of women do, looking for somebody to take care of her. The Jesuits

made it sound like Jesus would stand in place of a husband - or at least a brother

or something."

"So," I said, "what are we supposed to believe? I mean, does Jesus still lis-

ten to you?"

"Do you have a television set?"

"You asked Jesus to make Daddy buy us a t.v.?" When I was a kid, I used

to pray all the time for a t.v., but it never dawned on me that anybody heard.

"See what I mean?"
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"I think I should go to Corrine's." I began to wish I had a sweater. When the

sun goes down in the mountains, you'd think it was fall. In Utica, the heat stayed

around all night because the pavement kept it stored and released it after dark.

"You could go down to Angel in the Black Bear," the Virgin said.

"I'm supposed to stay out of the Black Bear. Summer thinks Angel's a bad

influence."

The Virgin crossed her hands over her heart and inclined her head in that

classic humble-Virgin pose you see a lot on Christmas cards. "It's just as well,"

she said. "You can't drink when you're having a baby, anyway."

"People act like this baby is some kind of punishment," I said. "And Summer

hates me."

"So tell her you don't know what came over you."

"Summer won't buy that in a million years."

"Why not? Joseph bought it."

"You mean you.... "

"I was a little confused at the time."

"So what would happen if I went Native and started believing in Sky Woman?'

"Kateri believed in Me." She looked a little nervous at that. I started look-

ing for an uncut blade of grass. It wasn't easy to find one; Day Bradley thought

it was sacrilegious not to keep the Virgin mowed clear, but he gave the clipping

beside the carriage barn to Junior, and Junior never was too careful. I found a
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wide blade, the kind that's sticky on one side and grainy on the other, and stretched

it between my thumbs. When I blew into the space left where my thumbs curved

in before the knuckle, I got a long, clear blast the first time.

"Is it true," I asked, "that Kateri whipped herself and starved for God?"

The Virgin looked up to see if God was listening. "It just goes to show you,"

she whispered, "that the white man never invented manic depression. Thomas

Edison can't take credit for everything."

"What's manic depression?" The only time I ever heard about manic depres

sion, Father Jacqueway was telling us from the pulpit that Saint Theresa had a

case of it.

"It's an infestation of the holy spirit. Or a mental illness. It depends on whether

you believe Thomas Aquinas or Dr. Joyce Brothers."

"Hey." I let loose on the blade of grass again. I got a sound, but it was more

of a sputter. The blade goes a little limp after you use it once. "I get Dr. Joyce

on my radio in Utica." Looking for another grass whistle, I found a four-leaf

clover. Usually, Summer was the only one who could find lucky clovers. Daddy

said she had Indian tracker's eyes. "You ever hear Joyce Brothers when she talks

about those sex change operations?"

"Mr. Bradley turns the radio off when that kind of show comes on," the Virgin

said. "He thinks Junior's at an impressionable age and he doesn't want him influ-

enced to wear dresses."
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"So, who's your favorite country singer?"

"What's an Indian doing listening to cowboy music?"

"Summer says we're not really Indian anyway."

"That girl singer Madonna - she has a nice name."

"Is Jesus really coming back?" If I could get some information about the

Last Judgement, Father Jacqueway would be interested.

"He's been back a few times," the Virgin said, "but He never wants to stay.

He was Jimi Hendrix for a while, and He did a little time as drummer for Led

Zeppelin. He thought about jumping in as Michael Jackson, but then He got dis

tracted by somebody making a novena for AIDS relief - asking for a cure or

something. I tell Him He never sticks to anything."

"How about the Holy Spirit? Does He ever take your side?"

"Ab ... Roberta..."

"Call me Bobby."

The way the Virgin squinted at me, I thought she must need glasses. Or maybe

just pupils and irises in her eyes. "Bobby. That's a little silly in your condition,

isn't it?"

"So about the Holy Spirit?" Why is having a baby supposed to be a condi

tion? Eczema is a condition. Conditions never go away. Babies do."

"I know, Roberta, that you Catholics and Protestants make a big deal about

the Trinity - one God in Three Persons, or Three Persons, period." She lowered
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her voice again. 1 had to sit up close to the tub to hear her. "Let me tell you,

that's all just words. Read your quark theory: It's much closer to what the Hindus

and the Buddhists had in mind than to old-fashioned physics. Not that you can

credit that Hindu stuff about sacred cows. Nobody's perfect."

"Could you tell me," 1 asked her, "about that Third Promise of Fatima? Lots

of people think it means the world is going to end, or something." 1 had to curl

up and hug my knees; 1 really needed a sweater. "You know, 1 wouldn't make a

big deal about having this baby if 1 knew somebody was going to drop the bomb

or something."

"Some people," the Virgin said, "spread rumors. They just want to get out

of owing money. Or having babies."

Before Junie spoke to me, the smell of his cigarette filled my head.

"What did you say about money?" he was asking. "I don't got any money."

"Nothing."

"Your mother's down on the street. She's driving the pick-up."

When 1 stood up, 1 had grass stains on my shorts and marks all up and down

my legs. "MJ says Luanne Cunningham's dumber than all get out," I said.

He butted his cigarette on the Virgin's bare foot. "MJ reads dictionaries in

the bathroom stalls at school."

"How do you know what goes on the girls' room?"
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He winked. "You feel like driving someplace later?" I asked. I heard the horn

on Daddy's pick-up; Junie must have told Summer where I was.

"I got a license now," he said. "Can't drive at night any more. It's a junior

operator's license."

"Screw you."

"You talk to yourself." He laughed and lifted the Virgin off the piece of

cement building block she stood on. Summer blew the horn again. Junie reached

behind the cement block and found a plastic baggie full of green. "Home grown,"

he said. He offered the bag to me. "They tell me the Indians used to use this shit

for labor pains."

Even now, when I think of Summer - even with Summer lying like half of

herself in a hospital cage of a bed with fifty-odd years worth of junk clogging

her arteries - even now, I think of the way my stomach used to drop when I

saw her. Summer was always the end of things. She knew things before other

people did, sensed lies before people knew they were lying.

"What are you doing hanging around Bradleys' yard?" she asked. "Why do

you go out of your way to drag the family name through the mud? Your father's

family was related to the Kings of England. Did you know that? And look at

you." She did a U-turn in the middle of Route 9 and gunned the pick-up south.

No cops in Pottersville, only game wardens. People generally do what they want.

That's why they stay there where there's not much work and blessed little money.
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"But you said 1 couldn't go home."

"I never did."

So 1 didn't take Junie's dope. With Summer around, 1 was crazy anyway, and

Summer would have said 1 had enough that belonged to Junie already.
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CHAPTER 19

Women always whisper at a wake.

I had Deerslayer with me when Angel picked me up at the farmhouse.

"You'd better send Bobby with me," Angel told Summer when we stopped

at the Black Bear after church that morning. "You're liable to lose your temper."

"If she can't act right at a wake," Summer said, "she can just stop living

under my roof."

"No need to get all het up and excited." Angel sloshed some Scotch into her

coffee. Summer covered the mouth of her own cup. I had warm orange juice left

over from Saturday night's screwdrivers. "Let her ride with me is all."

I must have yawned, because Angel touched my hair and said somebody

looked like needing a nap before the wake. They were holding it from seven to

nine in the evening to catch anybody that worked the dinner hour up to Beatnells'.

"Couldn't sleep," I said. "Not after Ed Kelly came to get Grammy. First he

made all this noise, and then they were reading the will out loud ..."

"What?" Summer almost fell sidewise off her stool. Angel stood up straight

behind the bar.

"The noise?" If I was fifteen, I still liked to make a racket slurping my straw

when I finished a drink. I did it loud enough to drown out the Methodists' church

bells - and they were only ringing from across the road.
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"Stop that with the straw Roberta. What a godawful noise," Summer said.

"Say that again about the will. What about them reading the will?"

"Now, Summer." Angel sipped slowly at her coffee and Scotch.

"That whiskey stinks like perfume," I said.

Angel blew a wisp of coffee steam my way. "There was a movie once," she

said, "before you were born. Elizabeth Taylor. Butterfield 8, I think. She brushed

her teeth with Scotch. You remember that, Summer?"

"Are you sure it was the will? And they read it?"

"Out loud," I said. I was afraid of the smile on Summer's face. She had some

thing on Aunt Corrine and Uncle Mike and I'll swear she was happy about it.

Turning to an empty page in the book I wrote in my head, I made a note

to remember another truth: Poor people live hard, and sometimes being right is

the only fun they get. That's why poor people are so happy to catch other peo

ple in the wrong. Anybody looking for a test can try parking in a handicapped

spot at the supermarket. Somebody will holler, and, nine times out of ten, that

person will be driving a clunker with half a paint job and wearing something

near to rags.

"Out loud," I said again. "They took turns reading out loud. I heard all the

parts about being of sound mind and all that."

"Shut up, Angel." Summer looked daggers. Angel's mouth clamped shut.

"What they did was against the law."
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"It's not as if we don't already know who's in the will," Angel said. She

ducked down behind the bar. When she stood up again, she was holding a pint

bottle without a label. "The good stuff," she said. Into the sink with the coffee

and Scotch; Angel poured fresh coffee and larded it with 'shine. "Martin's not

the only one who can smell out good booze." Angel held out the bottle. Summer

shook her head.

"But they can't do that." Summer might have been going to cry for once in

her life - no matter if her enemies saw her weak. Never me. The Famous Bobby

cried once, after feeding starving children on an island in the middle of the

Bermuda Triangle. Bobby came and went in the Bermuda Triangle with no fear

of being taken away. One time when I was little, Daddy was gone on a hunting

trip a whole week-end. Summer and I got talking about stuff that's impossible to

believe. "You ever notice how these aliens or whatever they are only want white

people? In the paper, it's always white people that say they got kidnapped by fly

ing saucers. They think everybody wants them."

"At least I think it was the will they were reading," I said. "It sounded like

a will."

Angel flipped her hair. Stray strands fell across her cheek. "Mother didn't

have anything that we don't know about," she said. "Mike likes to think he's in

control. That's all."

"I think it was the will..."
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Summer rounded on me like a shooter keeping his muzzle ahead of a pheas

ant's rise. "You don't think," she said. "You have no rights nor opinions nor

nothing."

That's when Angel said, "You'd better send Bobby with me. You're liable

to lose your temper with her."

Summer went off walking someplace after we drove back to the farmhouse

at lunchtime. Daddy worked all afternoon changing the air filter on the truck and

fiddling with the carburetor; he knew he wouldn't have the use of Grampa's tools

much longer.

"Let that be a lesson," Angel said when she picked me up for the wake.

"Never repeat gossip."

"But it's not gossip, is it, if you were there?"

"Remember all those dogs."

Angel got the dog stuff from an old story of Grammy's about Indians and

their dogs. Early that afternoon, I thought about the dogs myself when I got around

to wishing I hadn't said anything about Mike and Corrine and the will. Deerslayer

was dull, and the sun on the barn roof gave a weight to the air in the loft. There

was a syrupy feel to it, and the old wood gave off a sweetish odor. I made a pil

low out of an old sweatshirt I used to keep up there and tried to sleep, but I kept

on seeing dogs without tails when I closed my eyes, or dogs with the wrong tails,

or dogs around a fire in a circle.
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Grammy used to have this saying: "A poor man has a dog," she would say

when I begged Summer and Daddy for a puppy. "And a damn poor man has two."

And then she would tell me the gossip story.

It came, she said, from her father. Or from Grampa's father. For sure, the

story started a long time ago, back when Mohawks lived in longhouses with the

rest of their clans and dogs had the power of speech, only human beings didn't

know it yet. So the humans went ahead and acted any old way they wanted to

when the dogs were around, never realizing that the dogs heard everything and

understood every last word. Every night, the dogs would wait until the Indians

were asleep. When the longhouse was dead silent, the dogs would sneak away to

a clearing in the forest that only they knew about. As each dog came into the

clearing, he would take off his tail and hang it on a branch of a big pine at the

edge of the woods.

Sitting in a circle around their own council fire, the dogs would repeat what

they had heard in the village all day:

"Hey, guess what my master said about yours."

"Oh, yeah? Well, my master said ... "

For half the night, they would talk and laugh, mocking the humans who fed

them the bones of every kill and gave them places beside the fire at night. As

morning came on, each dog would take his tail from the tree and put it on again

before trotting back to the village. They would creep up to their sleeping mas-
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ters and whisper scandal and slander into every ear before they lay back down at

the firesides to sleep and twitch as if they had been dreaming all night long. And

the Mohawks were forever at each other's throats without really knowing why.

Finally, one man discovered the dogs' troublemaking. A toothache woke the

man in the small hours, but he stayed rolled up in his bearskin to avoid disturb

ing his wife. When his dog came back from the midnight council fire, he filled

the man's ear full of village gossip as usual, never knowing that the man was

awake. Morning came; the master called a council of his own kind. Before he

would speak, he got the other men to help him shoo all the dogs out of the long

house. The master told the people how the dogs caused trouble, and the people

decided to teach the dogs a lesson once and for all.

That night, the whole village lay awake, faking sleep to fool the dogs. In the

wee hours, the dogs left, as usual. After waiting until the dogs were well on their

way, the Mohawks got out of bed, tracked the dogs to their clearing, and sur

rounded it. They listened. When the dogs were concentrating on the day's doings,

the chief gave a signal, and all the people jumped out of the brush and ran at the

dogs, yelling and scolding them.

Naturally, the dogs scattered and ran. In the confusion, they grabbed at the

pine branches for any old tail they could reach. I asked Grammy once why they

didn't just forget about their tails and run. She said Grampa never felt really

dressed without his wristwatch, and dogs must not feel dressed without their tails.
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Especially in Utica, I sometimes see weird-looking mutts whose tails don't match

the rest of their bodies. Whenever that happens, I think of Grammy's story, even

though I know those dogs look the way they do because their mothers were strays

mating with other strays down by Abe Nathan's junkyard out back of the high

way toll booth.

And Grammy said that dogs stopped speaking forever on that night. They

can still understand human speech; look into a dog's eyes anytime while you

speak to him and you'll see that. But they have no more power of speech, and

that means they can't spread division with their loose talk.

When Summer didn't come and didn't come to Grammy's wake, I wished I

had been born a dog.

Women talk at a wake. They hug the air around the family of the dead, and

they say the Rosary - We believe in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven

and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, Our Lord - and then they settle down

in a circle of the undertaker's folding chairs in front of the casket, and they talk:

"Nice sweater. Knit it yourself, did you?"

"Mother did, you know, the winter after Dad died, when she didn't have

much to do. It's a wonder she could move at all with her arthritis."

" ... three cups of flour and a half a cup of that dried fruit. .. "

"Father Jacqueway give her the last rights back when she was so bad there,

first of the month that was, I guess ... "
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"I remember when you and Summer was just little bits of things, Angel,

walking overstreet with your mother every afternoon to get the mail."

"That one over there? Summer's girl, Roberta, that is. Must be ... oh ...

fifteen/sixteen by now."

"And you need a lot of milk, maybe five cups total."

"I thought Summer might be up with Barbara Beatnell, but look, there's

Barbara just comin' in now with Eva - just the two of them. Don't Barbara

always have Eva done up nice?"

"Mike's lookin' for a used pickup."

"Now, Peg said she heard Father lacqueway won't confirm the kids that

skipped more than two of those classes they have on Sunday nights."

"Four eggs."

"Nothing expensive, but all just as clean ..."

"We'd hang onto the farmhouse if we didn't need the money."

"Summer? Heaven only knows. Her own mother's wake, you'd think she'd

make an effort."

"Is it nine o'clock yet?"

And all the time, the men walked around, in and out, smoking and whisper

ing. Some came in and left right away, without ever speaking to anybody. The

viewing room was warm, and the smell of flowers like a sickness, after a while.
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I found a spot in the hallway and sat on the floor to read Deerslayer. Summer

didn't come, and didn't come.

Daddy drove me to the farmhouse. "This is all for barbarians," Daddy said.

"Standin' around a dead body talkin'. It's got nothin' to do with the dead, and

every- damn-thing to do with the living. When I go, Roberta, you tell them I want

to be cremated and have it over with, once and for all. None of this open casket.

Savage, that's all it is."

When the time came, and Daddy was gone, I never said a word about cre

mation. I'd have seen fire in all my dreams if I had sent my father into one.

"One day, they'll find me," Daddy said. "It'll look like an accident cleaning

a gun. When it's time to go, I'll go. None of this hanging around, none of these

machines. That's not living. An animal, when it's time to die, he just goes away."

I sat in my room looking out over the red tin roof at the woods. No use shin

ning down the porch column: Daddy was waiting up for Summer. And he wasn't

drinking. He was all ears like he used to be back in his hunting days, when noth

ing got by him unless he meant for it to do so.
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CHAPTER 20

Come to think of it, there was one girl I knew halfway well in Utica. We

went through school together until the eleventh grade. We were the only ones

who moved to the district at the end of grade school; everybody else in our class

had been together since kindergarten. They didn't know we were alive.

We stopped being friends in eleventh grade because that was the school year

after Grammy died, and the girl said I changed so much over the summer that

she never knew what I would do from one minute to the next. "You're not act-

ing like yourself," she said.

Not having her around was a relief. She wouldn't have understood about the

screwdrivers-to-go up in Pottersville, or about the beer I drank at the redhead's

house back in Utica that December. She never would have figured out why I went

in the redhead's above-ground pool one night - in my clothes - ducking under

the winter cover and getting bumped by all the tires floating around to make the

water hold the sides of the pool in place after it froze and contracted. The red

head went in with me. After we came out of the water, I wrapped up in a towel

and called Jef to pick me up before Mama Redhead got home from her date. I

threw on one of Jef's old sweatshirts that he passed to me out his bedroom win

dow, and that got me by Summer and Daddy. Jef even made up a story to explain

my wet hair: Lawn sprinklers outside St. Stanislaus' Church. Everybody in town
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talked about Father Urbanski's obsession with the church lawn. Daddy said the

story over at the brewery was that Urbanski watered every evening until it got

cold enough to turn the spray to hail before it hit the ground.

Anyway, Lois was the name of the girl I knew in Utica - blonde hair, blue

eyes, and a sad mouth. Whenever I saw her after we stopped being friends, she

was with her father. They were alike, the two of them, skinny and a little damp

and the father worshipped the ground his Lois walked on, but nobody else ever

did. While I knew her, no boy looked twice at her, and the last I heard, she was

a supervisor at the telephone company in Utica, bowling in the singles' league at

the Pin-O-Rama nights. I was sorry I didn't keep Lois for a friend, but I wouldn't

have been Lois for all the tea in China.

The point is, I knew a lot of women, but none of them were small and dark

and smart and mean like Summer.

By the time I smelled smoke, Daddy was out and gone, wetting down the

barn with Grammy's flower garden hose to damp down sparks from the burning

meadow. In my nightgown, I ran for the porch, and even a fire that close couldn't

make me forget the dry smoothness of the flagstones under my feet, still warm

in memory of daytime.

On the road, sirens wailed closer every second until the fat little pumper truck

with Pottersville Fire Company, Engine Company 1 on the side pulled into the

driveway and Floreida Knowles' husband ran across Route 9 to the pond with
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the siphon. Uncle Mike came in his car with the blue light flashing. He and the

Methodist minister ran the hose around the barn and up the hill. I heard the

preacher ask "Just a grass fire, is it?" Uncle Mike answered him, but I couldn't

make out Mike's words. Along the road, cars stopped and parked so the passen

gers could watch the volunteers put the fire out.

Little flames shivered along the ridge between the barn and deep woods,

blackening the grass and the Indian tobacco. On the air, the odor of charred sweet

ness hung like blame - not a bad odor at all. Grampa used to go on about smok

ing Indian tobacco as a cure for addiction to the cigarette kind of weed. In my

imagination, I thought I could hear ants screaming and burning, but they proba

bly dug deep and saved themselves in the soil. Filling the sky, the grinding hum

of the pumper engine, the sizzle of water on hot ground. The men had the fire

out in no time, and they hosed down the barn for extras. The pumper, the vol

unteers, the watchers - even the crickets - had stopped their noise - and it

sounded late from where I stood on the porch. Daddy came up the walk with his

shirt off, using it to wipe his face, not bothering about me at all. Summer walked

after, with Mike. Behind the big maple where they hung my swing when I was

a little girl, I bellied up to the bark and wrapped my arms around the trunk.

"Light, you bitch." It took Mike three tries before he could scrape a up flame

to light his cigarette. "That was an asshole stunt," he told Summer. "What was it

all about?"
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"You read the will," she said. "It's against the law, without all of us there to

hear it."

"Burnin' down the place. We can't either of us keep it. We can't split it up.

The will don't mean nothin' against the State of New fuckin' York."

"Reading a will's illegal without all the parties present."

Daddy was ice tinkling in a glass and a screen door slap.

"Thanks," Mike said.

"Last of the Four Roses," Daddy said. "Damn it all, Summer, missin' your

own mother's funeral. What was you up to, anyways?"

"That fire," Mike said. "We can write it up to say it was some Canuck tossin'

a live butt out the passenger-side window. Never stopped...you know."

"You burn Indian tobacco," Summer said, "you get God's attention."

"You been watchin' cowboy and Indian movies?" Mike asked.

"You been stealing from your own blood?"

"She left you the deer head in the dining room," Mike said, "and all her

clothes. Corrine's too tall to wear Mother's clothes."

Summer's voice came out strangled and wet: "Mother's clothes?" She snif

fled. If Corrine had heard that, she'd have made Summer go inside for a Kleenex.

"Aren't you, Marty, going to tell me I'll look good in mother's mocassins, or

some damn thing?"
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I stood forever, but nobody called me to go back in. The Famous Bobby

never had to bother with all that because her mother and father went away right

after she was born.

Boy Bedell came around the truck to help Uncle Mike load the last of the

equipment. "What'd she go and do?" Boy wanted to know. "She take and burn

that field after Marty cracked one a' them squaw jokes?" His voice carried up to

me clear as a bell.

Mike had Boy by the collar so fast I can't remember seeing him move. "Some

fuckin' Frenchy tourist threw a cigarette out his window." He let Boy down; I

heard Boy "oof" when his feet hit dirt. "Damn tourists," Mike said. "Come ram

min' down here out of Quebec and start a fire - they're a hundred miles away

before anybody thinks to call us."

Boy backed off a considerable distance from Mike. "Funny," he said, "a fire

up here to Shaw's, you once bein' fire chief an' all."

"How should I know where Roberta is?" Praying for Mike to start the engine,

I plopped down and let the maple roots hold me where I was. The whole town

was down there, coiling hose and listening. "You got another squaw on your

hands, Martin," Summer said. "Roberta's nothin' but another wild Indian, just

like me."

"I remember that night you come out from behind that big white pine down

by Mike's," Daddy said. "You must of been waitin' an hour for me to come
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walkin' down from the Jones boys' house up Landon Hill. You said Day wasn't

ever like me an' I believed it."

"I don't care."

"I leave you alone. Don't take that tone with me."

"What are you talking about?"

People must have been leaving. In a minute, it was all quiet and empty down

in the drive. If people were leaving, I never saw a one of them go.

"You know," Daddy said into all the silence the mountains held, "I never

said nothin', but Roberta could of been Day's baby. I mean, I just married you

and took your word."

"So, you'll never really know." Summer sounded like somebody gave her a

present. "I mean, I could say anything."

When I was a kid, I drew a picture of a wolf one time. It was the stablemate

of the Famous Bobby's horse, and it kept Bobby and the horse from ever having

to be afraid of anything. "God," I whispered into my bare knees, "I hate You for

making me hear that. You hear me? I'll hate You as long as I live. We believe in

God, the Father Almighty, Maker of Fire and Dirt." I tried to picture my wolf.

"Blueberry bushes always seem to grow where there was fire," Summer told

me once when I was sick from a handful of the green ones. There's something I

can teach the world. In the mountains, arson goeth before blueberry pancakes.

Before He made Summer, God must have sent a lot of lightening to keep the

blueberry bushes procreating in the wild.
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CHAPTER 21

They stuck me in an old black skirt of Corrine's for Grammy's funeral, and

I wore a white blouse of my own, and some pantyhose I kept up at the farmhouse

for church. It was eighty-five degrees, but MJ walked all the way from her house

to the church in black wool pants and a turtleneck sweater.

"If Grammy was the old kind of Indian," Ml said, "they'd have to bury her

in a tree."

"That's bullshit," I told her. "You're full of mullarky."

"I thought about taking her out to a tree before Ed Kelly came to get her

body that night," MJ said.

"My mother hates your mother for reading that will."

"My mother says you don't know when to keep your mouth shut." I hit her

in the stomach and she was such a wimp she cried and carried on 'till Aunt Corrine

told Daddy I was nothing but a savage and they should never have taken me to

the city at all.

Before the funeral Mass, Aunt Angel fixed the hack job MJ made when she

chopped her hair off with Grammy's old sewing shears. Angel gave her one of

those haircuts Summer called a "pixie" - short as a boy's with little feathers

lying on her face.
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At the cemetery, MJ stood around with her father, scuffling at the pile of

sand Aram Pritchey and Lucas Beatnell made when they dug the grave. Summer

and Daddy got out of church before the casket, so they were at the head of the

grave beside Father Jacqueway. Angel tried keeping MJ and me together, drove

us in her car and corralled us for a few seconds at the foot of the grave, but I

hated the smell of mothballs coming off Angel's black dress, so I backed away

like I wanted to see the family graves while I was waiting for the service to start.

Around us stood everybody we knew: Floreida Knowles and her youngest

son, the one who was six years old and weighed two hundred and thirty pounds

and had to lean against the life-sized stone angel that marked his grandfather's

grave; Day Bradley and Junior, wearing summer-weight sport jackets and look

ing at their feet; Towie and Wayne Simpson with Loretta Lynn in a backpack and

Skipper hugging his father's knees; Peg Stepson, letting Old Frost lean against

her, he wearing a new shirt Angel bought him for Grammy's burial day; Barbara

and Eva Beatnell with Eva's Grandma and two waitresses from the resort; Genius

Bump in a big Yale sweater; Luanne Cunnigham in a halter top; Boy Bedell and

his crew from the sawmill, off work, with the mill closed for the morning; Theresa

Parrot complaining to two Dogtown women that she was frazzled from all the

comb-outs she did before the Mass of Christian Burial; the Methodist preacher,

who brought the Whistles in his car because - Catholic or not - Grammy always

made pies for the Methodist rummage sale pie raffles; two families from the wcl-
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fare hotel. No Tara Whistle: Her family stood in a line, every left shoulder higher

than every right, with no Tara to break the symmetry with a straight back and a

little lipstick stolen from the Rite Aid Drugstore over in Chestertown. Mr.

Montgomery, who owned the drugstore, used to stay that Tara Whistle showed

up like clockwork, sticky- fingered, on the first of every month when Old Man

Whistle got the preacher to drive him in for his welfare check. Mr. Montgomery

figured why fight nature; he used to put out a lot of lipsticks in colors that didn't

sell and carry the thefts as a tax loss, along with all the grocery tabs that sum

mer people left without paying. Daddy used to say Mr. Montgomery was doing

Tara a favor, but I thought Tara paid for those lipsticks every time Montgomery

told the story, and he told it to every customer that would listen.

In Pottersville, the cemetery is like a lookout hill. Look east, and the whole

town sits downhill, one line of sagging frame houses on either side of Route 9,

shedding paint, strung along like beads on a string. From the Wells House and

the General Store, your eye travels past the Pottersville Garage and the Methodist

Church to the hardware store sitting just past the turn-off for the River Road.

There sits the firehouse, and the Shaeffer place, Uncle Mike's house hanging

over the little ravine, and the start of the Landon Hill Road right where the

ravine ends up. Across from Uncle Mike's, you can just make out the Whistle

place rotting under High Cliff with pansies planted inside old truck tires in the

front yard.
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From the cemetery, Pottersville doesn't look like much more than an inhab

ited gash in the mountains. On the day we put Grammy under, the air was still

and Angel's car radio kept saying the high temperature would be ninety-seven.

Trout Brook was dried to a trickle, and you couldn't hear it, as quiet as people

were. A big darning needle flashed past me, and I spent a minute watching the

colors change on its wings. The darning needle made me forget why I was there;

the flies made me remember again. Ed Kelly drove all the flowers from his par

lor and the church in the hearse and set them like overdressed women at the grave

side. Flies gravitated to the flowers, so many that they looked to be doing some

kind of organized dance in the air. Father Jacqueway waved his hands, trying to

shoo the flies away, while he waited for the altar server to settle the Mass book

and get the holy water ready.

Angel had MJ and me by the arm in a hurry when she saw Father getting

ready to start. "Your great-great grandmother gave the land for the cemetery," she

said. "That used to be her farm across from the Wells House down there, the

place that's owned by the Word of Life people now. She raised your great grand

father there alone, after her husband got drowned in a log jam up the Ausable."

The crying was MJ. MJ was like Summer: Both of them could cry without mak

ing any noise, with only a long shaking and an ache where they usually had faces.

"Your Grammy owned the land where the spring is that feeds the town its

water. You've seen that big concrete drum at the farm, just inside the edge of the
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woods out back of the old icehouse? Nobody knows how long Grammy's fam

ily held that land, and they never charged the town a red cent for any water. Not

one red cent."

"Why do they put Indian faces on money?"

"Shh!" I knew I would forget to ask Angel later, and I did forget, and I still

wonder. But Angel had her head bowed in honor of Father Jacqueway talking.

"For the Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away ... "

One time, some tourist boys took to sneaking into the graveyard late at night,

drunker than skunks, making a racket and knocking over any gravestone that would

give to their combined weight. That was only the older stones, the small, thin slabs

arched like church windows with the old-fashioned writing almost weathered away.

Uncle Mike got wind of it and said it was his job to catch the vandals, he being

the only adult male descendant of the woman who gave the land in the first place.

So he waited in the honeysuckle bushes above Trout Brook all one Saturday night.

The next day, Mike said the boys took so long to get there that they must have

been trying to catch a buzz from some cheap cooking sherry. Mike even dozed

off, but the sound of car doors slamming brought him to. One kid peed into the

bushes five feet from where Mike was sitting, and Mike couldn't do a damn thing

without giving himself away. Finally, all five got to shoving away on some dead

Bump's grave marker. They had their backsides to Mike, so all he had to do was

raise his twelve gauge to pepper all their hides with rock salt at one time.
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"Same as I'd have done to dogs in a trash barrel," he said.

The boys evidently found other ways to kill a Saturday night.

"Into Thy hands we commend the spirit of Your servant, 0 Lord."

Both my grandmothers are in that graveyard, along with both my grampas and

Aunt Angel's dead baby twin brother and, now, Daddy. When I stood there look

ing at the town, it looked to me as if the town was just leading up to the cemetery.

We all threw flowers into the grave, but Ed and his men never lowered the

casket into the grave until after everybody left.

"Summer," Corrine called on the walk back to the cars, "Roberta left some

of her things at our house - if you ...want to stop, you can get them ..."

"You go right ahead and steal Roberta's clothes," Summer told her. "It'll be

good practice for when you steal Mother's house."

That stopped the whole town cold, and nobody moved a muscle until Peg

slammed into her jeep and gunned the engine hard enough to make it take off

and fly. Angel pushed MJ into the rear seat of the jeep and me after. She slammed

the door and walked away to her own car while Peg jackrabbited off the road

shoulder and drove us straight to the Black Bear. Peg and Angel opened just for

the funeral crowd; the CLOSED signs stayed in all the windows. MJ followed

Angel around asking "What if people see the cars in the parking lot? Won't they

think the CLOSED signs are a lie?" When Angel finally said she didn't give a

hoot in Hell what the tourists thought, I made sure MJ saw me smirking.
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Uncle Mike drank 'way too much and kept it up until Peg told Corrine she'd

better take him up home before he passed out altogether. Old Man Whistle bought

his wife a Coke and went to drinking Jack Daniels and water. The Whistle kids

parked themselves on the front doorstep where everybody had to step over them

going in, but people stepped over and never paid them any mind. After Corrine

and Mike left, MJ sat on Genius Bump's lap and he let her; Junior Bradley came

along and told Genius just to loosen MJ up a little and leave her Virginitis for

him to cure.

"I'm tellin' your mother," I whispered to MJ when Genius got up to take

care of what he called "a bladder attack."

"She won't believe you," MJ said.

"She will if Junie backs me up."

"Hey, Pochahontas, don't use my name in vain." I thought about dumping

my ginger ale over Junie's head for that, but it would have seemed as if he'd won

something if I had. After I heard Father Jacqueway telling the Methodist preacher

how he put in to get transferred to St. John the Evangelist parish outside of Utica,

I took off to sit on the stoop outside Old Frost's kitchen door. Father went on

about how the Indians were going to buy back New York State with the gam

bling money from their casinos, and how all they learned out of the white man's

religion was greed. Father said he figured he wouldn't mind a parish full of Irish

lawyers and loose money for the last few years before his retirement. The preacher
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said the Indians would have had to change sooner or later because you can't go

around praying to trees in the twentieth century. Peg got a stock car race on the

t.v, over the bar and told Boy Bedell it was nice how Talledega Raceway held

this tribute to dead racers at the end of every summer season.

I had a daydream about Manitou losing his Native People to Jesus in a poker

game and Buddha making Manitou pay up. If Manitou wins a few hands, maybe

the Indians will buy back the country. If Buddha gets lucky, everybody will start

acting like Californians, riding motorcycles and getting up in the middle of the

night to burn incense.

MJ wrote me in this letter around Christmastime that Junie got so drunk after

Grammy's funeral that Peg had to pour him into the back seat of Day's Russian

Cadillac when it was time to go home. MJ only wrote because Corrine put her

up to it - or that's what Summer said. She said Corrine was shocked to death

to find out Summer was mad enough about the will to stay away at Christmas,

so she got MJ to write, thinking maybe the kids would patch things up and not

spoil the holidays. It didn't work.

I didn't see Junior leave the Black Bear that day because Daddy came screech

ing up to the stoop and said to get in the damn truck fast while he ran in and sent

Genius across to the firehouse to sound the alarm.

Pathfinder went up with the barn, along with an old Georgetown Hoyas

sweatshirt of mine and a lot of Grampa's old tools, and the lawn mower. On the
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hose, Mike was crying and cussing himself because he left the grass fire with

out double- checking for smoldering hummocks of weed grass. "I should of

fuckin' seen this comin'" he would say, and people would call out to him not

to blame himself.

"Fire hides in places where you wouldn't think to look," Peg told him.

Peg and Angel joined the volunteers after they talked with an insurance man

about restaurant fires and the age of their building. It was built back before

Grampa's war, and everybody said it was a fire trap. The men at the firehouse

ragged on them for a while, but they shut up after both women went for para

medic training in Plattsburgh. They came back and gave information sessions on

how to handle the injured without getting AIDS. Since firemen spend their win

ters cutting bleeding skiers out of car wrecks on icy roads, they knew Angel and

Peg were onto a good thing.

"Jesus," Mike said once when he was bragging to Daddy about how he never

got a full night's sleep during ski season, "these damn tourists don't get it that

you can't drive a mountain road the way you drive Times Square. We ought to

go back to haulin' them up here on ski trains, if you ask me."

Even with her hair in a crew-cut, Peg looked sharp, but never like a man.

Strange - her face, Norwegian white under soot and sweat and Grandmother

Moon. "You," she said when she saw me. "You. If we could of saved the barn,

it would only have been saving it for a buyer. Don't take on about it." Grandmother
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Moon is the one Grampa said watched out for women, and Peg wore the moon's

color in her hair, the same way Eva Beatnell did.

"You," Mike said. "Tell those boys on the pumper to watch and see there's

no red embers left to spark the trees if the wind comes up."

He didn't say "Where the hell did Summer get to" until I was all the way

around the end of the truck. I don't know why Mike didn't wait longer; he was

the one who always used to say you can't fool an Indian, we hear every damn

little thing.

Where the barn used to be, the night had a hole in it. In science class, the

teacher used to tell us how people wonder what a black hole is. I could tell them:

A black hole is an empty space trying to adjust to nothing being where some

thing used to be.

"If Marty don't take her someplace, we'll have the whole farm burned and

nothin' to show for your family livin' here all those generations." Peg used to

spit just like a man, but I don't think she ever chewed tobacco. Most likely she

just had a bad taste in her mouth every now and then.

"I don't think so," Mike said. "Anyways, we'd get the insurance money.

Jesus, Summer ought to think about how it would be if we kept the damn farm.

Not enough acreage for cattle or a cash crop. All you got to make a dollar with

is chargin' the town for the water. Who farms fuckin' water?"
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In the woods, an owl cried. The book in my head turned a page: Chapter

Next-to-Last. The Famous Bobby Dies of Trying to Be a Man Because She Makes

Herself Too Sanitary to Survive in Earth's Atmosphere. Perfection is reason enough

for ritual murder. Or maybe Bobby married an oil rancher from Oklahoma and

had to tie herself down to the house to order the servants around. Either way, she

didn't exist any more.

"Well, there's always Wacky Weed," Boy Bedell said. "Marty McClusky

wouldn't be the first man to peddle a little up-mountain deeryard grass to feed

his kid."

"You don't want to say that in front of Marty," Mike said. "Christ, he and

Summer just might sell up in Utica and buy the old farm. Money or no money,

Summer's mad enough about that will to fire the whole town over our heads."

"Goddamn Mohawk," Daddy said to Summer when the trucks were gone.

"Burn your brother at the stake and be done with it. Leave the rest of the world

alone."

Summer only sat in Grammy's rocker, rocking and staring at the cellar door.

"You'll wear the damn linoleum through. Hell, Mother, we got to go back

home sometime. I can't stay up here and out of work forever."

She burned the ground; she burned the air. She blackened the north sides of

all the trees by the barn, so no moss would grow and point the way home to lost

people. The Famous Bobby died in her fire, and Fenimore Cooper with her, and
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a forgotten bottle of Four Roses. When I lay down to sleep, I smelled fire in the

sheets and didn't trust them any more.

"You're right off your nut." Daddy's voice climbed the stairs. "They got a

name for people that start fires."

I spoke that name to the sheets: "Roberta." Daddy had it right when he used

to say I talked too much and scared the fish.

Sometimes, I write a book in my head. Before the Famous Bobby died In

the fire, she had to sit up half the night if she wanted a little privacy. So many

people liked her that she couldn't think. The only truth that came to me then was

this one: If you're so alone you think you might not even have a self, and if, in

that aloneness, you stand still and listen, the world will sound as if it's holding

its breath so you won't find it when you want to ask for help. If I hadn't said

anything about Grammy's will, life would just have been going on for all of us.
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CHAPTER 22

"You want a milkshake?"

"Too early."

Daddy and I dozed in the pick-up by the riverbank before the mist burned

off the river - early enough to see trout jump; early enough to watch the last

of the beaver swim for their lodge on the narrows upstream of Towie and

Wayne Simpson's trailer. Wayne had their pick-up packed to move the family

back to Glens Falls to winter over, must have packed it the night before and

left it for an early start. MJ said Wayne had a job working the lumberyard for

Towie's father. Maybe he had a girl there something like Tara, a tombstone

girl for his lunchtimes, while Towie watched the kids at home. Skipper had

nightmares, and Aunt Corrine said they were God's way of getting Wayne back

for cheating on his wife: As long as he played with the girlies all day, he would

get no sleep at night from his son's crying. Aunt Angel told me that was

bullshit; the boy was just upset about moving and the new baby getting so

much attention.

"Sometimes I worry about your mother." No bottle under the dash, or under

my seat, and he didn't, for once, smell anything like liquor. "Her father went

crazy before he died, you know. Could happen to her, heredity, you never know.

But she's a good, old girl."
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When Daddy talked, I couldn't answer him back, not until he'd made me too

furious for the truck cab to hold it in.

"Mohawks are crazy Indians."

It took him a few tries to light a cigarette with a match from a book that said

"Black Bear Restaurant" on the cover. Angel and Peg had boxes of them; they

left them out for the tourists to take. When Daddy's match finally flared, the whole

row of matches ignited. Daddy threw them out the window, then jumped out and

stomped on them, then carried sand in his cupped hands up from the riverbank

and covered the little black circle in the weeds.

"I could of taken off any time," he said when he dared leave his embers and get

back behind the wheel of the truck. "Your mother could of gone and lived on

some reservation somewheres, Hogansburg or off in Canada. I been through St. Regis,

people livin' in old trailers, bare-assed babies runnin' loose. You ought to see it."

The coughing started again. He hacked; I hung my head out the window. A

game: Hanging my head farther and farther out, trying to make my hair touch the

ground. It never would reach.

"Could of been you on that reservation."

"Why don't you get some whiskey?" The mist was tearing away from the

river like gauze, like a bandage pulling away from a new, wet wound.

"I'm on the wagon," he said. "Don't like it, but things go to hell too fast up

here."
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"Give me a cigarette."

"I knew you were smokin'. That Junior Bradley's no damn good, the habits

he's teachin' you."

"I never did smoke before."

He was smiling when he yanked the Camel out of its pack. "If you take it,"

he said, "you smoke it all the way down to the nub."

He figured it would make me sick enough that I'd never smoke again, but it

didn't. When I got a little dizzy and felt like stopping, I kept puffing without

drawing the smoke all the way down my throat. I held the smoke in my mouth

for a second, then let it out slow and let Daddy think I was still inhaling.

"Now-then," he said, "what's doing about this baby?"

I walked the butt all the way to the water's edge and dropped it in. It went

ssst. While I stood there and watched, the paper soaked itself transparent. I walked

back when it started to come apart.

"Don't expect your mother to raise another kid. Maybe we should of had a

boy. Boys are different, Roberta. They can fool around pretty much all they want. .. "

"They might get AIDS," I said.

"Don't interrupt. A girl fools around, she ends up bringin' home somethin'

in diapers. It's not that way for boys. That's all I meant."

"Summer..."

"Summer's off her nut anyways, with her mother dead."
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Against my forehead cool window glass forced a feeling somewhere between

a headache and relief. I had to roll up the window to keep off the clouds of gnats

that were rising into the heat. There were baby noises from Simpsons ' trailer.

Day was going to start, whether anybody liked it or not. Crickets chirped some

where, and the river shone like glass with the fish gone deep to cooler water.

If the Bathtub Virgin had cruised on by, I would have had a word or two

for her.

Holy Mary, I would have said. Flower of Heaven. Singular Vessel of Devotion

and all that crap. How the hell did you work it so hundreds of men would pay

to sing you love songs? Even Saint Patsy Cline had to sing her own. I notice you

had black hair. Did they bother you to cut it or keep after you to turn your toes

out instead of inward, and did they send you to ballet school so you might get to

be Maria Tallchief, or at least learn to walk like a duck instead of a squaw? Hail

Mary, Mother of Cod, Blessed art Thou while swimming.

How come nobody accused Jesus of being illegitimate?

The fire up at the farmhouse did terrible things to animals. "Stay away from

the barn, now," Daddy said when he went in to see about Summer. "Look at the

smoke trickle up, there. Parts of that barn's still hot."

Charred wood has patterns - layers, pages, years. It's good to look at, in a

way, if you don't mind that the wood used to hug you inside itself away from

the rain when it was a rafter.
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"Never get any money out of this place now." Before the screen door banged,

I was standing in hot shoes on a piece of the old barn door, looking at a black

rat with its eyes burned away. Wandering, I stumbled around to the little stream

that ran from one of the springs in the woods; a turtle squatted where the water

ran through a culvert under the road to the pond. Lots of turtles came through

that culvert every summer. Daddy said the eating in the brook was pretty good

with all the grass and weeds almost overgrowing the water, full of bugs and lit

tle frogs and tiny lizards. Once, Daddy caught a mess of frogs, intending to cook

up some froglegs for dinner and give Summer a night away from the stove. He

killed the frogs and strung them along a twig, then dropped them back in the

stream to keep cool until he finished hosing down the truck. When he went back

for his dinner fixings, he had nothing left but the heads. Snappers came and ate

everyone of those big frogs.

This turtle was soot-caked and miserable. It had a snapper's beaky mouth,

the mouth opening and closing, opening and closing, gobbling clean air and gasp

ing out confusion. From honeysuckle growing along the bank, I broke a twig.

Somebody once told me trees could bleed. I always looked at that as not some

thing I could help. When I waved the twig in front of the turtle, it followed the

movement with its head, and its mouth went still. Not dead yet, not dead at all.

"Daddy!" Yelling wasn't right, not with Grammy only three days dead and

Summer refusing to eat or talk to anybody. I had the idea Grammy might still be
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around somehow, keeping an eye on us and knowing we were bound to disap

point her.

"Daddy!"

Stupid to yell. In the house, he couldn't hear me.

"You can't let this turtle die, God, or I won't keep Your secret about Jesus

being born too soon."

On his way-to the car, keys rattling, there came Daddy. God must have wanted

that turtle for something after all.

"What? I got to ride to Chester, see about a headstone. Got money from Mike

and Angel before your mother went and pissed everybody off."

"Help me."

I spoke so softly, I had to believe I might not have said the words out loud.

"Help me."

A page turned in the book that kept itself going in my head. I did not feel

hot and choked; there was no shrill of teary strangulation in my voice to admit

that I hated to call Daddy over to my little danger. None of that was true. This

time, I had to find the truth alone, without the Famous Bobby to steal the lie and

ride off with it into the sunset.

My American History prof at ACC was the high priest of stolen mythology.

He especially liked to take away the comfortable lies that people tell their chil

dren in the name of comfort: "Raise your hands, everybody that still thinks George
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Washington died of pneumonia," he said on the first day of class. Then he wound

himself up telling us how old George died of syphilis. "How many people believe

Thomas Jefferson has no lineal descendants," he said another day, then told us

about Jefferson and his slave woman. Professor Michael Cree, he was, and he

told us his Sioux name, a long name that I don't remember. The city boy thought

he won my loyalty by talking about Professor Cree wasting class time with dumb

stories. Engineering school was serious, the city boy said when I talked about

Professor Cree. Not like history and English lit. The boy was older than I; I let

him have the benefit of the doubt. Raise your hand, anybody who still thinks

Crazy Horse got what he deserved.

"Turtle, huh?" Daddy prodded the turtle with his shoe. The turtle tried to

back up, but the rocks stopped it. "Time was, I used to be up here with a BB gun

on a summer afternoon, me and your Uncle Mike. We used to pump frogs full

of BB's. You can damn near fill a frog full of BB's before he dies."

While Daddy hotfooted it back to the house for an old coal shovel, I watched

the turtle try to move again. If a turtle can look dazed and out-of-it, this one did.

It would take a step, move its head back and forth, and drag itself a quarter turn

to the left - always to the left, as if the fire ruined it for being able to turn right.

Back Daddy came with the shovel. "If I can get him up on here, I can carry

him to the pond."

"Won't he drown if he's not right?"
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"Only thing you can do for him is to put him back in a place he knows."

Daddy poked at the turtle's head with the shovel. At first, the poor thing only

stared, as if he'd been knocked on the head, or maybe he just didn't care.

"Come on, come on," Daddy said, low, in the voice the priest uses before he

eats the first wafer of the Mass.

"Come on, come on." That's what the redhead said the time Daddy passed

out in the shower. It was right before I started my first year at ACe. In my-old

bedroom, I was gawking out my window. I had stopped packing clothes, sneak

ing Grammy's sweetgrass baskets under the sweaters, along with the pond rocks

I found whenever I drove back north. I had fifty-odd sweaters and didn't like to

wear anything else. Through the window, I could see Wheel of Fortune on the

neighbor's t.v. Daddy was in the shower, where he needed to be after drinking

three days of his vacation away in his room. He'd told the dispatcher down at

the brewery he was taking his vacation in the fall to get his daughter settled in

at college. The dispatcher did what they always do on the job: He took up a col

lection and gave the money to Daddy for expenses. Daddy only got Four Roses

for his money.

He passed out cold in the shower with his mouth open under the running

water. Just when I was going back to the packing because Vanna White looked

like a mime from Hell without the t.v. sound, I heard Daddy crash down. The

redhead was a lifegaurd all through high school. During Grammy's last summer,
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he used to talk to me once in a while at the city pool. When I telephoned, he ran

over and gave Daddy mouth-to- mouth resuscitation while I called the ambulance

and prayed for it to come.

I'll throw my Rosary beads down the sewer if You make Daddy die, amen.

That was my prayer.

"Live!" the redhead screamed between breaths. "Live!"

Even now, I look away when I see the redhead on the street. That winter

night, my father was naked and blue, and the redhead owns a piece of me because

of that.

The ambulance men came and took over, but there was nothing to do. Daddy

was alive because of the redhead. The ambulance men were all over him, talk

ing about what a good job he did. "Hey," he said to me on his way out, "you

want, we could have a beer sometime."

"Come on, come on. Breathe, God damn you!"

It was the curse that raised Daddy from the dead, coughing up water and

yelling because some strange kid was sitting on his legs.

The turtle finally took offense when Daddy's shovel scraped its shell. It

snapped, and Daddy slowed his thrusts until the turtle clamped down on the shovel

blade and held. Daddy lifted the shovel; that turtle hung there, looking death at

Daddy, while Daddy carried it down the meadow and over the drive, across the

road, and down the dock.
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"Set it in the shallows," I said, "in case it can't swim."

But it did swim. It let go the shovel a few seconds after the water lapped its

claws. Slow as a slug after a rainfall, it hinged its beak shut, walked forward,

pushed off paddling, and disappeared.

"Live," I said in my head, and crossed myself. "I'll hate You forever, God,

if You go and kill that turtle."

Sometimes, I take a ride north on a Sunday morning and stop at the pond.

When I see big turtles, I always pretend I recognize them as our turtle, grown

old and burned immortal in the fires of anger my mother touched off in honor of

Grammy's passing.

What a lot of curlicue vocabulary to say I opened my mouth and made my

mother set a grass fire that wound up torching a barn.

Angel picked me up and drove me to pee in a jar for Dr. Schwenke. "Call

me on Friday," Dr. Schwenke said. "We should have the results back by then."

The doctor talked to Angel all the while, not to me, and they looked at each

other over my head: If she only knew what we know now, they were thinking. It

was all over their faces. I was over my Virginitis, and they shouldn't have treated

me like a child. Virginitis: A purely emotional condition induced by the shock of

understanding that the breaking of a hymen initiates the incipient female into the

crossbearing conspiracy of humankind.
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CHAPTER 23

After Grammy died, and the turtle lived, and Corrine and Mike stopped talk

ing to Summer, and Summer went into her rocking chair shell and wouldn't come

out for anybody - after all that, a darkness fell. It wasn't any particular dark

ness, just the slightly earlier kind that sneaks up on you after Labor Day. School

started up at Pottersville Central; the bus carried Eva off before the last echo of.

Mule Skinner Blues died out over Mountain Spring Lake:

"Hey, little water boy,

Bring the buck-buck-bucket here!

Haw, haw!"

1 sneaked around our pond through the woods to hear her. The echo came

back, and Barbara laughed, and the waitresses locked all the flatware away for

the winter.

MJ went to school wearing a hat to hide her awful hair and three scapulars

under her shirt with a brand new bra Corrine bought and saved for her all sum

mer. MJ showed me the bra the night Grammy died. "I guess 1 don't really need

it yet," she said. "But 1 stopped going to gym class last spring from being the

only one still wearing undershirts in the locker room."

The Tuesday after Labor Day. No matter when New Year's Eve is, life starts

for real on the Tuesday after Labor Day. 1 went to bed with the secret Masonic
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Bible. Daddy saw me carry it out of the parlor when we were packing the house,

but he never said anything. It was full of some strange alphabet and directions for

a lot of ceremonies. I fell asleep before I found out anything good. I'll swear to

my dying day that the Glow-in-the-Dark Virgin woke me up. Anyway, I was awake

before Summer came through the door; I know that much, and not much else.

Daddy found the Glow-in-the-Dark Virgin when he was going through

Grammy's attic. He already had it in a trash bag when I convinced him that it

was sacreligious to send the Virgin to the dump.

"I'm not Day Bradley," Daddy said. "I don't need Mary- Under-Glass in my

backyard. I'd rather screw up on my own than ask a statue for help."

God knows where Grammy got the statue - maybe on one of Father

Jacqueway's bus pilgrimages to the Shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre in Montreal.

Once, Father took his pilgrims to the Kateri shrine: It was only a day trip, cheap,

and he only had to get through one decade of the Rosary each way, what with

bathroom stops and a picnic lunch at Johnson Hall in Johnstown, where a settler

from Ireland kept a white wife upstairs and lived with his Mohawk lover on the

first floor. Half the north country is descended from those Indian Johnsons. Nobody

remembers what happened to the white lady and her kids.

Grammy couldn't go on the trip to the Kateri Shrine, but Corrine went and

said it was 'way overrated. That was the year MJ was a fifth grader. Corrine was

always saying MJ was "highly impressionable," but Corrine never noticed that MJ
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started experimenting with that holy outcast idea of hers right after Kateri's Shrine.

For a while in seventh grade, MJ only ate the Iroquois Three Sister foods- corn,

beans, and squash. She wrote me that she had to eat meat when Uncle Mike was

home, but otherwise, she could get away with her Sister foods and plain water.

At Thanksgiving that year, Summer remarked that MJ wasn't eating right.

"As long as she's eating vegetables," Corrine said, "I can't really complain too

much."

MJ and I both heard about the Three Sisters from Grammy when she was

well enough to grow her vegetable garden down between the brook and the barn.

Grammy grew her vegetables the old Mohawk way, with corn and squash plants

in the same hill and beans planted at the end of the garden. Four seeds went into

each little hole that MJ and I dug out with old teaspoons:

One for the worms,

And one for the crow;

One seed to wash away,

And one to grow.

Grammy didn't like rabbit wire; she thought it was cruel to snare rabbits in

wire that would cut but not kill. She planted marigolds to keep the rabbits off,

and she paid MJ and I a few cents to deal with the crows. We'd string twine from

little wooden posts that Grammy hammered into the earth around the edge of the

garden. From the twine, we would hang aluminum frozen-pie plates that Grammy
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saved all winter long. The pie plates were Grammy's excuse for buying Sara Lee

instead of making her own pies from scratch. "The pies aren't as good as mine,"

Grammy would say, "but the sun on those pie tins scares the crows across the

county line."

Summer pretended she didn't know a thing about gardens. In fact, after we

moved away from Theresa Parrot, Summer pretended she couldn't do her own hair.

When Theresa cut it, Summer only had it done every couple of months. In the city,

she went to a beauty parlor every week and told Daddy she didn't know how to do

the new styles by herself. Daddy must have known she was lying, because I knew

it, and I was only a kid. But he let her spend the money all the same.

MJ got too thin on the Three Sisters diet. Dr. Schwenke got hold of her and

said she'd put her in the Glens Falls Hospital and feed her intravenously if she

didn't start eating a balanced diet. "Indians always ate meat," the doctor said. "Or

what was all that damn fool deerhunting about?"

Uncle Mike and Aunt Corrine started buying milkshakes for MJ every day,

and Roger got mad because nobody fussed about him like that. If I had an older

brother, I'd have made him look after me. That way, Summer and Daddy wouldn't

have bothered to notice when I did things wrong.

That Glow-in-the-Dark Virgin stood on the dresser pointing up to God like

a green finger in the dark. "Traitor," I thought to her. "You're supposed to help

me sleep." Mary didn't have any answer to that.
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Hail Kateri, full of Grace,

Blessed art Thou among women,

And blessed is Thy fruitless womb. Jesus!

Holy Kateri, Mother of none,

Run to Canada and hide Your face.

Mirror, mirror, on the wall,

Who is the fairest One of all?

Snow White.

Hi ho, hi ho, amen.

Summer came in without saying anything. She opened the dresser and tum

bled everything on the floor - my things, Grammy's some of her own. Hoping

she was sleepwalking, I lay quiet and watched. She picked up the Virgin, hug

ging Her and humming something. That seemed to be what she was after, and

she went to the door.

"Get out," she whispered. At first, I was sure I didn't hear her right. "Get

out. Go live with hill trash and whoremasters. Go."

She watched me throw on jeans and a flannel shirt. She watched me down

the stairs, slapping my sandals to see if Daddy wouldn't hear. She watched me

out the kitchen door and stopped there, by the gun rack, to watch me down the

walk to the road. That was the second time she threw me out, and I never could

figure what it all had to do with. I wondered if Jef was home from The Duke's
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Oak Theater and back in school. Or if the redhead got big enough to tryout for

football. Or if Lois would sign me up for majorettes because she thought I had

good legs for those boots they wear.

If Daddy had left his keys in the pick-up, I'd have driven down to town. I

thought about sneaking into Corrine's. Nobody locked the cellar door down there,

and I didn't figure Corrine and Mike for having moved their bed from the attic

that soon. I could have slept 'till first light before anybody found me.

The night was as hot and steamy as any in August, but school had started.

No Eva waited for a midnight dip; no MJ lay awake to punish herself, ripe to

tease until she fell asleep in self-defense. Even the Bathtub Virgin, I thought, has

to sleep sometime.

By the Landon Hill Road at the end of the ravine, Junior Bradley and Genius

Bump sat on the hood of the Russian Cadillac. The air reeked of marijuana.

"Toke up," Junie offered.

I shook my head.

"What you doin' runnin' the roads this late?" he asked. "Shit, I remember.

You're a juicer. Here." He handed me two milkshake cups, so cold that hold

ing them made my wrists ache for a few seconds. "Old Peg spotted me a cou

ple screwdrivers- to-go," he said. "But me and Genius, here, we killed a six

pack before we started on the dope, and then we spilt another screwdriver. We've

had enough."
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"Summer tossed me out." I tried to make it sound as if I wanted to laugh at

that, but it didn't come out right. "How come you're not in bed, with school

tomorrow."

"Not goin' to school tomorrow," Junie said. "Chug-a-lug, McClusky. Attagirl."

I drank off half of one cup and came up choking. Junie and Genius laughed fit

to die. When the coughing started to feel like gagging, I bent double and spat.

"Not you either, Genius?" I asked. He looked at me hard enough for his stare

to melt his glasses. "Going to school, I mean."

Genius let out some smoke. "I'm going to Schenectady," he said. "Get an

apartment. I don't want to graduate from Pottersville School. Colleges won't take

me seriously. I hear Union will let you do your senior year of high school and

your college freshman year simultaneously." His t-shirt said Beam me up Scottie.

There s no intelligent life down here.

"Can I go?" I knew they'd say no.

"Chug, chug, chug," they chanted. The last half of the first screwdriver hit

bottom and made my stomach light up like Chernobyl.

"I'm radioactive," I said.

Junie touched my breast with his hand. "Ssst!" he hissed. "You're hot, all

right."

"Have to get her a bra made out of lead." Genius kicked his heels against

the tires and laughed at himself.
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Junie elbowed Genius. "Hey, Boy," he said. "You remember who was the

first girl in eighth grade to get boobs?"

"Luanne?" Genius tried to look bored, but he was thinking hard, remembering.

"Nope. Good old Eva Beatnell."

"Shit," Genius said. He hated being wrong. "Yeah. She had this purple sweater

from grade school that didn't fit her any more, but she wore it anyway, and you

could sec goddamn everything."..

"And Luanne got these white pants in tenth grade." Junie hopped up on the

roof of the Russian Cadillac. He leaned back and lay there, looking at the sky

and hugging himself. "You could see everything right through those pants, under

wear and everything."

"Lifeguarding was edifying," Genius said. "I always knew why when a girl

didn't go swimming."

"Off the roof." Junie laughed so hard, you'd think he made up that saying.

"Off the effin' roof."

1 thought the second screwdriver would make me puke when 1 started it. It

must have been practically clear vodka. "Chug, chug, chug," the boys singsonged.

Some of the drink dribbled down my chin. They laughed. When 1 went to mop

up my face, I belched, and that made them laugh harder. Junie curled around him

self like a baby in the womb and howled at the moon the way wolves would do

if they hadn't already been hunted to extinction in the mountains.
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I saw a light in Aunt Corrine's kitchen. Maybe, after all those nights of check

ing on Grammy, she'd forgotten how to sleep through the night.

"You know," Junie said, "if you go swimmin' with a girl that's on the rag,

you can get diseases."

"That's a load of crap," I said.

"Oh,no," Genius said. "It's incontrovertible."

"What's that, some kind of car?" Junie didn't care that nobody laughed with

him. "Joey Johnson's racing team's got a spot in the pit:' he said. "I'm gettin '

that job. Someday, I'll be racin ' my own stock Chevy."

Junie hauled a third screwdriver-to-go out through the window of the Russian

Cadillac. The liquid was gone; he only wanted to chew the ice.

"You know what they say about people that chew ice cubes," Genius said.

"What do they say about people that chew ice cubes?" Junie asked.

"That it's a sign of sexual frustration."

"Hey, Bobby McClusky, you should of seen me over to Eva's lake last Sunday.

I bet Eva I would moon the dining room, and I did, right during dinner."

"Did Barbara Beatnell see you?" I asked.

"Nope - but some old lady from Queens damn near choked on her soup,

Eva said."

"What did you bet?" Genius wanted to know.

"I bet her a kiss, and now she won't pay. You runnin' away, Bobby McClusky?"
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"No," I told him. "I'm walking." I hiccoughed, lost my balance, stumbled

into the side of the car. My bladder let go, and a warm dribble ran down my legs.

A puddle formed between my feet; I thought it would never sink into the sand.

"You better let us drop you home," Genius said. "You ever hear that old

canard about the Indian in the woods? Sometimes, I wonder... "

"Sit on this." Junie handed me a torn beach towel. "Jesus, Mary, and Joseph,

McClusky, you smell like a diaper pail. People will think I'm somebody's father

if I let you go stink up my car."

I must have shinned up the laundry porch to the roof a hundred times

before that night, coming and going with Eva. We'd been sneaking out all our

lives, ever since Daddy told us a story about crawling over his porch roof

when he was a kid, and putting his father's Jeep in neutral so he could push

it down the drive without any noise. He would start the engine after he got

out to the road.

As always, the roof was warm, and I had to watch that I didn't slice myself

open on the edges where the strips of tin sheathing overlapped. I made it on all

fours up as far as the eaves on the high part of the roof outside my room. Two

stories high above a patch of high ground that lay in perpetual shade from a flow

ering crabapple tree at the border of Grammy's yard, I stood up, feeling the weight

of the roof pitch pushing at me behind the knees, a force determined to throw me

over the edge in its own time.
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Would it take more than once, I wondered. How did Tara Whistle figure out

when she had done it enough? When I was little, I saw some Indians dance at a

fair in Lake George. They did a hoop dance for money to buy things they wanted.

I tried to dance on the roof, but moving my feet made me sway back and forth

until I had to wave my arms to catch my balance. I giggled, and the giggle turned

sour in my throat and made me feel like throwing up. I made myself stand still.

Standing there, I thought the ground was forever down. While I stared, it

started to move, coming up to meet me, then spinning back down to where it

belonged. It could have been midnight sickness, or maybe it was the screwdrivers

churning around in my stomach.

At the last, it was less a jump than a letting go. The stiffness went out of my

back, my knees buckled, my arms floated weightless, the roof went away from under

my feet. I told myself, "This should happen too fast for me to know I am afraid."

Sky Woman did not send her birds to hold me up, and Mary kept the angels

home. Only Summer came, and touched her fingers to the ebbing red that might

have been her grandchild, and smoothed my face, and closed my eyes. After that,

a sharp flash of hurt when the rescue squad lifted me into the ambulance. "Christ,

wipe her face," I heard Peg say. "Wipe it, Angel, it looks like warpaint all over

her, now."

They told me later that Dr. Schwenke's rabbit didn't die. "But," Summer said,

"one test for a first pregnancy - it could be a false negative."
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"If there isn't any baby," Daddy said, "keep your big trap shut for once. No

man wants used merchandise if he can help it."

I bit my tongue and jarred my insides when I hit. Besides a mess of bruises,

that was all.

"How you got all liquored up, I don't know," Daddy said. "Firewater." He

slapped me one, then took off to the bathroom in case one of the nurses saw him

do it. When he came back, he leaned down and whispered in my ear: "Didn't

you know I'd of come out lookin ' for you in just a little while?"

Some night when it's clear, look at Grandmother Moon until you see the

handprint on her cheek. If you can't believe there's really a Grandmother Moon,

then try to believe that the mark is Neil Armstrong's footprint, and that we now

stand clear of legend and the shadow of ignorance.
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CHAPTER 24

I work in a library now. They gave me time off for Summer's last illness, so

I haven't been there much lately. I check in returns and re-shelve them, and they're

teaching me the data entry system for what they call tracking books. Summer's

ancestors tracked deer; I track books. If I could have children, Heaven knows

what they would do.

When I applied for the job, the head librarian thought I was Spanish.

"Hola," she said. "Senorita? Or is it Senora? You look so young..." Then

she raised her voice. "CAN YOU READ THAT?" She pointed to the plaque bolted

to the wall beside the big main doors that open onto Genesee Street.

"Utica Public Library," I read. "Established A.D. - that means Anno Domini

1922. Charter trustees: Alphonsus W. Proctor..."

"I'm sorry. They send me so many unsuitable... So many who can't speak

the language. Anyway, here's an application." I remember her hands waving and

her head turning fast. "You have to speak The Language if you want to Work

With Books. Don't you agree? Where were you born, Dear?"

"Warren County," I said. "You probably never heard of the town."

"Oh, the Adirondacks. I'll bet you have French blood somewhere."

"Don't bet," I said. "You'll lose your money."
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I probably got the job because she didn't want to get reported for discrimina

tion. The Utica Public Library is An Equal Opportunity Employer. They even have

VietNam vets missing hands and feet to do the heavy cleaning after midnight.

Ready-deedy. It's a Civil Service job, so they have to give me a full-hour

lunch. The microfiche archive room is the closest thing I can find to a barn loft.

It has plaster walls and a marble floor, but the dust is the same, and it's a place

too high for anybody else to want to bother with. I don't mind the dust, and there's

a couch up there. New York State law says that any workplace employing women

has to have a lounge, a place where the women can lie down if they fall off the

roof and get cramps. I don't fall off the roof any more, but nobody at the library

knows that. They just think I'm crazy. The other women call the head librarian

a sexless bitch for selling the library an old couch from home and sticking it up

on the third floor with a lot of old, dead newspapers. They say that's not what

the law means by "a ladies' lounge."

I have the chambered nautilus fossil in my backpack, most days, and I set it

out on top of a stool with my sandwich and a bottle of iced tea from the machine

downstairs. One day, I went to work with a huge tote bag, just like all the book

check-out clerks who knit for their grandchildren when the work gets slow. Now,

I have the Glow-in-the-Dark Virgin up there. I hide her behind a broken copying

machine and only bring her out if I'm too restless to read and need someone to

talk to.
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Once, the Virgin asked me why I kept reading Fenimore Cooper over and

over again.

"Don't you ever want to read about women?" she asked. "All his books are

about men showing the nat'r of their gifts to women that don't have much to say."

"Says the Eyeless Wonder," I told her. "You're just like the Bathtub Virgin

in Day Bradley's yard - no irises in your eyes."

"You've seen those Mohawk cornhusk dolls they sell at Kateri's shrine," the

Virgin said. "They made them without faces because only the Creator can make

a face. How do you know it isn't the same with Me?"

"Because you were molded out of cheap plastic by people that didn't want

to take the time for detail."

"And maybe those old Mohawk grandmothers just wanted to get the kids out

of their hair."

"How's Jesus?" I asked her.

"Never mind about Him," she said. "He's got so much money now, He's for

gotten how the common individual has to live. He's thinking about coming back

as one of those men's poets that chant and drum, but he's not sure how he'll look

in a ponytail. What do you think?"

"Would He ever come back as a woman?"

"He doesn't know it, but He's been a woman all along," the Virgin said. "He

can't get it through His head that the price of divinity is androgyny. All irnrnor-
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tals evolve that way, sooner or later. I don't know why He doesn't remember that

when He was here as Zeus, He had all the women He could steal. Now, He could

care less. His memory can't keep up with the rate of mutation. That's all."

"You?" I whispered.

"I've been a holy transvestite for years," she said. "They wanted me on

Donahue, but I said no. There are limits to the amount of shock the average viewer

can stand."

"The Pope's letting girls on the altar," I said. "So why do You have to be an

apostle in drag?"

"I'm not all man. Don't let this throw you. After all, We've been racially

ambiguous for eons now."

"What does that mean?" I would need a lot more years in a city to under

stand the nuances of expressions like racial ambiguity. To my ears, it still sounds

like a luxury available to people who live on a bus line.

"It means you look at Me and see someone a shade off- white, like yourself.

And black girls see Me as a latter-day Saint Nefertiti, and Chinese girls think I

look like the last empress from the Forbidden City."

"If everybody sees You, why do You only talk to me?"

"Because you're crazy," she said.

I'll get around to arguing that point with her someday.
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The evolution of insanity: I even talk to characters in the books I read. Daddy

used to say my mouth was my worst enemy. He meant I sometimes used the word

"Indian," and I talked about Four Roses where Corrine could hear me. Who knows,

Charles Darwin might have said that talking to imaginary people is a step up on

the food chain from talking to real people that don't care what you say.

John Michael Montgomery sings a song - "Life's a Dance You Learn as

You Go." If I'm an Indian who never learned to dance, I'm still a white girl

with rhythm.

Pocahontas is a statue in England. If I asked the Glow- in-the-Dark Virgin,

she would probably tell me Pocahontas is turning into a warrior somewhere up

in Heaven. Kateri is nothing but a piece of paper they give away in church

vestibules after Mass. I tried reading nonfiction, but Vine DeLoria tells war sto

ries, and William Jennings thinks Indians should have invented gunpowder if they

wanted to be taken seriously. Now, I read Jane Eyre over and over. Bertha

Rochester's fire reminds me of all those Iroquois fires I learned about in school.

She was Jamaican, but I think I understand her. The Virgin says that's an over

identification with the underdog, whatever that means. She says I have to stop

thinking about what I am not. I threaten to replace the Virgin with a Hummel fig

urine once in a while, just to keep her from getting too far out of line.
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CHAPTER 25

I have nothing to die of. Summer is sick in the womb with the same cancer

that took Grammy; I lost that piece of equipment six months after I married the

city boy.

"Did you ever have a miscarriage?" the doctor asked me when I went in after

the wedding to see about birth control pills.

"Sort of." It wasn't really a lie, not if Dr. Schwenke wasn't sure about the

false negative.

"That," he said, "is like saying you're a little pregnant. Either you miscar

ried or you didn't. Did they do a D and C?"

"I mean, they think.. .1 think ... I once had a pregnancy. Once upon a time."

When the gynecologist rolled the rubber gloves off his hands, they snapped

like the gum Tara whistle used to chew. Junie swore she could sound the next

thing to a machine gun when she really got going at school. He tossed the

gloves into one of those flap-top waste containers doctors always have. "You

can get dressed now," he said. When I was in the bathroom, out of sight, he

hollered to me over the sound of running water. I suppose he was washing

his hands.

"Your uterus is immature," he said. "It never attained adult proportions, God

knows why. It's no good blaming anybody. These things happen."
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Even in my clothes, I could still feel the chill from the steel examining table

all up my back. The sterile covering didn't do a thing against the cold.

Back in the Glens Falls hospital, on that famous Tuesday after Labor Day,

the doctor closed the curtain around my bed and whispered to Summer that there

was "evidence" that I wasn't a virgin. It was impossible, he said, to know for

sure if I had ever been pregnant because of "trauma" caused by the fall.

I stayed out of school until November that year, dragging out the pain caused

by my bruises and scrapes and feral neuroses while I did homework with a tutor

the school district sent twice a week. The tutor brought me books from the school

library - I liked biographies - and I read and studied alone. I read about Edna

St. Vincent Millay and Emily Dickenson and Isak Dineson and Gertrude Stein

and Virginia Woolf. The tutor liked my compositions, and she had the idea women

writers would inspire me. When I said I'd had enough inspiration, she brought

me a biography of Molly Brant, the Mohawk woman that lived with William

Johnson downstairs in his historical monument of a house. At one point, I begged

Daddy to pay the tutor himself so I wouldn't have to go back to school. Daddy

said it was that or college, he didn't have enough money for both.

In October, when I was able to get around more easily, Summer went to work

for the brewery. Kwapiszewski was supposed to look in on me, but I wasn't

unlocking any door for that ass-pinching old goat. I didn't like the way he looked

at me when Summer ushered him into my room and spent twenty minutes explain-
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ing that I would be alone and unable to do more than move from my bed to the

couch, from the couch to the bathroom. Kwapiszewski would knock on the door

with his cane, and I would yell "I'm fine, thanks."

"All righty," he would say, every time he knocked, four or five times a day.

"All righty, dighty, then." And he would go away, and I would be quiet.

Daddy broke down that fall and bought me a tape player. Jef came with a

mess of Broadway show tapes and kept me company. In return, I helped him sew

sequins on some costumes. He got hired by a friend of his mother's to make cos

tumes for the strippers at Club XXotica on lower Genesee Street. It wasn't hard

work. Club XXotica was a nude bar. They gave up selling alcohol when the city

council said they'd block a liquor license for a nudie place. Instead of booze, the

customers had to drink juice. Nobody must have minded much; the newspaper

reported that place was packed to the rafters day and night. Each costume only

had room for ten or twelve sequins. All the fasteners were Velcro so the girls

could whip them off in a hurry. Jef made fifty dollars apiece for four costumes.

I think he was overpaid, but I kept my mouth shut because he gave me twenty

dollars for helping with the sequins.

"They did a D and C," I told the doctor.

"You've got scarring and, oh, some sort of abnormal tissue mass. Better

schedule you for surgery soonest. Joan?" The nurse called the hospital, and that

was that.
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"I'll get over it," the city boy said when I told him. Partly, I left him for not

mourning his lost progeny.

"I know what you're thinking," I screamed before I ratted out on him for

good. "That's a couple of half-breeds that won't get born. The world's better off

without them in the long run. Right?"

In the hallway, Corrine, Angel and MJ wait to see Summer one last time. The

hospital chaplain found them some folding chairs in a consulting room. It being

December, they got Mike to drive them downmountain as soon as I called to say

Summer was bad. They won't come in until I tell them she could go any time.

"We won't impose on the last of your time with her," Corrine said, backing

out of the room. I almost laughed; usually, people back away from a queen.

I don't hear the rattle yet. They tell me I'll know when it starts. Mike is stay

ing in the coffee shop until it's over.

Through the open door, Corrine's voice. I paid for Summer to have televi

sion in her room because I wanted to watch it, but I turned it off hours ago, when

night fell. What if all I remembered about Summer dying was how she went off

in the middle of The Price is Right?

"We have to live in Pottersville," Corrine says, "so I told Roger divorce is

out of the question. He can just stay down there in Washington with the rest of

the scum. He's not bringing any woman but his lawfully wedded first wife to

my house."
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"You ever hear from Peg?" MJ still sounds as if she's whining when she

talks. God stopped listening to her when she left the Convent of the Sacred Heart

before her final vows. "Has it been ten years since Grammy died?"

"Not quite." Angel's hair is cut off now, short and wavy and mostly gray. She

still looks like a model, but the older kind you see advertising silver-blue hair dye.

Or maybe she looks like a young judge; I can never decide. "Peg sent me a card

a couple weeks ago," she says. They're in Florida, she and Eva. Naples, not on

the Atlantic side where DisneyWorld is. Peg says she's sorry, but it was love."

"That's gratitude for you," Corrine says.

"Ah, she'd been looking at Eva for years. It was a matter of time."

"So you're running the Black Bear alone?"

"I'm buying Peg out. Got the papers from the lawyer this morning."

MJ clears her throat. "Day Bradley stopped me when I went to gas up the

car. Said he was thinking of driving down to see Summer."

"She wouldn't know him, not even if she was to come out of it for a minute,"

Angel says.

"Probably a blessing." Corrine looks as hard now for blessings as for blasphemy,

I'll give her that. Maybe she's finally old enough that she's scared to criticize God's

Creation all the time. "MJ, look through my purse and find that Tylenol 1brought."

"One of your headaches?" Angel wants to know. "Day Bradley hasn't been

over-well himself."
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"Not since Junior went off," MJ says. "Mother, you don't have Tylenol; you

have Motrin."

"Give me the Motrin, then. Walk back to the nurses' station and ask if 1 could

have a cup of water."

"Better yet, MJ, go to the coffee shop and order some Cokes with ice," Angel

says. Get whatever you want for yourself."

"I've got money," MJ says. "Shut your purse."

"Take it," Angel answers, "and don't say 1 never gave you anything."

"As Old Man Whistle would say."

"May he rest in peace."

MJ wears Birkenstock sandals with wool socks, even when there's a foot of

snow on the ground. The sandals squeak from soaking and drying all the time.

It's easy as falling off a log to hear her leave.

"I know what you're going to tell me," Corrine says. The older Corrine gets,

the louder she talks. She's a little deaf - has a hearing aid, but doesn't like to

wear it. Every time 1 see her with it, it reminds me of an old BeatIe song - the

one that goes "I get by with a little help from my friends." There's a line in the

song about somebody playing a solo "on the diffy." It took me years to figure out

they were singing about a "deaf aid," which must be English English for "hear

ing aid." After 1 figured out that line, 1 didn't like the song or the BeatIes any

more. 1 only listened to them on the radio in the first place because Day Bradley
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told Junie and me one time that the country started going to Hell in a handbas

ket when young people substituted the Beatles for God. Corrine thinks she's being

considerate if she shouts at people. I suppose she wishes people would do the

same for her.

Summer's arms are all bruises from IV needles and shots. On the underside of

her forearms, the skin has always been mottled with spots of light pigmentation.

Between that and the bruises, she looks like one of those lepers they talk about in

the Bible. I have the same pigmentation spots on my neck. Even in summer, I wear

turtlenecks to cover up the blotches. It's one more reason I'll never cut my hair.

When I look at Summer now, a wave of weakness passes up and down my

spine. Sometimes, I stopped believing in God when I was a kid, just because I

didn't think a conscious deity would give me a mother so short and square and

unlike a picture in Women s Day. When I was alone, I used to practice posing

like a model, smiling and wondering how a moving person could make herself

look like stopped action, like a person perpetually caught in the middle of lov

ing herself. The Famous Bobby never rescued me from women's magazines; I'll

always wonder if that was her only failing.

There were whole weeks when I couldn't look at Summer in those days,

because she didn't look like my magazine-fantasy self.

Now, Summer is big with her mother's disease, swollen with a tumor, about

to give birth to her own death. She always had a young face. In the last few years,
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she's worn her hair short; now, it wisps around her cheeks like a child's. Her face

is pinched, her lips are gray: Are people so unlovely at the last because the living

need to hate the sight of them in order to let them go? What would Alma Kelly

have to say about that? Summer's eyelids twitch, and her fingers work the sheets.

Dying looks strenuous on Summer, as uncomfortable as living must have been.

In the first of her illness, I tried to interest her in life by talking about Daddy.

"No need to bring that up," she said. "I've served my sentence." Back then, she

still had enough spit in her for bitterness.

When the nurses come to bathe her, I have to leave. After all the life we've

had, I have never seen her naked. Where the nurses must think I have no feel

ing, God knows I have too much. I remember seeing Grammy, what it did, and

how it made me afraid.

This room has the cancer smell, like Corrine and Mike's back bedroom back

in the days when life had color in it. But there are no flies, and it's always bright,

except after midnight when the head nurse dims the lights on the floor. She has

a master switch at the nurses' station. The walls are school-cafeteria green, and

chrome is everywhere, reflecting light and the pallor of people who don't know

what to say any more. From the sweet heaviness of Lysol hanging in the air comes

a dullness, like a headache. Summer has tubes running every-which-way. fluids

and air flowing, and the tumor consuming all of it like an interstellar life form

from a bad space movie.
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"Martin?" Summer says. I wonder if she's only making sure he's really gone,

that he didn't outlive her.

Corrine's voice sounds teary. "MJ's still chasing that married evangelical

Protestant Bible-banger from the Word of Life Camp, yes?"

"They're in the bar together two, three nights a week," Angel says. "He's

got women all over. Why don't you talk to MJ?"

"God knows I've talked 'till I'm blue in the face. He tells her he's out to save

her soul. Since she opened that Scientology reading room in Schroon Lake Village,

he's after her all the time. I tell her he only wants to eliminate his competition."

Angel coughs. She coughs all the time lately, like Daddy used to, and she

sounds dog-tired since Peg went off and left her. "As far as I'm concerned," she

says, "there's no damn difference between a money-grubbing evangelist and L.

Ron Hubbard. Both of them preaching the Gospel of the Almighty Dollar."

"Mike's going in for tests, you know. Next week."

"Tests?"

On Summer's face, a change. A shadow passing, a lightening. Corrine would

say she was brushed by an angel's wing.

"He's had some chest pain."

Angel coughs again. "Maybe," she says, "he'll see Junie Bradley down to

Glens Falls Hospital. They say he's transferred there to be closer, so Day can see

him once in a while."
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"Done right well for himself, hasn't he. With the racing cars, mean. Up

until this accident, anyways."

"He wasn't supposed to be in that car," Angel says. "He was taking a chance

with Quaker State's investment. They say ... " she lowers her voice until I have

to strain to hear her. " ... that he was out on some back road in Georgia, drunk as

a skunk, driving a million dollar race car with his feet, if you please. With his

behind hanging out the window, they said. His bare behind, and a sixteen-year

old girl pushing on the gas pedal for him. Celebrating his divorce."

"Damn fooL" Corrine can still cuss when the spirit moves her.

"Here's your change. It's Pepsi; they don't carry Coke."

MJ makes money hand-over-fist in her reading room. People go on vacation,

I suppose, and they use their free time to make themselves afraid of dying. A

vacation is a little like a mountaintop in that way: You get to look around at your

leisure and see where you are. Knowing they have to go back to work in just a

few days, a good many tourists drop in at MJ's for a quick read to kill their fears.

MJ writes to Genius Bump, she tells me. He's getting a Ph.D. in philosophy

from some college in Canada, still lifeguarding Poverty Beach during his sum

mers. His mother thinks he ought to grow up and get a real job before she dies

without grandchildren.

Angel drops her voice. "You talk to your cousin?" she asks.

MJ answers her, too low for me to pick up on what she says.
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"She's drifting," Angel says. "Bobby is."

"Roberta." Corrine still corrects anybody that tries to give me a nickname.

"Thought I might ask her to move up home and look after the Black Bear,

stay with me a while. What do you think, Corrine?"

"Once Summer's gone ..."

I tried to call Jef one time, but his mother would only say he hadn 't lived

home in years. After high school, he took up with some older man he met dur

ing one of his summers at Duke's Oak Theater. That man introduced him to a

woman that did sewing for a Hollywood costume designer. Jef kept moving and

moving. Finally, he got his job with the circus, making those little outfits aerial

ists wear. I wonder if he minds not singing on Broadway.

Corrine: "The older Roberta gets, the more she looks like her mother. Don't

you think, Angel?"

"When she comes in the bar, people that don't know her from Adam can

tell who she is just by looking. They all call her Marty's girl and ask to buy

her drinks."

"And she won't take them," MJ says.

"And she won't take them."

"Anyways," Corrine says, "she looks an awful lot like Summer, but thin,

with those huge green eyes. She's pretty, really. If she'd cut that hair, she'd look

like a young Elizabeth Taylor."
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Elizabeth Taylor. The year I was a senior in high school, Jef was out already

and working in a record store to pay his way at home. One night, he asked me

if I would go out with him.

"Sure," I said. "I'll pick you up. You ever going to get a driver's license,

Baby-Cakes?" I called everybody "Baby-Cakes" for a while. I thought that might

give people a way to remember me.

Jef never did learn to drive, as long as I knew him.

He had me drive him to The Seventh House, this bar across the street from

the record store.

"I want you to see somebody," he said while I parked the car. At least he

had money for the meter; I remember that. "It's a gay bar, by the way."

"I can't drink. I'm underage."

"They won't card you if you're with me."

"You're underage too."

He grabbed my hands and we held onto each other the way skaters do. Was

that prophetic? Now that I think of it, maybe. Maybe he was always skating

toward a life, and maybe I was always falling.

"I eat lunch here," he said. "They let me have what I want."

He sang Follow the Yellow Brick Road, and we danced like the Munchkins

in The Wizard of Oz all the way down the street to the bar.
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"If ever a whiz of a Wiz there was,

The Wizard of Oz is one because,

Because, because, because, because, because...

Because of the wonderful things he does!

We're off to see the Wizard,

The wonderful Wizard of Oz."

"Really," he said, when he had me settled at a corner table with a Coke, "I

brought you here because I want you to see somebody."

"Who?" I tried to look interested. All around the room, people were staring

at us, mostly at me, men looking daggers at me, for sitting with Jef, I suppose.

Jef stared them down; I'll give him that.

"There's this guy that comes in here all the time. He's a dead ringer for

Elizabeth Taylor. What 'till you see. Everybody's in love with him."

"A guy that looks like Elizabeth Taylor."

"You won't believe it. Watch, now, this will be the night he won't come, now

that I brought you here."

"My father will kill me if he hears I was in a bar."

"I won't tell if you won't."

But Daddy had taken to following me around that year. When I went out

with a boy, I'd get home to find Daddy sitting in the kitchen in the dark, with a

beer. "What was going on at that house?" he'd say. Or, "I thought you said you
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didn't want to go ice skating." 1 told him I couldn't wait to graduate and get away

from home. He never believed a word 1 said.

It was eleven o'clock before the boy that looked like Elizabeth Taylor got to

The Seventh House. People had stopped staring at Jef and me by then. It was a

cool night, early spring, the time when you can still see patches of snow in vacant

lots. People were coming and going; the door was opening and closing. I sat there

freezing and wishing I was home in bed.

Daddy knew, of course. He never said a word when 1 got in at half-past mid

night. But the next morning, he hauled me out of bed at six. "Come on," he said.

"You want to stay out half the night, you can take a ride with me."

He got on the Thruway going west, and he drove damn near as far as Syracuse.

Then, he got off on some back road. He knew all the back roads from delivering

beer to bars that squatted at the ass-end of nowhere - or at least that's what he

said. Finally, we passed a sign that said "Now Entering Onondaga Nation Reserve."

He drove up a dirt road and parked fifty yards or so beyond a trailer with two

dead pick-ups rusting in the yard.

"Want a milkshake?" he asked.

"Who are you kidding?" was all 1 could think of to answer that.

"I saw when you came in last night," he said. "You were beered-up..."

"Pretty funny, considering all 1 had was Coke."

Out came the Four Roses from under the seat.
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"I'm missing church," I said. "Summer know where we are?"

"Summer," he said. "Now there's good, old girl if ever I saw one."

He drank and offered me the bottle. I pushed it away.

"Indians," I told him, "lack the enzyme to properly absorb alcohol. It acts

like poison in the system. We learned that in tenth-year biology."

"You know," he said, "I'm tryin' to get you to avoid the mistakes I've made.

What's it going to get you, hangin ' around with this Jef? He's a fairy if I ever

saw one."

"And Mark was a deadbeat and Peter was only after one thing until he could

find some little blonde cheerleader and settle down, and the less said about Junior

Bradley, the better. That's what you told me."

"I'm tryin' to give you the benefit of my experience. I was a boy. I know

how boys are."

"Is your life that bad?"

"Don't get me wrong." He drank again. "Summer's a good, old girl. But if

I had it to do over. . .1 don't know."

"What don't you know?" A feeling of suffocation: I remember wishing I

could smash the truck window just to breathe. But I didn't crank it down, God

knows why.

"I could of had lots of women."
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"Why didn't you?" If there were Indians in that trailer, they must have thought

we were having a lovers' quarrel, my father and myself, he drinking, both of us

sitting where we didn't belong in a dusty pick-up truck on a Sunday morning.

"Well, we'd been doin' things you shouldn't do before you're married."

"And you thought I was Day Bradley's daughter."

"No," he said. "No. Sometimes I say things..."

"You could leave us, Summer and me."

He looked long out his window, patted the pack of Camels in his pocket,

raised his bottle and set it back, without drinking, between his legs on the seat.

"I'm only livin' to see you graduated from school," he said. "I'm worth more

dead than alive, at this point. Got a few years before they retire me down to the

brew-house. You'd have the insurance."

Somebody let an old dog out of the trailer. Just like the dogs in Grammy's

story, it wore a tail that didn't match the rest of its body, a yellow-y tail where

its body was setter-red. The poor thing was gray in the muzzle and limping. It

saw us, or it blinked in our direction. Maybe it couldn't see anything at all.

"Don't talk that stuff," I said.

"Oh, Summer don't care. Someday, they'll find me where I drove my car off

a bridge or something. Come to that, I still got a hand-gun. Your mother's peo

ple, now, they would of left an old person when he wasn't any more use, just left

him out for the wolves to eat and gone about their business." The dog wormed
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its way under the trailer steps and lay on its side. I wanted to get it and take it

away with me. "Maybe the Indians had the right idea."

Corrine is wrong. I don't look like Elizabeth Taylor. My eyes are green, not

violet, and I'm a little too orange in the cheek, but I thank her for the compli

ment. That boy in The Seventh House really did look like Elizabeth Taylor. I

wonder if he still gets free drinks just for looking like a movie queen.

Sometimes, I see the redhead when he's home on vacation from medical

school. He can't believe I know Junior Bradley, the NASCAR driver that's recov

ering in the teaching hospital up at Syracuse after his accident. "Hit a wall, didn't

he?" the redhead asked. "Smashed up in some race down South?" That's what

the papers said. Aunt Angel's version is probably closer to the truth. "Why the

hell don't you go back to school?" the redhead asked me. "You used to like writ

ing those stories. And you were in Anne Frank back at school."

"What," I asked him, "are the chances of catching AIDS if I get a tattoo?"

"What kind of tattoo would you want to get?"

"I think maybe a turtle. I don't know."

"Cold," she says. Out in the hallway, one of the nurses swears she won't pay

her son-in-Iaw's bar bill one more time. An orderly says it's still snowing. "Cold,"

she says again, and a sound follows - the one kids make with a straw after

they've drunk all the soda.

"You better come in now."
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I have to stand back to let Aunt Corrine dash to the bedside first. She still

thinks people won't die right unless she tends to matters personally.

"You should make the nurses keep her water cold," she tells me. "Nurses

will slack off in a minute if you don't watch them."

Ml can only look at Summer after she's looked at everything else in the

room. Her eyes keep circling, as if death were a stalking presence liable to catch

her in an unwary moment.

Angel fiddles in her pocket. "I picked this up for you," she says, "from Father

lacqueway. Thought you might need it." She looks sidelong at Corrine, who is,

at that moment, kissing her beads, winding up for the pitch, so to speak.

Ml holds the Rosary beads away from her body.

"They didn't come from Chernobyl," Angel says.

Ml drops the beads over her head.

"Sacrilege." Corrine crosses herself three times - a Trinity - and kisses

her own beads again. I can feel Angel's hands on my shoulders, just to stop me

scribbling, I'm sure, but it makes me feel as if there's something I should know.

As if I should leave, seeing Corrine and Angel have known Summer longer than

I. But then, MJ would have to leave too, and that's not right.

"This is the first time Corrine and Summer have been in the same room since

Grammy died," Angel says. "Except for Marty's funeral, and they didn't speak

then."
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"I'm sorry."

"What?" Angel leans toward the back of my head. "Did you say something?"

"Give me that Rosary." Corrine holds out her hand. MJ shakes her head and

backs up a step. When she can't back up any more without falling over Summer's

bedside table, Corrine gets a grip and lifts the beads over her head. Corrine prays,

her voice blending with the air conditioner's Gregorian drone: "We believe in

God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth; and in Jesus Christ, His

only Son, our Lord ...hrnmmm- ahhh-hmmmm."

God, if You let Summer die without looking at me, I'll hate You as long as

I'm alive.

"You going to bury her up North?" Angel asks.

"I'll answer that," I say, "when she's gone, and not until."

The gurgling sound fills the room. When I look up, I try not to hope Summer's

eyes are open.

"Our Father, Who art in hmmmm..."

When I stretch my legs, I see a lighter on the floor beside the nightstand, one

that must have fallen out of someone's pocket as they leaned across her bed. The

nurses would have a fit if they knew. Every few seconds I flick the wheel and

bring up a flame.

I never did ask Summer what she used to torch Grammy's pasture that time.

Lord knows, I lit her fire with loose talk.
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"Deliver us from evil."

"I'll go find Daddy." MJ is out the door before Corrine can think of a way

to stop her.

"Don't hurry," Angel says. There's no more rasping; the room holds the

silence of a waiting wood.

"Na hoh," I whisper.

"You want to give me that lighter?" Angel asks.

"No."

I would kill to see just one fly in the room, but two on the inside of the win

dowglass would be a sign from God. The lighter isn't much good - the flame

won't rise higher than an inch or so, and the fluid is low, but the thing would

save you if you were lost and needed fire to survive.

I'm really going to quit now. Even fire can't last forever.
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CHAPTER 26

Adirondack Community took me back faster than a husband who can't boil

water. The redhead said they would, and I believed him. The funny thing is, the

library pays sixty percent of my tuition, so I can't afford not to go to college.

Nothing to do but a funeral: Summer will have her service at St. Pius X (Make

your mark here) and then stay in a vault at Ed Kelly's until the ground thaws

enough to permit a burial, sometime in March or April, most likely. It was all

arranged weeks ago. Alma will tell the whole town what a quiet tenant Summer

is. Daddy would have said that's just like an Indian; you never can hear them

until it's too late. When Angel asks about a few days at the Black Bear, I'll go

as quietiy as I can, sneaking up on life, hunting echoes I might have left behind

in the rush.

In the December mountains, women will:

Walk to the woodpile before first light and fire up

the stove before their husbands are awake;

Listen to Whizzer while they do up the breakfast dishes;

Make the beds before noon, not to be sluts;

Telephone their mothers;

Skip lunch;

Pick up the mail and ask after the postmistress's father;
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Get some jars of homemade pickles from the root cellar

and pack them for Christmas dinner at the mother-in- law's;

Spray Santa Claus on a window with a can of fake snow;

Shovel the driveway two or three times;

Test the pond ice in case the kids want to skate;

Ask at the town garage for a snowmobile part;

Run up a shepherd costume for the Christmas Eve service;

Bake cookies to warm the house with the oven;

Watch All My Children;

Look at the crocuses in a seed catalogue;

Watch the granite weeping on High Cliff when the sun

comes out late in the afternoon;

Start the car every hour or so to make sure the battery isn't dead;

Water the Christmas tree;

Eat too many cookies;

Thaw the water pipes with their daughters' hair dryers;

Put out suet for the birds and hope the jays don't thieve it all;

Iron a half-dozen flannel shirts;

Follow the plow as far as the school and pick up the kids

after basketball;

Get Sears to wait on the catalogue bill;



Fix venison steak for dinner;

Pretend they like Monday night football;

Get up in the night to make lists for tomorrow while the

future is fresh in their minds.
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